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  Over the last decade, the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service (Forest 
Service) has been increasingly tasked with protecting wildland urban interface (WUI) 
neighborhoods from wildfire.  In addition to fire suppression duties, the Forest Service 
has attempted to mitigate the wildfire risk posed to the WUI through prescribed burning 
and other types of fuels reduction projects.  But rising suppression costs and diminishing 
social acceptability of fuel management treatments are putting pressure on the Forest 
Service to economically justify its wildfire and fuel management decisions. 
  Economic models employed by the Forest Service to support decisions about the 
allocation of wildfire suppression resources in the WUI have traditionally only 
accommodated residential structure and timber values.  However, society derives many 
non-market benefits from publicly managed WUI areas, including recreation and 
aesthetically pleasing vistas, which are affected by wildfire management.  The objective 
of this study was to assess the effects of wildfire on social welfare in northwest Montana. 
This was achieved by fitting a hedonic price model to house sales data from the study 
area to estimate how environmental amenities and wildfire affect willingness to pay for 
homes.  
  It was found that living within zero to five and five to ten kilometers of where a wildfire 
had occurred, reduced property values by 20.2% and 5.2% respectively.  This translates 
into a $47,580 and $13,260 reduction in the sale price of a home given a mean value of 
$260,000.  Additionally, being able to see a burned area reduced sale prices by 3.1%.  
This was around an $8,060 reduction.  Canopy cover is another integral component of 
amenity value to homebuyers wherein adding an additional hectare which is in medium 
canopy cover within 250 meters of the home increased property values by $3,640.  
However, adding an additional hectare of medium canopy cover between 250m and 
500m around a home decreases property value by $1,040.  By deriving shadow prices for 
non-market resources and wildfire effects on natural amenity values and perceived 
wildfire risk, this study can assist fire managers to allocate fire management resources in 
a more socially efficient manner, particularly in the WUI.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 From 1970 to 2000, the wildland-urban interface (WUI) in the United States grew 
by 52% in area to 465,600 km² and is expected to grow in area to 513,670 km² by 2030 
(Theobald and Romme 2007).  Population growth in the Rocky Mountain west has been 
unrivaled by the rest of the nation in recent years (Hansen et al. 2002) and in Montana the 
WUI is expected to grow by 19% in area to around 3,946 km² by the year 2030 
(Theobald and Romme 2007).  Natural amenities such as mountains, forests, lakes, 
streams and recreational access to public land are important in explaining this population 
boom in the West (Rasker and Hansen 2000, Frentz et al. 2004, Marcouiller et al. 2004, 
Hunter et al. 2005), and many new residents have and will continue to settle close to 
these amenities in the WUI (Theobald and Romme 2007).  As a result, human life and 
property is increasingly threatened by wildland fire (McCaffrey 2004, Brenkert-Smith et 
al. 2006, Mason et al. 2006, McCool et al. 2006) and federal land management agencies, 
including the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service (Forest Service), 
are increasingly faced with the challenge of their protection (Winter and Fried 2001, 
Mercer and Prestemon 2005, Hammer et al. 2007).   
 In addition to the expanding WUI, excessive fuel accumulation (brought on by 
years of successful fire suppression efforts) and climate change have contributed to rising 
wildfire suppression costs through facilitating larger and more severe wildfires (Hammer 
et al. 2007, Venn and Calkin in press).  Nationally, more than 2.83 M ha burned during 
the 2000, 2002, and 2004 to 2007 fire seasons (NIFC 2008), and Forest Service 
suppression expenditures exceeded $1 billion in the 2000, 2002, 2003, 2006 and 2007 fire 
seasons (Venn and Calkin in press).  The federal government is concerned that fire 
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suppression resources are not being utilized efficiently, and the Forest Service is under 
substantial pressure to reduce suppression costs.   
 Over the past decade there has been a substantial shift in federal wildfire policy 
from one based primarily on aggressive suppression to one that integrates suppression, 
hazardous fuels reduction, restoration and rehabilitation of fire adapted ecosystems, and 
community safety (USDI and USDA 2000; 2001; USDA et al. 2002).  Contemporary 
wildfire policy recognizes the beneficial role of fire as a natural ecological process and 
acknowledges the need for measures of economic efficiency of wildfire suppression to 
accommodate non-market values, including recreation opportunities, cultural heritage, 
water quality, conservation of flora and fauna, air quality and overall ecosystem health 
(USDI et al. 2001, USDI et al. 2005). Nevertheless, effective implementation of these 
policies has been limited (Dale 2006, Steelman and Burke 2007).   
 One reason for the limited execution of contemporary federal wildfire policy is 
that existing wildfire decision-support models, including the National Fire Management 
Analysis System (NFMAS) and Escaped Fire Simulation Analysis (EFSA), inadequately 
accommodate non-market values (Review Team 2001, Venn and Calkin in press).  These 
tools support allocation of wildfire suppression resources to minimize the sum of short-
term, direct pecuniary costs of wildfire management, and damage to private property, 
public infrastructure and timber.  This is not equivalent to supporting economically 
efficient wildfire management decisions, which requires maximization of the total 
economic (market and non-market) value of wildfire management activities.  To assist 
federal land management agencies with implementing contemporary wildfire policy, 
decision-support tools must accommodate non-market benefits and costs of wildfire 
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(Talberth et al. 2005, Mason et al. 2006, Venn and Calkin in press).  However, few 
economic studies have been performed to assess the effects of wildfire on non-market 
values (Venn and Calkin in press).   
1.1 Research Objectives and Justification 
The overall objective of this study was to assess the effects of wildfire on social 
welfare in northwest Montana by estimating how wildfire induced changes in natural 
amenities and perceptions of wildfire risk are capitalized into home values using a 
geographic information systems (GIS).  This has been achieved by first deriving 
neighborhood, environmental amenities and wildfire effects data for homes sold in 
northwest Montana between June 1996 and January 2007.  Then a hedonic pricing model 
was fitted to multiple listing service housing data and the GIS derived data.   
By deriving shadow prices for non-market values, and wildfire effects on natural 
amenity values and perceived wildfire risk, this study will assist fire managers to allocate 
fire management resources in a more socially efficient manner, particularly in the WUI.  
There are several characteristics of this study that make it a unique and valuable 
contribution to the limited literature that has assessed wildfire-related property value 
change.  First, existing studies have been performed in areas where wildfires are 
infrequent, but often large and severe.  This study is set in a region that frequently 
experiences wildfire, including large, severe conflagrations.  Second, existing studies 
have focused on a single wildfire or wildfire complex.  This study examined the effect of 
256 wildland fires, larger than 4 ha (10acres) that burned over 17 years in a 4.14 million 
ha study area.  Finally, numerous recreation and landscape amenity variables were looked 
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at as well, in order to develop a complete understanding of what attracts people to 
northwest Montana.   
Initial applications of the social values estimated will include utilizing them as 
socio-economic parameters in existing wildfire management decision-support models, 
including the Wildland Fire Decision Support System (WFDSS), to facilitate ex-post 
socio-economic evaluation of fire management. Exciting future uses of the preference 
information include incorporating it into decision-support models to aid resource 
allocation during ongoing fire events, and socio-economic evaluation of simulated fire 
landscapes, which could, for example, be used to evaluate native fire regime restoration 
strategies.  
1.2 Defining the Wildland Urban Interface 
Much of the growth that has been taking place in the western United States has 
occurred in what is commonly referred to as the wildland-urban interface (WUI).  In the 
United States, natural amenities and the risk of wildfire are likely to have much greater 
effects on property values in the WUI than elsewhere, and WUI property values are the 
primary focus of this research.   
The WUI has several definitions.  The broadest definition, which is often used by 
the USDA Forest Service, states that the WUI is “the line, area, or zone where structures 
and other human development meet or mingle with undeveloped wildland or vegetation 
fuels” (USDA and USDI 2003, p. 20).  The wildland-urban intermix is an extension of 
the WUI, but instead of structures and other types of development pressing against 
wildland vegetation, they are intermixed within the vegetation (Davis 1990).  The 
wildland urban intermix and wildland urban interface are typically not distinguished from 
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one another and the generic WUI designation is given to both areas together.  The first 
USDA definition highlights this when the WUI is referred to as the “line or zone” and 
where homes “meet or mingle”.  The USDI and USDA (2001) provide more detailed 
definitions for both the wildland urban interface and wildland urban intermix, which are 
reported below.  The rationale behind these specific definitions was that communities 
could accurately determine whether or not they were “at- risk-communities” from 
wildfire (Theobald and Romme 2007).     
The interface community exists where structures directly abut wildland 
fuels.  There is a clear line of demarcation between residential, business, and 
public structures and wildland fuels.  Wildland fuels do not generally continue 
into the developed area. The development density for an interface community is 
usually 3 or more structures per acre, with shared municipal services. An 
alternative definition of the interface community emphasizes a population density 
of 250 or more people per square mile. 
The Intermix Community exists where structures are scattered throughout 
a wildland area. There is no clear line of demarcation; wildland fuels are 
continuous outside of and within the developed area. The development density in 
the intermix ranges from structures very close together to one structure per 40 
acres. An alternative definition of intermix community emphasizes a population 
density of between 28–250 people per square mile. (USDI and USDA 2001, 
p.753)  
 
Stewart et al. (2007, p. 204) developed an even more refined definition of the 
WUI from the USDA and USDI (Federal Register) (2001) definition, including percent 
of wildland vegetation canopy cover as a threshold for determining interface and intermix 
areas.   
In summary, the WUI definition as we operationalized it is the area where houses 
exist at more than 1 housing unit per 40 ac and (1) wildland vegetation covers 
more than 50% of the land area (intermix WUI) or (2) wildland vegetation covers 
less than 50% of the land area, but a large area (over 1,235 acres) covered with 
more than 75% wildland vegetation is within 1.5 miles (interface WUI).  
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The 1.5 mile distance between forest and homes in the interface definition is 
utilized as a result of this being the possible distance that fire brands could travel in front 
of a main fire front (Stewart et al. 2007).  Thus, structures that are not in a forested area 
could still be at risk from wildland fire.   
The Healthy Forests Restoration Act of 2003 indicated that communities at risk 
from wildfire could and should develop community wildfire protection plans (CWPPs) so 
as to become more active in planning fuel reduction projects in their area, as well as 
being more prepared in the event of a wildland fire (HFRA 2003).  Many counties in 
northwest Montana have done so.  At the time of writing, the most comprehensive CWPP 
in northwest Montana was that developed by Flathead County in 2005.  The Flathead 
CWPP defined the WUI “by selecting all forested lands within 1.5 miles of private lands 
and then selecting those [forested] lands within 1.5 miles of an existing structure” (GCS 
Research 2005, p. 34).   
The definitions described above show the wide variability that can be encountered 
when trying to define where and what the WUI is.  However, the general WUI definition 
utilized by the USDA and USDI (2001) appears to be fairly well accepted and has been 
adopted for this project.  Therefore, in subsequent discussion of the study area, no 
distinction is made between interface and intermix areas.   
1.3 Layout of the Thesis 
The second chapter describes the study area in detail.  It will be shown that 
northwest Montana is an ideal study area, not only for its environmental characteristics 
and prevalence of wildfire, but the rapid population growth that has been taking place all 
across the region, including the WUI.  The third chapter is a review of the non-market 
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valuation literature, focusing on valuation of natural amenities and wildfire with the 
hedonic pricing method (HPM).  This chapter highlights the state of knowledge and 
provides a platform from which to build this study.  Next, the fourth chapter reviews the 
HPM and its methodological foundations.  This facilitates exploration of the relevant 
methodological characteristics that make the HPM a sound non-market valuation method, 
but also presents some of its limitations.  The fifth chapter characterizes how the HPM 
was utilized for this project, including, how the data was obtained and utilized, and model 
specifications.  Chapter six is the results chapter, which is followed by discussion and 
policy implications in chapter seven.      
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2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND ECONOMY OF NORTHWEST MONTANA 
 This chapter describes the environment and economy of northwest Montana to set 
the context in which this research has been performed.  The first section will describe the 
physical environment of the study area in northwest Montana.  The second section 
describes the historical socio-economic condition of the study area.  The third section 
describes the major land tenure patterns and natural amenities in the area.  The fourth 
section gives a brief fire history of northwest Montana.   
2.1 The Study Area 
The study area for this research lies in northwest Montana, comprising Flathead, 
Lake, Sanders and Lincoln Counties, and the northern portion of Missoula County.  
Illustrated in Figure 2.1, the study area encompasses roughly 4,138,600 ha and will also 
be referred to as northwest Montana.  This area is ideal for the study due to the rapid 
population growth that has been taking place in the WUI and the high incidence of 
wildfires (US Census Bureau 2008, USDA 2006a).  The population of the study area 
grew from 185,096 in 1990 to 225,844 in 2000, representing a 22% increase in that ten 
year span (US Census Bureau 2008).    
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Figure 2.1 – Map of the Study Area 
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2.2 Environment of Northwest Montana 
The climate of northwest Montana is generally cold in the winter and warm in the 
summer.  Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the average annual minimum and average annual 
maximum temperatures for the period 1971-2000 for the study area, respectively.  The 
coldest average annual minimum temperature was -9°C, recorded at high elevations while 
the valley bottoms had an average annual minimum temperature of 2°C.  The average 
maximum temperatures were around 0°C at high elevations and 15°C at low elevations.   
Average annual precipitation of rain and snow in the study area, which is shown 
in Figure 2.4, is highly sensitive to elevation.  On average, the higher elevation areas 
from 1971 to 2000 received greater than 254 cm of precipitation annually.  The lower 
elevation valley bottoms in the central portion of the study area received an average of 
only 30 cm to 45 cm annually over the same time period.  
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, elevation within the study area ranges from 525 m to 
3070 m above sea level.  Mountains in the eastern portion of the study area are typically 
above 2500 m and include Kintla Peak in Glacier National Park, the highest peak in the 
study area at 3070 m.  The lower elevation areas are the dry valley bottoms which are less 
than 1000 m above sea level.  The lowest elevation in the study area of 525 m is to the 
northwest of Troy.   
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Figure 2.2 – Average annual minimum temperature in northwest Montana from 1971-
2000 
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Figure 2.3– Average annual maximum temperature in northwest Montana from 1971-
2000 
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Figure 2.4 – Average annual precipitation in northwest Montana from 1971-2000 
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Figure 2.5– Elevational gradient in northwest Montana 
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 The natural vegetation of the study area includes several forest types illustrated 
in Figure 2.6.  Lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), 
ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), western larch (Larix occidentalis), whitebark pine 
(Pinus albicaulis) and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) are the dominant tree species 
within the study area (NRIS 2007).  Whitebark, lodgepole pine and subalpine fir are 
typically found at high and mid elevations, while Douglas-fir can be found throughout the 
elevational gradient of the study area, with the exception of the high elevation alpine 
zone above 2500 m.  Ponderosa pine forests are found in the lower, more arid elevations 
of the study area up to around 1350 m (Fisher et al. 1998).   
 The mixed mesic and mixed subalpine forest types are the dominant forest types 
in the study area.  The mixed forest type is one in which the area is dominated by trees 
where neither deciduous nor evergreen species represent more than 75 percent of the 
cover present (NRIS 2007).  The mesic designation implies that there is ample moisture 
available for the species present.  Mesic forests in this study area are typically associated 
with moist, north, east and northwest facing aspects at elevations between 550 m and 
2625 m (Fisher et al. 1998).  The subalpine designation implies an area of higher 
elevation from 750 m to 3330 m (Fisher et al. 1998) with high levels of precipitation 
coming mainly in the form of snow.  Species found in the mixed mesic forest type 
include Douglas-fir, western larch, ponderosa pine, grand fir (Abies grandis) and 
Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii) (Fisher et al. 1998).  The mixed subalpine forest 
type includes primarily lodgepole pine, subalpine fir, Douglas-fir and Engelmann spruce 
(Fisher et al. 1998).  Whitebark pine is also present in mixed subalpine forests and 
typically occupies an elevational range from 1070 m to 3330 m (Fisher et al. 1998).  The 
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mixed subalpine forest type was historically and is still predominantly characterized by 
low frequency, high severity wildland fire (Brown et al. 2004).  Mixed xeric forests can 
also be found throughout the study area on dry forest sites consistent with southern 
aspects  and are predominantly situated  in lower elevation areas under 1460 m (Fisher et 
al. 1998).  Ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir are the two dominant species in this forest 
type.  High frequency, low intensity wildland fire was historically present in these low 
elevation forests (Brown et al. 2004). The mixed mesic forest type is characterized as a 
“mixed severity” fire regime and can experience both high frequency, low intensity or 
low frequency, high intensity fires (Brown et al. 2004).   
An idea that has emerged within the fire ecology community as a useful 
ecosystem health indicator is the concept of departure of contemporary fire regimes from 
the historic range and variability (HRV) of wildfire on the landscape (Hann and Bunnell 
2001).  Measures of departure revolve around the concept of fire return intervals, 
specifically how many fires particular ecosystems have missed due to effective wildfire 
suppression and other land management activities since European settlement in the west.  
A helpful way to measure departure from the HRV of wildfire is with what are called 
“fire regime condition classes” (FRCC).     
 "Fire Regime Current Condition Classes are a qualitative measure describing the 
degree of departure from historical fire regimes, possibly resulting in alterations of key 
ecosystem components such as species composition, structural stage, stand age, canopy 
closure, and fuel loadings. One or more of the following activities may have caused this 
departure: fire suppression, timber harvesting, livestock grazing, introduction and 
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establishment of exotic plant species, introduced insects or disease, or other management 
activities." (Schmidt et al. 2002)  
 The first class FRCC 1 (low departure) implies that there has been little or no 
relative departure from historic conditions (Schmidt et al. 2002).  FRCC 1 is indicative of 
higher elevation forests like the mixed subalpine forest types mentioned above.   FRCC 2 
(moderate departure) implies that there has been some or a moderate level of departure 
from historic conditions (Schmidt et al. 2002).  FRCC 2 areas could be found in mixed 
mesic forest types of northwest Montana.  FRCC 3 (high departure) implies that there is a 
large departure from historic conditions.  FRCC 3 areas are thought to be extremely 
unrepresentative of historic conditions (Schmidt et al. 2002).  FRCC 3 areas in northwest 
Montana would be found in the low elevation mixed xeric forest types.   
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Figure 2.6 – Land cover types in northwest Montana 
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2.3 Socio-economy of Northwest Montana 
Prior to European settlement, there were several Native American tribes living in 
northwest Montana, including the Salish, Kootenai, Pend d'Oreille and Kalispel tribes 
(Montana State Government 2007).  The modern economic history of northwest Montana 
began soon after Lewis and Clark made their way through the area in 1804-1806.  The 
first Euro-American inhabitants to arrive were trappers and Roman Catholic missionaries 
in the 1830s and 1840s (Montana State Government 2008, SHG Resources 2008).  With 
the discovery of gold in 1860s, miners arrived along with cattle ranchers taking 
advantage of large swaths of public land for grazing (Montana State Government 2008).  
For the rest of the 19th and for most of the 20th century, northwest Montana’s economy 
was tied almost exclusively to the land.  Extractive industries such as logging, mining and 
agriculture were the backbone of the Montana economy and remained firmly entrenched 
until the recession of the 1980s (Swanson et al. 2003, Northwest Economic Development 
District 2007).  
During the late 1980s, northwest Montana saw a dramatic shift in its economic 
base.  The manufacturing sector, once almost exclusively tied to the wood products 
industry, became less important as other sectors of the economy such as services, retail 
trade, construction, finance, insurance and real estate all expanded (Power and Barrett 
2001, Swanson et al. 2003).  The service sector has been leading the way in this 
economic shift and includes fields such as healthcare, engineering and other high-
technology industries (Swanson et al. 2003).   
Northwest Montana has seen large population gains in recent years.  Table 2.1 
reports recent demographic changes for the five counties in the study area.  From 1990 to 
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2000, the populations of both Flathead and Lake Counties grew by roughly 26% (US 
Census Bureau 2008). The 2006 estimates indicate that Missoula and Flathead County 
had grown by 5.8% and 14.5%, respectively, since the 2000 census (US Census Bureau 
2008).   
Table 2.1 – Population Trends in Northwest Montana 
Location 1990 population 2000 population 2006 estimated % Increase 1990 - 2000 
Flathead County 59,218 74,471 85,314 25.7 
Lake County  21,041 26,507 NA 25.9 
Lincoln County 17,481 18,837 NA 7.7 
Missoula County 78,687 95,802 101,417 21.7 
Sanders County 8,669 10,227 NA 17.9 
Study Area 
Montana  
185,096 
        799,065 
225,844 
902,195 
NA 
944,632 
22.0 
12.9 
United States 248,709,873 281,421,906 299,398,484 13.1 
Source: US Census Bureau (2008) 
As of 2000, median household incomes in the study area ranged from a high of 
$39,885 in Flathead County to low of $29,654 in Sanders County.  Per capita income in 
Lincoln County was the lowest at $13,923 while the per capita income in Flathead 
County was the highest at $18,112.  The median household income for Montana as a 
whole was $35,574 while the per capita income was $17,151.  This can be compared to 
the national median household income of $44,334 and the national per capita income of 
$21,587.  
2.4 Land Tenure and Natural Amenities in Northwest Montana 
Among the predominant factors luring people to northwest Montana are the 
numerous and enviable natural amenities (Power and Barrett 2001, Swanson et al. 2003).  
These amenities are primarily located on the 2.9 M ha of public land in the study area.  
Public land in northwest Montana provides many recreation opportunities, including 
cross-country skiing, downhill skiing, mountain biking, outfitter trips, whitewater rafting, 
hunting and backpacking. Flathead Lake, the largest freshwater lake in the western 
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United States, is a major recreation destination as well as summer home location 
(Flathead Lake Biological Station 1999, Northwest Economic Development District 
2007).  Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2 illustrate and report land tenure patterns in northwest 
Montana.   
Glacier National Park (GNP) is described as the number-one attraction for visitors 
to northwest Montana and is considered to be one of, if not the most critical driver of the 
local economy of northwest Montana (Swanson et al. 2003).  Declared in 1910 as the 
country’s 10th national park, GNP is 397,890 ha of stunning Montana scenery, 250,670 ha 
of which lies in the northeast corner of the study area.  GNP is often described as the 
“Crown of the Continent” and draws as many as 2 million visitors each year, some of 
whom come to explore the 1120 km of trails (NPS 2007).  Glacier National Park is also 
home to part of the largest remaining grizzly bear population in the lower 48 states (NPS 
2007).  
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Figure 2.7 – Land tenure in northwest Montana 
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Table 2.2 – Land tenure in Northwest Montana 
Land Tenure Area (ha) Proportion of Study Area 
Forest Service Regular 1,157,230 29% 
Forest Service Wilderness 404,360 10% 
Forest Service Roadless 568,660 14% 
Glacier National Park  250,670 6% 
Bureau of Land Management  23,700 1% 
Other Federal Agencies 14,940 1% 
State of Montana  179,250 4% 
Flathead Indian Reservation 288,890 7% 
Plum Creek Timber Company 494,190 12% 
Other Private Land 501,440 13% 
Water 106,000 3% 
Total Study Area 3,989,330 100% 
Source: Land tenure estimates made by the author in ArcGIS with data from http://nris.mt.gov/gis 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture - Forest Service (USFS) is the 
largest landholder in the study area, managing over half of the landscape of northwest 
Montana.  USFS lands include areas managed for timber production, and areas that are 
permanently protected as wilderness.  The USFS has a multiple-use land management 
objective, meaning that land can be managed for more than one objective.  For example, 
many timber producing lands are also managed for recreation values.  Additionally, in 
northwest Montana, a large proportion of USFS land is classified as “roadless.”  These 
lands are described as “areas [in national forests or grasslands] exclusive of improved 
roads constructed or maintained for travel by means of motorized vehicles intended for 
highway use” (TRCP, 2008).  Some roadless areas are managed like wilderness, while 
others are actively managed but road building and maintenance is not allowed (DeVelice 
and Martin 2001, Crist and Wilmer 2002).  While half of the original “roadless” areas 
were turned into wilderness areas in the early 1980s, the possibility remains that the 
remaining areas will eventually become officially designated wilderness as well 
(Strittholt amd Dellasala 2001).     
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There are three wilderness areas in northwest Montana accounting for nearly 10% 
of the study area.  The Bob Marshall Wilderness complex (BMWC), located in the 
eastern part of the study area and south of GNP, is the third largest wilderness complex in 
the lower 48 states (USDA c2007a).   
Comprising parts of four national forests and three wilderness areas, including the 
Great Bear, Bob Marshall and Scape Goat Wilderness Areas, the BMWC occupies nearly 
607,000 ha, of which 168,610 ha are in the study area.  The Great Bear Wilderness area 
encompasses 115,800 ha and is directly to the north of the Bob Marshall Wilderness and 
south of GNP.  The Mission Mountain Wilderness area lies to the west of the BMWC and 
north of Missoula.  It is comprised of both federal and tribal wilderness lands and is 
68,170 ha in area.  The Cabinet Mountains Wilderness area is in the northwestern part of 
the study area and is 38,000 ha in size.  The Rattlesnake Wilderness Area, which is an 
important recreational area, lies directly to the north of Missoula and is 13,780 ha in area.      
The state of Montana administers roughly 179,250 ha (4%) of the study area.  The 
majority of this land is managed by the Montana Department of Natural Resources and 
Conservation primarily for timber production.  The revenue generated from these lands is 
put into a trust fund to pay for public education services.  Other state agencies that 
administer land in northwest Montana are the Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department 
(FWP) and the Montana University System (MUS).  FWP manages state parks and 
campgrounds, while the MUS administers an agricultural research station near Kalispell 
and the 11,331 ha Lubrecht Experimental Forest northeast of Missoula.  
The Flathead Indian Reservation (FIR) is home to the Salish, Kootenai and Pend 
d’Oreille tribes and comprises 7% of the study area.  The FIR, located primarily in Lake 
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County, was established by the Hellgate Treaty of 1855 (CSKT 2004).  Their local 
economy is supported by timber production and agriculture, while the National Bison 
Range and St.Ignatius Mission are popular tourist destinations on the reservation (Wilton 
and Dillon 2003).  
The Plum Creek Timber company, is the largest private landowner in the nation, 
with 3.3 million hectares (Plum Creek Timber Company 2008).  They are also a large 
land holder in the study area, with 494,194 ha (12%) under their management.  Plum 
Creek is unique in that they allow public access to all of their holdings as if it were public 
land.  Plum Creek actively manages their land for timber production but has become 
increasingly involved in the real estate business and has begun selling off some of their 
properties in northwest Montana (Jamison 2007).  The loss of open space and land 
fragmentation is seen to be one of the biggest risks to amenity values in northwest 
Montana (Swanson et al. 2003). Additionally, as Plum Creek sells more of their land 
holdings, there is potential for the WUI to grow at an unprecedented rate in northwest 
Montana.  
2.5 Recent Wildfire in Northwest Montana 
 From 1990 to 2006 there were 4,643 wildfires recorded by the USFS, which 
burned 303,690ha in northwest Montana (about 7.3% of the study area) (USDA c.2006a).  
The fires ranged in size from less than one hectare up to 28,500 ha (USDA c.2006a).  
These fires burned on both public and private land and principally occurred during the 
fire seasons of 1994, 2000 and 2003.  Fire start locations and burned area polygons are 
illustrated in Figure 2.8.  The larger fires have tended to be on the east side of the study 
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area in and around GNP and the BMWC.  With this many fires, residents of northwest 
Montana have become quite accustomed to wildfire and smoky days in the summer.  
2.6 Summary 
 This chapter showcased the environmental and socio-economic characteristics of 
northwest Montana.  This area is rich in natural amenities, particularly forestland, and has 
experienced thousands of wildfires and rapid population growth since 1990.  Northwest 
Montana provides an ideal setting to examine the effect of wildfire and natural amenities 
on property values.   
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Figure 2.8 – Fires from 1990 to 2006 
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3. VALUING CHANGES IN ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, INCLUDING THE 
EFFECTS OF WILDFIRE 
 Several non-market valuation methods have been developed by economists to 
estimate anthropocentric values attached to the environment.  The purpose of this chapter 
is to highlight the utility of the hedonic pricing method (HPM) for evaluating welfare 
change arising from change in environmental amenity.  Section 3.1 describes four 
popular non-market valuation techniques.  Section 3.2 reviews studies that have 
employed the HPM to estimate environmental values from house sale price data.  The 
limited literature on applications of the HPM to examine the effects of wildfire on 
property values is described in Section 3.2.1.  A summary concludes the chapter.   
3.1 Non-Market Valuation Techniques 
 An important role of economists is to advise policy-makers about economically 
efficient allocation of resources to achieve particular management goals.  Impacts of 
natural resource management on non-market values such as clean air, wildlife habitat and 
open space, are important when considering economically efficient resource management 
strategies, but are challenging to quantify and accommodate in social cost-benefit 
analysis.  To address this limitation, economists have developed several stated preference 
and revealed preference non-market valuation techniques.  
In stated preference methods, researchers directly ask people how much value 
they place on a particular good or service.  Most stated preference techniques fall into the 
category of either contingent valuation models (CVM) or choice experiments (CE).  
CVM is performed by asking people to state their willingness-to-pay for a particular 
good, service or amenity (Boyle 2003).  CEs define goods or services as a collection of 
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attributes (usually including a payment mechanism), and assign each attribute several 
different levels. Using an experimental design, the researcher can vary the attributes and 
levels to create a series of goods or services from which the respondent will select 
(Kanninen 2007). The respondent then chooses the option that they most prefer. This 
method draws information from the hypothetical tradeoffs that respondents are making, 
allowing researchers to estimate passive use values associated with each attribute.  Unlike 
CE, CVM does not give the respondent more than one scenario to evaluate. 
 Advantages of stated preference techniques include that they can elicit non-use 
values respondents’ may attach to a non-market good, such as existence values, and can 
be used to value changes in environmental quality that have not occurred.  However, 
many potential biases associated with these techniques have been discussed (e.g. see 
Bennett and Blamey 2001).  Principal among these is hypothetical bias – a bias that may 
arise because respondents do not take the hypothetical scenario seriously or do not state 
their true willingness to pay because they realize they will not actually have to pay any 
money.   
In revealed preference techniques, “the demand for environmental goods can be 
revealed by examining the purchases of related goods in the private market place” 
(Garrod and Willis 1999, p.7).  Consequently, these methods avoid potential biases 
arising from developing hypothetical markets.  However, revealed preference techniques 
can only estimate use values and, because they utilize data from actual market 
transactions, the methods can only be used retrospectively to assess welfare effects of 
past events.  They cannot value hypothetical changes in an environmental amenity that 
have not yet occurred.   
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The travel cost method and hedonic pricing method (HPM) are the two main 
revealed preference techniques.  “The travel cost model is a model of the demand for 
services of a recreation site.  The essence of the travel cost model stems from the need to 
travel to a site to enjoy its services.  “A participant who chooses to visit a site must incur 
the cost of overcoming the distance” (Haab and McConnell 2002, p.138).  The value of 
the site is estimated from costs incurred travelling to and recreating at the site.  
The hedonic pricing method is useful when the value of the good or service is not 
directly observed, but can be inferred from observed market transactions (Taylor 2003).  
For example, people purchase homes for many reasons besides structural characteristics 
such as the number of bedrooms and bathrooms. Other attributes, like distance to a city 
center and to parks are often important in a home purchase decision.  The HPM can be 
used to statistically derive the implicit value of such characteristics, including non-market 
values, from market transaction data.  Home sales data available for northwest Montana 
presents an opportunity to employ the HPM to estimate the effect of wildfires on the 
welfare of residents in northwest Montana.     
3.2 Examples of Hedonic Pricing Studies that have Valued Natural Amenities 
from Property Market Transactions 
Early HPM studies examined the value of natural amenities such as air and water 
quality.   Looking at the marginal willingness to pay in order to improve air quality from 
high levels of nitrogen oxides, Harrison and Rubinfeld (1978) found that homebuyers 
were willing to pay up to 19% or roughly $5,500 of their yearly income to improve air 
quality. In a review of air quality HPM studies, Pearce and Markandya (1989) found that, 
on average, property values fall by between 0.06 and 0.12 percent for every 1 percent 
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increase in sulphate particulate levels in the air.  They also found, a 1 percent increase in 
air particulates lowered property values by between 0.05 and 0.14 percent.  Kirshner and 
Moore (1989) found that home values around San Francisco Bay were roughly 11% 
higher in areas with better water quality.  When examining the mean home price, 20% or 
around $65,000 of a home’s value could be attributed to water quality for North Bay 
homes as opposed to only 9% or roughly $24,000 for South Bay homes.  HPM studies 
have also found reductions in home values due to proximity to disamenities such as 
nuclear power plants, freeways, airports and landfills (Nelson 1980, Nelson 1982, Clark 
and Allison 1999, Folland and Hough 2000, Hite et al. 2001).   
HPM studies in Europe and Asia have demonstrated that being near parks, urban 
green spaces or other forms of open space, and being near or within visible range of 
water bodies, all have a positive and significant effect on housing prices (Tyrväinen 
1997, Tyrväinen and Miettinen 2000, Luttik, 2000, Irwin, 2002, Kong et al. 2006).  In 
rural Britain, Garrod and Willis (1992) found that people were willing to pay more for 
homes that were in close proximity to non-coniferous trees.   
In the United States, one study in Amherst, Massachusetts, found that  residential 
lots with around 50% to 60 % mature tree canopy cover had average sale prices that were 
6% ($2686) higher than residential lots with no trees (Morales 1980).  Another study 
performed in Athens, Georgia, found that lots landscaped with trees sold for 3.5% to 
4.5% more on average than homes that had not been landscaped with trees (Anderson and 
Cordell 1988).  Other HPM studies performed in the United States have found that living 
in or having a view of dense forests (high canopy cover) is a disamenity (Kim and Wells 
2005, Paterson and Boyle 2002).  Kim and Wells (2005) found that residents in Flagstaff, 
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Arizona, preferred properties with medium density canopy cover (40-69% canopy 
closure) within a 0.5km radius around a home.  Adding an additional hectare of this 
medium density forest cover increased property values by $1,400.  Patterson and Boyle 
(2002) examined residential sales in Portland Oregon to assess whether or not different 
types of views changed property values.  They found that as the percentage of forest 
cover increased, values decreased.  They surmised “that people enjoy the amenities 
associated with nearby forestlands, but prefer views of other types of cover” (Paterson 
and Boyle 2002, p.422).  
3.2.1 Hedonic Pricing Model Studies Examining the Effects of Wildfire on Property 
Values 
Recently, the HPM method has been employed to estimate the effect of wildland 
fire on residential property values.  It is informative to examine these studies because 
they had similar objectives to this study in northwest Montana and because they each 
arrived at very different conclusions.  Three studies have examined the impact of actual 
wildland fires on property values, while a fourth examined a wildfire risk assessment 
rating and its effect on property values.   
In early June of 2000, the Cerro Grande Fire burned 17,400 ha and nearly 230 
structures near Los Alamos, New Mexico (Price-Waterhouse Coopers 2001).  This fire 
garnered much media attention because it was an escaped prescribed fire.  In the 
aftermath of the fire, a study was undertaken by Price-Waterhouse Coopers on behalf of 
the federal government in order to establish “whether the value of residential property 
that was not physically damaged by the Cerro Grande Fire declined as a result of the fire 
and if so, which communities and types of housing were most affected” (Price-
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Waterhouse Coopers 2001, p.3).  The report found that there was a 3% to 11% percent 
decline in single family residence property values in Los Alamos County in the year 
following the fire.  It should be noted that this study had a very small data set of house 
sales from January 1996 to January 2001 (only 7 months after the fire) and did not 
employ the HPM, but rather a pre-fire, post-fire regression analysis of home sales.  
Nonetheless, it was early evidence that wildfire can affect property values.      
The first HPM analysis in the context of wildfire was performed by Huggett 
(2003) and looked at three large fires that together burned over 73,300 ha and destroyed 
37 homes and 76 outbuildings during the summer of 1994 in Chelan County, 
Washington.  Chelan County is in north central Washington along the east front of the 
Cascade Mountains.  The area is a recreation “hotspot”, with Lake Chelan at its center, 
and it was hypothesized that the impact from the fires on property values would be quite 
large.  The housing market did not register a decrease in property values until after the 
first half of 1995, even though the fire was suppressed in September of the previous year.  
Huggett (2003) hypothesized that this could have been as a result of the fairly lengthy 
process that one goes through when buying a home, as well as imperfect information 
problems.  It was discovered that in the first half of 1995 house prices increased by an 
average of $156 or around 0.04%, per kilometer the home was distant from the final fire 
perimeter.  It was also found that, while the fires may have decreased the average value 
of homes, living near the forest boundary still positively affected home values after the 
fires of 1994.  Perhaps the most interesting finding of the study was that the effects of the 
fires on housing prices were short-lived, only lasting six to twelve months.  The author 
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discussed some possible explanations for this short-lived dip, and felt that one possibility 
might have been an exaggeration of the fire’s severity on the part of the media.   
The second HPM study conducted in a wildfire context looked at the town of 
Pine, Colorado, which is southwest of Denver (Loomis 2004).  The 4,900 ha Buffalo 
Creek fire, that occurred in May of 1996, was just two miles south of Pine.  Loomis, like 
Huggett, was evaluating whether changes in natural amenity levels and perceptions of 
fire risk had affected property values in town even though no homes in Pine burned 
down.  As expected, home values in the town did decrease after the fire.  The study found 
that five years after the fire, there was an $18,519 or 16% loss in median home value in 
the study area relative to expected sale prices if there had been no fire.  It was also 
pointed out in this study that, relative to the Price-Waterhouse Coopers study, the 
estimates came out on the high end of the diminished property values spectrum.  This can 
also be juxtaposed with the relatively minimal decrease found by Huggett (2003). Loomis 
(2004, p.155) concluded “if this finding is replicated in other areas, the good news is that 
the housing market in the wildland urban interface is starting to reflect the hazards of 
living in these high-amenity forests”.   
The third HPM study that adds to this body of literature looked at the effect of 
wildfire risk assessment ratings on property values rather than the direct effect of a 
wildland fire.  In 2000, the Colorado Springs Fire Department rated 35,000 structures in 
the WUI according to their wildfire risk level.  This risk assessment was then put on the 
internet so that homeowners and potential home buyers could look up property risk 
ratings.  In addition to property structural information, Donovan et al. (2007) 
incorporated the four main factors used by the Colorado Springs Fire Department to 
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determine the relative risk rating for a given home into their hedonic model.  These 
factors were construction material (roof and siding), proximity to dangerous topography, 
vegetation around the house and the average slope around the home. The risk rating 
variables contained elements of both amenity and risk values, so it is difficult to 
distinguish what effect the amenities had and what effect the risk elements had on the 
reduced property values.  Donovan et al. (2007) found that homes that sold before the 
risk web site was operating had amenity values that were both positive and significant.  
This suggested that the amenity benefits outweighed the perceived risks posed by 
wildfire.  After the risk web site was up and running however, the amenity values were 
no longer significant. “This result suggests that post web site creation, the positive 
amenity effects were offset by the increased wildfire risk associated with such parcels.” 
(Donovan et al. 2007, p. 228).  
With the exception of Donovan et al. (2007), the above studies dealt only with a 
single or handful of wildfire events that took place in a relatively small area during one 
fire season.  The Huggett (2003) and Loomis (2004) papers, did not use actual MLS data.  
Additionally, being able to see a fire has not been studied.  Huggett (2003) looked at the 
effect of living near national forest boundaries and the distance to the fire perimeter as 
well as canopy cover and slope estimates.  Huggett (2003) measured the risk component 
of living in or near forestland by using various canopy cover amounts.  These canopy 
covers were broken into three fuel types which included grasses, shrubs and evergreens.  
He also measured the average amount of slope surrounding a home.  Huggett (2003) used 
“neighborhoods” to surround each property location point.  These “neighborhoods” 
represented a 90m, 190m or 510m buffers around each point.  The “neighborhood” proxy 
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variables were utilized since property centroids were used and not actual home location 
points.  The hope was that the actual home fell within the “neighborhood” buffer and that 
slope and canopy covers could be accurately calculated from the buffer.     
Loomis (2004) only examined homes that were within 2 miles of the Buffalo 
Creek fire therefore no actual fire distance variable was used.  The only variable that 
related to the fire was a time since fire measurement.  No environmental amenities were 
examined in this study. 
3.3 Summary 
 Economists have developed several revealed preference and stated preference 
non-market valuation techniques.  The HPM is a revealed preference method that has 
been used to value a wide range of environmental amenities and disamenities from house 
sale price data.  Existing studies reveal that environmental amenities and disamenities can 
explain substantial proportions of house sale prices. 
 A small number of studies have used HPM to evaluate value change arising from 
wildfire.  Property values tend to decrease with closer proximity to a wildfire event, and 
there are indications in some studies that homebuyers are becoming mindful of wildfire 
risk.  Some studies found property values recover quickly after wildfire, while one study 
reported long-lasting property value decreases.  However, existing wildfire HPM studies 
are limited in several ways.  Some did not use actual sales price data, all address only one 
or a complex of fires from one fire season, and few fire variables have been examined; 
essentially only time since fire and distance to fire.    
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4. THE HEDONIC PRICING METHOD 
This chapter will explain hedonic pricing models and how they are developed.  
Hedonic pricing models are most often associated with housing markets, but can be 
applied to others as well.  This chapter will focus on how the HPM is applied to housing 
markets in general.  The first section gives the historical and theoretical foundation of the 
method.  The second, third and fourth sections describe functional forms of hedonic price 
models, methods of fitting hedonic models to data and goodness of fit measures, 
respectively.  The fifth section briefly describes how geographic information systems 
(GIS) have been used in HPM studies.  The sixth section describes econometric concerns 
associated with using the HPM.   
4.1 Stages and Specification of the Hedonic Pricing Model 
 The hedonic pricing method (HPM) has been in use for at least 80 years, with 
early research on consumer behavior examining items such as automobiles and 
vegetables having begun around 1931 (Berndt 1996).  The impetus behind this research 
was to develop a better understanding of which characteristics of goods were the most 
important to consumers.  A solid theoretical foundation for the HPM was not forthcoming 
until Sherwin Rosen (1974) empirically demonstrated that goods can be valued on the 
basis of their characteristics as opposed to merely the good itself.  “By observing the 
choices consumers make over heterogeneous commodities with varying prices, we can 
estimate the implicit price of one of the component characteristics of the commodity.  
These implicit prices or hedonic prices, under certain conditions, are equal to WTP or 
allow us to recover WTP.” (Taylor 2003, p. 332) 
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There are two stages in the HPM.  The first stage derives the marginal implicit 
prices that people place on various characteristics of a good. The second stage attempts to 
take the marginal implicit prices acquired in the first stage and derive the actual demand 
functions for each characteristic of the good.  The second stage is rarely attempted, not 
only because of the large data requirements and the high complexity of the analysis, but 
also because the original implicit prices derived in the first stage could be biased; hence 
any attempt to try and use those results to derive a demand function will give biased 
results as well (Malpezzi 2003, Taylor 2003).   
An important step in an HPM study is model specification, that is, which 
variables to include on the right hand side of the equation to predict house sale price. 
There seems to be little agreement on which and how many variables to use, but there is 
agreement that each study area will be different and that researchers should experiment 
with different model specifications (Decker et al. 2005, Saphores and Aguilar-Benitez 
2005, Anderson and West 2006).   
Economic theory suggests that house sale price can be estimated as a function of 
vectors of structural characteristics, S, neighborhood attributes, N, and environmental 
attributes, E.  Thus, the hedonic price model takes on the general form: 
   House Sale Price = f (S,N,E) 
It is further theorized that consumers making a house purchase decision will aim 
to maximize their utility, U, from the purchase of a home given the attributes of homes 
for sale and subject to their budget constraint, Y: 
 Max U = f (S,N,E),   Subject to Y = House Sale Price + a  
 where a is disposable income spent on all other goods.  
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Structural variables account for home structural characteristics, such as the 
number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, square footage, lot size, number of garage 
spaces, age of the home, whether the home has a fireplace and whether the home has a 
basement (Freeman 2003, Palmquist 2003, Taylor 2003, Sirmans et al. 2005).  These 
variables have been found to be important in explaining home values in many HPM 
studies regardless of the geographic context (Sirmans et al. 2005).   
Commonly used neighborhood attributes, include distance to nearest school, 
median income of the area of interest and population density.  In contrast to structural 
characteristics, there seems to be little consensus on the types and number of 
neighborhood variables to include in hedonic price models.  The number of neighborhood 
attributes utilized in other HPM studies reviewed for this project ranged from zero to 14 
(Huggett 2003, Loomis 2004,  Kim and Wells 2005).  Neighborhood attributes are often 
study-specific and, like structural variables, data availability frequently dictates which 
variables are used (Freeman 2003).  
The most important variables in many HPM studies of housing markets are 
environmental amenities.  The study area, study objectives, and data availability typically 
dictate what variables should and can be examined.  As described in Chapter 3, distances 
to environmental amenities such as parks, lakes and streams and forests have all been 
found to be important determinants of home values.   
  4.2 Functional Form of the Hedonic Price Model and Coefficient Interpretation 
 There are several potential functional forms for the HPM, all of which can be 
useful in different modeling contexts (Berndt 1996, Garrod and Willis 1999).  Early 
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studies used a simple linear functional form where house sale price is estimated as a 
linear function of structural, neighborhood and environmental attributes, i.e. Y = α + βX, 
where X is a matrix of S, N, and E.  This lends itself to straight-forward coefficient 
interpretation, but hedonic prices are often non-linear and simple linear functional forms 
can be highly inadequate and generate biased results (Garrod and Willis 1999).   
Another common functional form is the semi-log, which is created by taking the 
natural log of the dependent variable, but leaving the independent variables in their 
untransformed state, i.e lnY = α + βX.   A third common functional form is the 
logarithmic or log-log functional form in which the natural log of the dependent variable 
and one or more of the independent variables are taken i.e. lnY = α + βlnX. 
Coefficient interpretation of semi-log and log-log functional forms is more 
challenging than for the linear functional form, so care must be taken (Taylor 2003).  
Coefficients of the semi-log functional form are interpreted as follows; coefficient β*100 
gives %∆Y due to a one unit ∆X, except if X is a dummy variable. In that case %∆Y is 
given by (e -1)*100 (Kennedy 2003).  The interpretation of coefficients in a log-log 
model is that β represents the %∆Y given a 1%∆ in X.  
β
 The linear, semi-log and log-log functional forms fall into the category of 
restrictive functional forms.  Restrictive functional forms are ones in which a particular 
functional form is specified and the data are forced to adhere to that form.  However, 
there are also “flexible” functional form models.  The most popular in HPM literature is 
the Box-Cox transformation (Cropper et al. 1988, Garrod and Willis 1992, Garrod and 
Willis 1999).  Rather than imposing a functional form on the data, the Box-Cox allows 
the functional form to adjust with each independent variable, thus facilitating several 
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different transformations within the one model (Freeman 2003).  McConnell and Wells 
(2005) also note that in the presence of omitted variables, which is fairly common in 
HPM, the linear Box-Cox performs the best when compared to the restrictive functional 
forms and the quadratic Box-Cox.  However, the interpretation of coefficients is complex 
with Box-Cox transformations; hence restrictive functional forms still dominate the 
literature (Hite et al. 2001, Malpezzi 2003).   
4.3 Fitting a Hedonic Price Model to the Data 
 Taylor (2003) notes that while taking a “kitchen sink” approach to model fitting 
might appear tempting at first, in the long run, it may not be advisable.  Taylor (2003) 
also suggests that including irrelevant variables, if they are systematically related to other 
independent variables, may lead to increased standard errors or Type II testing errors 
(Taylor 2003).  Alternatively, not having enough variables can also lead to 
misspecification (Taylor 2003).  Bockstael and McConnel (2007) conclude that the 
researcher should use as many variables as necessary to accurately describe the data.  
They feel that extra variables should not be included; however omitted variable bias is a 
legitimate concern.  Garrod and Willis (1999) support the idea that one should start with a 
large model with many variables and then test different specifications with reduced 
numbers of variables in order to arrive at the best model.  They also feel that research 
should be less concerned with the “comparison of goodness-of-fit measures on various 
functional forms and more on the sensitivity of those forms to changes in model 
specification” (Garrod and Willis 1999, p. 114).   
The standard method to fit a HPM to data is ordinary least squares (OLS) (Garrod 
and Willis 1992, Tyrväinen and Miettinen 2000, Haab and McConnell 2002, Huggett 
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2003, Loomis 2004).  This is because OLS lends itself to straight-forward model 
interpretation and, if the model has been properly specified so as to account for the spatial 
nature of HPM data, OLS estimation should give unbiased results. Misspecification of the 
model however will result in biased estimates.  There is also a concern with the 
simultaneous determination of price and quantity in a HPM and how OLS may generate 
biased estimates.     
Militino et al. (2004) suggested that using OLS without specifying the model 
appropriately to account for spatial dependence within the data can lead to spatially 
autocorrelated residuals.  If the model cannot be properly specified spatially, Militino et 
al. (2004) offered some alternatives to standard OLS estimates for the HPM, including 
spatial linear and linear mixed-effects models.  Militino (2004) highlights two approaches 
for spatial linear models.  The first approach includes building a spatial weight matrix 
which allows the spatial element to be incorporated into the error terms and the other 
process is to directly model the covariance matrix of the error terms. The linear mixed-
effects models “incorporate both fixed effects models, which are parameters associated 
with the entire population and random effects, associated with individual units presenting 
some kind of classification or grouping” (Militino et al. 2004, p.199).    
Garrod and Willis (1999, p. 94) indicated that due to “the non-linearity of the 
hedonic price function and the resultant simultaneous determination of price and 
quantity”, using OLS will result in biased estimates.  This non-linearity arises as a result 
of the consumer being presented “with a fixed price function, points along which he, or 
she, is free to choose” and where the “implicit price varies along the range of the price 
function.”  At the same time, “the choice of the marginal implicit price paid for an 
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attribute is simultaneously determined by how much of that attribute is consumed” 
(Garrod and Willis 1999, p. 94).  With this in mind, Garrod and Willis (1999) asserted 
that using instrumental variables (IV) is the best solution.  “The IV is derived by 
regressing the marginal implicit price against a set of variables which are thought to be 
correlated with marginal implicit price but not with residual error of the individual 
consumer’s demand equation” (Garrod and Willis 1999, p. 94).  This simultaneity issue is 
independent of the spatial concerns that authors raise with OLS estimation techniques.   
Irwin and Bockstael (2001) investigated OLS problems as they pertain to spatial 
dependence and ended up using IV estimation as well.  This allowed them to more 
accurately estimate their model, as OLS estimation was downward biasing their estimated 
marginal values.  While examining the positive and negative externality effect of 
agricultural land on nearby residential property values Ready and Abdalla (2005, p. 315) 
suggested that since “the amount of open space left undeveloped is endogenous to house 
price, OLS regression would generate downward biased parameter estimates”.  The 
endogeneity arises from there being a housing attribute that has some spatial variation 
which cannot be readily observed (Ready and Abdalla 2005).  As a result, Ready and 
Abdalla (2005) used IV estimation as well.  Generally speaking, the endogeneity issue 
arises when “households choose the bundle of characteristics jointly with the price they 
pay” (Bockstael and McConnell 2007, p. 175).  Saphores and Benitez (2005) utilized 
feasible generalized least squares (FGLS) in order to account for heteroskedasticity 
problems with OLS.  
The major concern in recent HPM studies stems from the spatial interdependence 
issue mentioned above.  With that said however, there are steps that can be taken to deal 
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with the spatial considerations which enable OLS to still be an effective model fitting tool 
(Anderson and West 2006, Jim and Chen 2006, Bin et al. 2008).  
4.4 Goodness of Fit Measures for Hedonic Price Models 
 There are a few standard goodness of fit measures that can be utilized when 
examining HPM data.  The coefficient of multiple determination (R²) appears to be one of 
the more widely utilized goodness of fit measures and attempts to explain “how well the 
sample regression line fits the data” (Gujarati 1995, p.74).  R² measures the proportion of 
the total variation in the dependent variable explained by the regression model when the 
model is estimated with OLS.  However, there are a few problems with using R².  The largest 
issue is that a high R² value does not necessarily indicate that the model has good explanatory 
power with regards to regression coefficients.  R² cannot decrease (indicate a poorer fit) when 
statistically non-significant variables are added to a model, and cannot be used to compare 
models with different sample size or dependant variable (Gujarati 1995).  Some alternative 
model selection criteria have become popular among statisticians including (Greene 2003):  
 
where k is the number of parameters being estimated in the model, n is the number of 
observations and e is the sample residuals.   
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In contrast with R², each of these model selection criteria penalize models with 
large numbers of independent variables.  Adjusted R² overcomes the degrees of freedom 
problem of R², but still suffers from all of the other limitations of the original statistic. In 
particular, adjusted R² can only be used to compare models with the same dependent 
variable.  First proposed by Akaike (1973) and Schwartz (1978), respectively, the AIC(k) 
and SBC(k) have a major advantage over adjusted R²; both assist in the comparison of 
models with alternative dependent variables. 
4.5 Utilizing Geographic Information Systems in Hedonic Pricing Models 
Geographic information systems (GIS) have emerged as an extremely effective 
tool for the HPM, as they allow data to be spatially analyzed and displayed in a “map” 
format (Powe et al. 1997).  Distances from homes to central business districts, water 
bodies and urban green spaces have been estimated in GIS in previous HPM studies and 
found to be important amenity factors affecting house prices (Geoghegan et al. 1997, 
Schultz and King 2001, Kim and Johnson 2002, Kim and Wells 2005).  A GIS allows 
these calculations to be automated for numerous observations and completed in a 
relatively short amount of time.  The increasing use of GIS in HPM studies is no 
coincidence and as higher quality spatial data has become available, it has enabled 
researchers to examine more complex and larger questions.   
4.6 Econometric Concerns with HPM 
A few econometric problems plague the HPM.  Chief amongst these are 
heteroskedasticity (HD) and multicollinearity (MC).  HD is a common econometric issue 
and can be tested for using either the Breusch-Pagan/ Cook-Weisberg test or White’s test 
(Kennedy 2003).  MC can be tested for with a variance inflation factor table, but there is 
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some debate as to whether MC is truly an econometric problem or rather a nuisance that 
can be tolerated (Kennedy 2003).  
With a standard OLS regression, the error term is assumed to have a constant 
variance.  HD arises when the error term of the observations does not have constant 
variance.  This implies that the error term does not come from the same probability 
distribution for each observation.  HD leaves the coefficient estimates unbiased; however, 
it can lead to both over and underestimation of the standard error and therefore increase 
or decrease the t-statistics associated with the independent variables.  There are two 
schools of thought about addressing HD.  The first recommends redesign of the model so 
that HD is removed, while the second suggests it is only necessary to treat the symptoms 
by computing the standard errors in a corrected fashion (Kennedy 2003).  Rescaling 
variables or checking for omitted variables fits the first school of thought, whereas 
weighted least squares or White’s correction try to treat the symptoms.   
MC arises when two or more independent variables have a similar or near linear 
relationship with one another.  That is, when one variable is affected by a change, the 
second variable behaves in a similar fashion (Gujarati 1995).  MC can cause a small t-
statistic and increase the standard error on the affected variables, but both the coefficient 
estimates and goodness-of-fit measures will be unbiased (Kennedy 2003).  MC has been 
found to be primarily of concern with structural attributes of homes and typically not 
environmental attributes (Palmquist 2003).  More flexible functional forms, such as the 
Box-Cox, can give rise to greater MC (Haab and McConnell 2002).  
  An econometric problem that has recently become apparent in HPM is spatial 
autocorrelation (Dubin 1988, Basu and Thibodeau 1998, Dubin et. al. 1999).  Spatial 
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autocorrelation (AC) arises in HPM when the price of a home is influenced by its 
location relative to other nearby homes with similar structural characteristics and 
neighborhood variables. The HPM model may not adequately account for spatial 
variability in house prices.  The effect of having spatial AC and not correcting for it is 
that any OLS estimators will be unbiased but inefficient (Dubin et al. 1999).  In the 
presence of spatial AC, the estimates of the variance of the estimators will be biased 
downwards hence biasing t-statistics upwards (Dubin 1999).   
Spatial AC can be tested for using either Moran’s I-Test or a Lagrange multiplier 
test (Taylor 2003).  Correcting for spatial AC appears to be a challenging undertaking.  
Taylor (2003) explains that if spatial dependence is identified, spatial weight matrices 
should be created as a first step.  These matrices can then be used in conjunction with 
maximum likelihood techniques as well as generalized moments estimators in order to do 
model estimation.  Maximum likelihood techniques, however, are questionable when 
using large datasets over a couple of hundred observations (Taylor 2003).  Another 
method for trying to alleviate the effects of spatial AC is by proper model specification.  
This involves knowing where and how to segment your data into spatially distinct 
markets.  By properly specifying neighborhood and environmental variables, the hope is 
that the overall market has been segmented into various submarkets that accurately 
capture the spatial information of each particular submarket.  The problem is that there is 
really no way of knowing if other alternative (untested) spatial variables exist that may do 
a better job.   
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4.7 Summary  
Economic theory suggests that the sale price of a home is a function of three 
vectors.  The first, S, is concerned with structural characteristics of the home, the second, 
N, is concerned with neighborhood characteristics and the third, E, accounts for the 
environmental characteristics of the home.  The model specification will vary according 
to the study data availability.  The linear, semi-log and log-log are three commonly used 
restricted functional forms.  The best approach to fitting a model to the data still seems to 
be ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation.  When the model has been properly specified, 
OLS should do a reasonable job of estimation.  Finally, there are some econometric 
concerns with the HPM such as heteroskedasticity, multicollinearity and spatial 
autocorrelation.  There are methods and techniques to test for and potentially alleviate the 
effects of these problems.     
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5. APPLICATION OF THE HPM TO NORTHWEST MONTANA 
This chapter explains how hedonic pricing models were developed and applied to 
northwest Montana.  The first section describes how the data was acquired, what 
information was included in the original dataset and how relevant environmental, wildfire 
and neighborhood variables were generated for homes in the study area.  The second 
section describes how various HPM models were tested and how the final model was 
derived.  The third section presents some of the specific difficulties encountered while 
developing the HPM model. 
5.1 Housing Data for Northwest Montana 
House sales price and attribute data for 18,785 transactions in the study area over 
the period June 1996 to January 2007 were acquired from the Northwest Montana 
Association of Realtors® (NMAR), a multiple listing service (MLS) group.  This data 
was extremely challenging to acquire as a result of Montana being a non-disclosure state.  
This non-disclosure clause allows MLS groups, to which realtors belong, to control 
access to the information.  Therefore, sales price data is not publicly available.  The sale 
price is shown on the certificate of transfer, which is seen only by the buyer, the seller, 
and the county assessor’s office.  The data for this study was acquired after sending a 
confidentiality statement to the NMAR indicating that any data used in this study would 
not be divulged to other sources.  The MLS groups for the Bitterroot Valley, Helena, 
Missoula, Bozeman, Butte and Great Falls were also contacted and asked if they would 
be willing to provide data for the study, but none obliged.  As such, only data that 
pertains to northwest Montana was used in the formal analysis.   
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About 1000 observations had to be removed from the MLS dataset because no 
geographical coordinates were provided.  Two observations were removed as a result of 
having no reported sale price.  For some housing observations, no specific square footage 
and lot size was reported, but square footage and lot size ranges were available for the 
home.  In these cases, the mid-point of the range was adopted.  This left a final dataset of 
17,693 house sale transactions in the study area, the spatial distribution of which is shown 
in Figure 5.1.   
It is important to note that private transactions not made through a realtor are not 
in the NMAR dataset.  Data on non-MLS recorded transactions could be acquired from a 
local county assessor’s office, but as a result of the non-disclosure clause, would only 
include structural characteristics of the home, not the market sale price. 
Table 5.1 lists the structural, neighborhood, and environmental and wildfire 
attributes acquired for houses in the study area.  A description of these attributes, 
including derivation of neighborhood and environmental variables, follows.     
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Figure 5.1 – Home Sales in the study area from June 1996 to January 2007 
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Table 5.1 – Structural, neighborhood, environmental and wildfire attributes collected for 
homes in the study area that sold between June 1996 and January 2007   
Attribute & Variable name Variable definition 
Dependent Variable  
sold_price Sale price of the home ($) 
Structural Variables  
bedroom Number of bedrooms 
bathroom Number of bathrooms 
totalsquarefeet Square footage of the home 
age 
age1: 1day-5years, age2: 10-15years, age3:15-20years, age4: 20-35years, 
age5: 35-50years, age6:5-10years, age7: 50+years, age8:under construction, 
age9: unknown 
lotsizeha Size of the lot (ha) 
style 
style1: 1.5-2 story, style2: A-Frame, style3: Cabin, style4:  Condominium / 
Townhouse, style5: Log home, style6: Manufactured, style7:  Other, style8: 
Ranch, style9: Split level, style10:Tri. / Multiple Level. 
garage gar1: Carport, gar2: Double, gar3: None, gar4: Other, gar5: Single          gar6: Triple, gar7: Triple, gar8: Triple+ 
saleqtr The quarter that the house sold from 1 (June to September 1996) to 44 (January 2007) 
days_on_market The number of days that the house was on the market 
Neighborhood Variables  
kalispell MLS Housing Zones  10, 11, 14, 16, 13A,13B, 12A, 12B, 17A, 18A 
whitefish MLS Housing  Zones  51A, 51B, 52A, 53A, 54A 
polson MLS Housing Zones 81A, 82A, 81E, 81W, 82B 
bigfork MLS Housing Zones 21,22,41 
cfalls MLS Housing Zones 32, 33, 34A, 34B 
southlakecounty MLS Housing Zones  88, 94, 86W, 86E, 87W, 87E 
northlakecounty MLS Housing Zones  82A, 83A, 83B, 80, 84A, 84B, 42, 18B, 64A 
swanvalley MLS Housing Zones  85A, 85B, 85C, CONDON 
glacier MLS Housing Zones  35A, 35B, 36A, 36B, 36C, 36D, 37A, 37B, 52B, 52C, 53B 
sanders MLS Housing Zones 91, 92, 93, 61B, 64B, SAND 
lincoln  MLS Housing Zones  71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76  
westflathead MLS Housing Zones  53C, 54C, 54D, 61A 
swanfront MLS Housing Zones 15, 17B, 24  
density Population density in 1km x 1km census block in which the house is located (people/km2 ) 
Amenity Variables  
wuikm Straight line distance from a USFS designated WUI threat zone (km). 0 if house is located inside the zone 
wildkm Straight line distance to the nearest wilderness area boundary (km) 
nfrdkm Straight line distance to the nearest National Forest boundary (km)  
roadkm Straight line distance to the nearest roadless area (km)  
glacentkm Straight line distance to the entrance of Glacier National Park (km) 
waterkm Straight line distance to the closest major lake or stream (km) 
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water water1: Access only, water2:Navigable, water3: None, water4:Non-navigable 
Fire Variables  
zero5km Homes that were within 0-5km of nearest fire. 1 if yes, 0 if no 
five10km Homes that were within 5-10km of nearest fire. 1 if yes, 0 if no 
ten15km Homes that were within 10-15km of nearest fire. 1 if yes, 0 if no 
fifteen20km Homes that were within 15-20km of nearest fire. 1 if yes, 0 if no 
burnedarea05 Amount of burned area within 0-5km of home (ha) 
burnedarea510 Amount of burned area within 5-10km of home (ha) 
burnedarea1015 Amount of burned area within 10-15km of home (ha) 
burnedarea1520 Amount of burned area within 15-20km of home (ha) 
qtr_since_fire Time in quarters since the nearest fire occurred  at the time the house sold 
qtr_since_fire2 Qtr_since_fire2 
twolow Area of 0-40% tree canopy cover within 250 meters of the home (ha) 
twomed Area of 40-70% tree canopy cover within 250 meters of the home (ha) 
twohigh Area of 70-100% tree canopy cover within 250 meters of the home (ha) 
fivelowdiff Area of 0-40% tree canopy cover between 250 and 500 meters from the home (ha) 
fivemeddiff Area of 40-70% tree canopy cover between 250 and 500 meters from the home (ha) 
fivehighdiff Area of 70-100% tree canopy cover between 250 and  500 meters from the home (ha) 
twolowsqr twolow2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
twomedsqr twomed2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
twohighsqr twohigh2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
fivelowdiffsqr fivelowdiff2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
fivemeddiffsqr fivemeddiff2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
fivehighdiffsqr fivehighdiff2.  Done to look at non-linear relationships 
view Could the home be seen from a fire? 1 if yes, 0 if no 
bigfire Was the closest fire ≥ 1000 acres? 1 if yes, 0 if no 
Interaction Variables  
bigview  VIEW * BIGFIRE 
view2low VIEW * TWOLOW 
view2med VIEW * TWOMED 
view2high VIEW * TWOHIGH 
view5low VIEW * FIVELOWDIFF 
view5med VIEW * FIVEMEDDIFF 
view5high VIEW * FIVEHIGHDIFF 
05kmsince ZERO5KM * QTRSINCEFIRE 
510kmsince FIVE10KM * QTRSINCEFIRE 
1015kmsince TEN15KM * QTRSINCEFIRE 
1520kmsince FIFTEEN20KM * QTRSINCEFIRE 
05km2med ZERO5KM * TWOMED 
510km2med FIVE10KM * TWOMED 
1015km2med TEN15KM * TWOMED 
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1520km2med FIFTEEN20KM *TWOMED 
05km2high ZERO5KM * TWOHIGH 
510km2high FIVE10KM * TWOHIGH 
1015km2high TEN15KM * TWOHIGH 
1520km2high FIFTEEN20KM * TWOHIGH 
05km5med ZERO5KM * FIVEMEDDIFF 
510km5med FIVE10KM * FIVEMEDDIFF 
1015km5med TEN15KM *FIVEMEDDIFF 
1520km5med FIFTEEN20KM * FIVEMEDDIFF 
05km5high ZERO5KM * FIVEHIGHDIFF 
510km5high FIVE10KM * FIVEHIGHDIFF 
1015km5high TEN15KM * FIVEHIGHDIFF 
1520km5high FIFTEEN20KM * FIVEHIGHDIFF 
05kmbig ZERO5KM * BIGFIRE 
510kmbig FIVE10KM * BIGFIRE 
1015kmbig TEN15KM * BIGFIRE 
1520kmbig FIFTEEN20KM * BIGFIRE 
05kmview ZERO5KM * VIEW 
510kmview FIVE10KM * VIEW 
1015kmview TEN15KM * VIEW 
1520kmview FIFTEEN20KM * VIEW 
05kmnfrd ZERO5KM * NFRDKM 
510kmnfrd FIVE10KM * NFRDKM 
1015kmnfrd TEN15KM * NFRDKM 
1520kmnfrd FIFTEEN20KM * NFRDKM 
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5.1.1 Deriving Structural Attributes For Homes in Northwest Montana 
The sold price, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, age range, number of 
days that the home was on the market, total square footage, size of the lot, type of garage 
and style of the home were all variables that were included in the MLS dataset.  Lot size 
was recorded in acres and converted into hectares by multiplying by 0.4047.  Some 
erroneous lot size estimates in the database prompted a search to verify them with the 
cadastral database for Montana (NRIS 2007).   
The dataset also included numerous variables related to the address of the home, 
such as street name, house number, city, county and zip code.  Since geographic 
coordinates for each home were also available, none of these variables were needed.  At 
the end of each observation there was a long description of other types of structural 
variables which including type of driveway, sewer connections, utility type and the type 
of foundation.  This listing of other attributes could not be readily separated into new 
columns of data and were not transferred into the HPM dataset. Structural data in the 
NMAR MLS database was in reasonably good condition.   
5.1.2 Deriving Neighborhood Attributes For Homes in Northwest Montana 
 The MLS data acquired from the NMAR came with 80 predetermined housing 
zones defined by realtors according to their expert knowledge about property markets in 
the study area.  These housing zones, shown in Figure 5.2, vary substantially in area.  
Some zones occupy almost entire counties, while others consist of only a few blocks in 
an urban area.   
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Figure 5.2 – Northwest Montana Association of Realtors MLS Housing Zones   
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         These predetermined housing zones lend themselves to the creation of 
neighborhood variables that can be used in the hedonic price model.  Individual 
neighborhood variables were created from multiple MLS housing zones for the towns of 
Whitefish, Bigfork, Polson, Kalispell and Columbia Falls, as defined in Table 5.1.  These 
variables captured the urban element of the study area. The remaining housing zones 
were used to create rural neighborhood variables which were later used to test the 
robustness of the preferred model.   
 Population density as well as median income have been used in other hedonic 
pricing studies and shown to be important variables for the prediction of house sale prices 
(Irwin and Bockstael 2001, Geoghegan 2002, Irwin 2002).  Population density for the 
study area is available in 1 kilometer census blocks (US Census Bureau 2008) and was 
attributed to individual homes using GIS.  This was done by taking the spatial layer 
containing home sales and combining it with the census block population density grid 
layer.  The pertinent density information was then attributed to each sale point.       
Median household income is only available at the county level in the study area 
and consequently is unlikely to capture much of the important intra-county differences in 
wealth that anecdotal evidence suggests are present and important in northwest Montana.  
At the county level, median income information is likely to capture more of a spatial 
amenity effect than a socio-economic effect.   
 The USFS Northern Region has developed a WUI threat zone using a 
combination of fire behavior, fuels and historic fire information (USFS 2008).  The threat 
zone is intended to indicate if a particular area adjacent to national forest land is in a high 
wildfire risk area.  Through spatial analysis in GIS, a neighborhood variable was created 
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that estimated the distance in kilometers each home is from the nearest WUI threat zone.  
If the home was inside the threat zone, it received a value of 0 km.  It was hypothesized 
that if homeowners were becoming aware of the risks posed to them by living in the 
WUI, then a home located within the threat zone would have a lower sale price relative to 
homes located outside the WUI threat zone.    
5.1.3 Deriving Environmental and Wildfire Attributes For Homes in Northwest Montana 
Only sales observations in the NMAR dataset with latitude and longitude 
coordinates were analyzed in this study.  This allows the data to be spatially arranged and 
analyzed in ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.2 geographic information system (GIS) software package.  
All of the GIS derived environmental variables were created by using data acquired from 
either the state of Montana Natural Resource Information System website 
(http://nris.mt.gov/) or the USFS Northern Region Geospatial Library  
(http://www.fs.fed.us/r1/gis/).  
ArcGIS 9.2 was used to find the straight-line distance that sold properties were 
from natural amenities such as national forests, the entrance to Glacier national park 
(GNP), major lakes and rivers, roadless areas, wilderness areas, and straight-line 
distances to past wildland fire events.  Straight-line distance to national forest, roadless, 
wilderness and wildfire events appears more appropriate than road distance because the 
amenity or disamenity for some buyers is likely to be more related to spatial proximity 
than travel time.  For example, being able to see the amenity and enjoy off-site benefits of 
the amenity, such as more abundant wildlife near national forest.  Also, road distance to 
roadless and wilderness areas would be challenging to obtain because these areas are 
defined by and absence of roads.   
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ArcGIS 9.2 was also used to calculate the area of forest by canopy cover 
categories within 250m and 500m of each home.  The data used for this calculation was 
acquired from the LANDFIRE project and was already broken into ten-percent canopy 
cover intervals at 30 meter by 30 meter resolution (USDA 2007b).  This indicator of 
stand density is a proxy for visual pleasantness as well as potential wildfire threat (Kim 
and Wells, 2005).  Squared forest area by canopy cover terms were also generated and 
included in order to account for non-linear relationships that might exist with house sale 
price.   
 In the fire point dataset (USDA c.2006a), the US Forest Service recorded 4,643 
fire starts in the study area between 1990 and 2003.  The majority of these fires were 
under 4 ha in area and no fire perimeter had been recorded, only a point representing its 
approximate location. An alternative US Forest Service fire dataset was used which 
represented the 256 fires between 1990 and 2006 larger than 4 ha with the actual 
perimeter of the fire (USDA c.2006b).  This allowed distances to be measured from the 
closest part of the fire relative to the home, not just a fire center point.   
In order to arrive at temporally accurate estimates of how far a home was from a 
wildfire event, each house sale was allocated to a “sale year”.  Each sale year ran from 
July 1 of the first year to June 30 of the next year.  For example, if the home sold in 
October of 2000, it would be in sale year July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2001.   
Every fire greater than 10 acres was assigned to a “fire year”, the calendar year in 
which the fire burned1.  Distance to nearest fire for each home was determined in ArcGIS 
for the previous seven years of fire.  For example, distance to nearest fire for a home that 
                                                 
1 The fire season in northwest Montana typically runs from June to September.   
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sold in October 2000 was estimated from fires that burned in calendar years 1994 to 
2000.  Squared and cubed distance variables were also derived in order to assess whether 
there were non-linear distance relationships.  The reason that only the previous seven 
years was analyzed was so that the most recent and close fire could be used for analysis.  
Going back 10 or 15 years would account for more fires around a home, but the temporal 
frame of reference could create counterintuitive results.  A fire that was only 5 km away 
and occurred twelve years ago, while closer, probably doesn’t impact the sale price as 
much as a fire that was 8 km away and occurred 2 years ago.   
As the distance from each fire was collected, the individual fire name as well as 
its size and date were recorded.  The date information was used to estimate time between 
when the house sold and the fire nearest the home burned.  A similar variable was used 
by both Loomis (2004) and Huggett (2003) in order to establish whether or not property 
values changed with time since wildfire.  A small number of homes had a negative time 
since fire because they sold early in a sale year (i.e. before August) and the closest fires 
to that home started after the sale date, but in the same calendar fire year (e.g. August 15) 
These were corrected manually with the nearest fire that occurred prior to the sale date 
assigned to that home.  The time since fire variable was measured in days, but 
transformed to quarters for analysis and named qtrsincefire.    
  ArcGIS has an impressive tool that allows the “view” to be assessed from any 
user defined point on the landscape.  A 500 m x 500m (25 ha) grid was generated and 
draped over the study area.  A point was then placed within the middle of each grid cell.  
Fire perimeter data was laid over the top of this grid and any point that was contained 
within the fire perimeter was selected as a fire observation point.  Small fires had the 
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nearest two grid points assigned to it.  These points were then analyzed using the above 
“view” tool.  After a layer of the selected fire points was created, this was combined with 
a digital elevation model (DEM) and the ‘view’ tool determined grid cells on the 
landscape that could be seen from each fire point.  A raster image was then generated 
with two colors representing whether a particular grid cell could be seen or not seen from 
the fire points.  Each home fell into either a “visible” or “not visible” cell which entered 
the analysis as the view variable.   
A number of interaction terms were generated to see what combined effect some 
variables might have on property values. The first set of interaction terms, view2low to 
view5high was an attempt to examine the combined effect of various canopy cover levels 
and whether or not a home could see a fire on the house sale price.  It was hypothesized 
that the view of burned areas may be obscured by high canopy cover levels and there 
would be an increase in property values.  The next set of interaction terms, 05kmsince to 
1520kmsince, examined the combined effect of distance from fire and time since fire.  
The hypothesis being assessed was whether home sale prices may recover more slowly 
after a fire when the fire was closer to the home.  The suite of interaction terms between 
canopy cover and fire distance variables (05km2med to 1520km5high) was an attempt to 
measure the effect that different canopy cover levels have on perceived wildfire risk to a 
property given the proximity of a home to a past fire event.   
Distance from a fire variables interacted with the bigfire variable, 05kmbig to 
1520kmbig, was an attempt to determine whether or not distance of the home from a fire 
over 1000 acres in area affected property values to greater extent than smaller fires.  The 
interaction between fire distance variables and view (05kmview to 1520kmview) was an 
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attempt to establish a relationship between how close a property was to a fire and whether 
or not the home could also see a fire.  The interaction term between nfrdkm and fire 
distance variables (05kmnfrd to 1520kmnfrd) was attempt to assess whether being close 
to the national forest and close to a fire had an effect on property values.  The purpose of 
this interaction term was to use proximity to national forest as a proxy for continuity of 
fuels.  Hence, close proximity to national forest may convey higher fire risk.   
The variables burnedarea05 to burnedarea1520 determined the amount of burned 
land within particular radial distance from the home in order to see if that affected 
property values.  Using ArcGIS, a buffer was drawn around a home and then the amount 
of burned area within that fell within that buffer was calculated.  This was done for the 
same buffers used for the distance from fire variables.   
5.2 Fitting a Hedonic Price Model to Estimate How Environmental Amenities and 
Wildfire Affect Property Values in Northwest Montana 
 Preliminary HPM models for northwest Montana included all variables listed in 
Table 5.1.  This revealed number of bedrooms and bathrooms to be statistically 
insignificant when total square footage was included in the model.  Consequently, 
bedrooms and bathrooms variables were dropped from the model.  Preliminary analyses 
revealed that all of the interaction terms were either insignificant or had sign reversals. 
The original parent variables appeared to satisfactorily explain variation in house sale 
price on their own.  As a result, the interaction terms described were omitted from the 
final models analyzed. 
The preferred specification of the northwest Montana HPM model is all variables 
in Table 5.1, less the aforementioned statistically insignificant and sign reversal 
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interaction variables.  Linear, semi-log and log-log hedonic price models were fitted to 
the structural, neighborhood and environmental attribute data for 17,693 homes in 
northwest Montana by OLS using Stata version 9.2.  The explanatory power of various 
functional forms and model specifications was assessed by R², Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC) and Schwartz-Bayesian Information Criterion (SBC).  The AIC and SBC 
generated by Stata are different than standard AIC and SBC values, being the standard 
AIC and SBC values each multiplied by the number of observations.  The AIC and SBC 
goodness of fit criteria, reported in Table 5.2, indicated that the log-log functional form 
had the highest explanatory power, in which the natural log of total square feet, 
population density and lot size were regressed against the natural log of house sold price.  
The specification of the log-log model follows and is denoted Model A. 
lnSOLDPRICEi = β0 + β1  lnTOTALSQUAREFOOTAGEi + β2ln LOTSIZEi + β3-9GARi + 
β10-19STYLEi + β20-28AGEi +  β29--73SALE_QTRi  +  β74DAYS_ON_MAi  +                   
β75 lnDENSITYi  + β76-79WATERi + β80WATERi + β81WUIi + β82NAT_FORESTi + 
β83WILDERNESSi + β84ROADLESSi + β85GLACENTNPi + β86KALISPELLi + 
β87WHITEFISHi + β88BIGFORKi + β89POLSONi + β90CFALLSi +  β91VIEWi +  β92 
BIGFIREi +  β93ZER05KM i +  β94FIVE10KMi +  β95TEN15KMi +  β96 
FIFTEEN20KMi +  β97QTR_SINCE_FIREi + β98QTR_SINCE_FIRE2 i+ 
β99TWOMEDi +  β100TWOMED² i+  β101TWOHIGHi+  β102TWOHIGH²i +  
β103FIVEMEDi +  β104FIVEMED² i+  β105FIVEHIGHi +  β106FIVEHIGH² i+ ei               
 
Table 5.2 - Goodness of Fit for various functional forms of Model A 
Functional Form R2   AIC BIC 
Linear NA   485018.533 485804.417
Log-Linear 0.781 10749.615 11535.488 
Log-Log 0.791 9932.767 10718.560 
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Summary statistics for all of the variables except style (style), garage (gar), sale 
quarter (saleqtr) and age (age) for Model A are reported in Table 5.3 with the full 
summary statistics found in Appendix A.  The Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test and 
White’s test were used to test for HD.  These tests indicated that HD was present 
therefore is was corrected for.   
The hypothesis that homebuyer preferences vary between the main urban market of 
Kalispell (accounting for 5860 out of 17693 house sale observations) and elsewhere in 
the study area was examined.  This was tested for using a Chow test and found to be 
significant.  The F-Chow Value was found to be 11.664784 with a p < 0.0001.  
Therefore, one can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is a difference in 
homebuyer preferences between Kalispell homebuyers and non-Kalispell homebuyers.  
Consequently, house sale prices are better explained by two separate models – one for 
Kalispell (Model B) and one for the rest of the study area (Model C).  The specification 
of models B and C are identical to Model A, but Kalispell only data is fitted to Model B 
and non-Kalispell only data is fitted to Model C.   
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Table 5.3 – Summary Statistics for Model A               n = 17,693 
Variable Mean SD Min Max 
sold_price 220,000 300,000 10000 14,000,000
totalsquar~t 1943.74 969.52 128 15500
lotsizeha 1.53 5.67 0 235.11
days_on_ma 176.11 171.88 0 2263
density 1410.83 1626.82 0.01 7010.21
water1 0.05 0.22 0 1
water2 0.09 0.29 0 1
water4 0.04 0.2 0 1
waterkm 1.22 1.35 0 9.51
roadkm 13.27 6.51 0 39.51
wuikm 8.09 5.17 0 37.95
nfrdkm 4.77 3.85 0 28.71
wildkm 32.77 13.52 0.49 81.24
glacentkm 49.81 26.94 0.41 194.42
kalispell 0.33 0.47 0 1
whitefish 0.15 0.35 0 1
bigfork 0.06 0.23 0 1
polson 0.07 0.25 0 1
cfalls 0.08 0.28 0 1
view 0.36 0.48 0 1
bigfire 0.53 0.5 0 1
zero5km 0.01 0.12 0 1
five10km 0.05 0.22 0 1
ten15km 0.13 0.33 0 1
fifteen20km 0.16 0.37 0 1
qtrsincefire 11.39 7.69 0 27.86
qtrsincefi~2 188.83 211.52 0 776.04
twolow 16.51 4.53 0 20.16
twomed 2.27 3.08 0 18
twohigh 0.85 2.02 0 19.62
fivelowdiff 48.6 13.36 0 64.36
fivemeddiff 7.04 8.33 0 45.09
fivehighdiff 3.27 6.58 0 56.2
twolowsqr 293.09 120.32 0 406.43
twomedsqr 14.63 28.92 0 324
twohighsqr 4.82 20.42 0 384.94
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fivelowdiffsqr 2540.63 1070.67 0 4142.21
fivemeddiffsqr 118.95 213.2 0 2033.11
fivehighdiffsqr 54 191.42 0 3158.44
Model C is the preferred model to examine the effects of natural amenities and fire 
on property values.  Various functional forms were tested for Model C and, as shown in 
Table 5.4, the Log-Log performed best.  
Table 5.4 – Goodness of Fit for various functional forms of Model C 
Functional Form R² AIC BIC 
Linear NA 328189.2 328927.1
Log-Linear 0.777 9504.363 10242.23
Log-Log 0.789 7964.161 8691.39 
  
5.2.1 Testing the Robustness of Model C 
The robustness of Model C was examined by removing or adding particular 
variables to Model C and determining the effect on the statistical significance and 
coefficient level of other variables, and overall goodness of fit of the model.  Of 
particular interest in this study was the effect on amenity and wildfire variables, such as 
zero5km, fifteen20km, view, wuikm, bigfire, and qtrsincefire.  A sound (robust) model is 
one in which changes in statistical significance and coefficient levels of variables are 
minimal.  Variables selected for robustness testing are important to the temporal and 
spatial nature of the study, and could be related to some of the key fire-effects variables.  
Models fitted to the data to test the robustness of Model C were:  
Model D – Model C with roadkm removed 
Model E – Model C with all canopy cover variables removed 
Model F – Model C with bigfire removed  
Model G – Model C with qtrsincefire and qtrsincefire² removed 
Model H – Model C with nfrdkm and wildkm removed  
Model I – Model C with southlakecounty, northlakecounty, swanvalley, glacier, sanders,                   
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              lincoln, westflathead and swanfront included 
5.2.2 Testing the Importance of Being Able to See a Fire from the Home 
 It was hypothesized that wildfire related variables affecting house sale price may 
behave differently according to whether a wildfire burned area could be seen from the 
home.  This was tested for with two new model specifications – Model J, which was 
model C fitted only to home data that could not see a burned area and Model K, which 
was Model C fitted only to home data that could see a burned area.   
5.3 Limitations and Challenges of Employing the HPM in Northwest Montana 
There are several challenges with performing HPM studies, and obtaining high 
quality data is one of them.  Initial spatial analysis revealed that, while the vast majority 
of the spatial data locating homes in the study area were sound, some observations 
needed to be corrected.  An accurate spatial location for each home was required so that 
accurate neighborhood, environmental and fire variables could be derived for each home. 
The houses of primary importance for this study were those in more rural WUI settings, 
so extra effort was spent locating and verifying those homes.  This process proved to be 
extremely time consuming, requiring nine weeks to complete.    
As was noted in Chapter 4, spatial autocorrelation (spatial AC), which leaves the 
OLS estimates unbiased but inefficient, can be a problem in spatial datasets.  The dataset 
utilized in this study is spatial. An attempt to test for spatial AC within the MLS dataset 
was made, but as a result of the dataset being so large, Stata v9.2 could not build the 
necessary spatial weighted matrix (11,693 x 11,693 in Model C).  Every effort was made 
to properly specify the model so that spatial differences were captured and the effect of 
spatial AC minimized.   
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 Huggett (2003) and Loomis (2004) obtained property sales data from county 
assessor’s records, while this study utilized MLS data.  This means that some 
transactions, such as homeowners who sold their own home, or direct deed transfers were 
not in the northwest Montana dataset.  However, in Montana, records from county 
assessor’s offices have limited utility because they do not include market sale prices.   
An interesting component of this study, also discussed by Donovan et al. (2007), 
is that some amenity factors, such as canopy cover within 500m of a home, can also be  
associated with wildfire risk.  This means that the coefficients of some amenity variables 
are capturing both risk and amenity values.  It was beyond the scope of this project to 
untangle the wildfire risk and amenity values.  Therefore, when interpreting the canopy 
cover variables it should be noted that the risk and amenity values are both 
accommodated in the coefficient estimate. 
Straight line distances were used for some amenity variables where road distances 
may have been more appropriate, such as the distance to GNP and major lakes and 
streams.  The author had no experience with Network Analyst, the ArcGIS tool used for 
analyzing road networks, and learning the tool would have taken quite some time, as 
would verifying  all of the road network GIS data.  Additionally, computer analysis time 
would likely have been substantial analyzing minimum road distances for 17,693 
observations for multiple variables, and prevented the author’s desktop computer from 
being used for any other type of operation.   
During the first attempt to try and assess the “view” of wildfire burned areas from 
a home, it was found that there would be no way to link back to the specific home in 
order to assess its particular “view” unless a separate spatial layer was created for every 
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home.  Therefore, “view” was analyzed from viewpoints within the fire perimeters, as 
defined in Section 5.1.3.  The author had intended to analyze whether “a fire could see a 
home” by separately assessing each year of house sale data against the previous seven 
calendar years of fire.  However, this would have required viewshed analysis for 11 sale 
years and over 35,000 wildfire points and taken a month to process in ArcGIS.  To reduce 
the processing time to one week, the fires were analyzed in three distinct fire “blocks”: 
fires from 1990 to 1996; fires from 1994 to 2000; and fires from 1997 to 2003.  These 
“blocks” were chosen since there was very little fire activity in the study area that took 
place outside of these particular groups and this reduced the number of “view” points that 
had to be analyzed to 14,000.  The sale years 1996 to June 30, 2000 were analyzed with 
the first fire block.  Sales from July 1, 2000 to June 30, 2003 were analyzed with the 
second fire block and the sales from July 1, 2003 to January 2007 were analyzed with the 
third fire block.      
Within the fire database (USFS c2006b) there were numerous fires that did not 
have a fire start date.  They were given a generic start date of July 15 in the particular 
year that they occurred.   
5.4 Summary 
Structural, neighborhood, environmental and wildfire data for 17,693 houses sold 
in northwest Montana between June 1996 and January 2007 was acquired from the 
Northwest Montana Association of Realtors MLS and extensive GIS analysis.  
Preliminary analysis revealed several explanatory variables that were statistically 
insignificant or that had coefficients with counterintuitive signs that made them 
challenging to interpret.  These variables were excluded from the preferred specification 
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of the HPM model for northwest Montana.  The log-log functional form was found to 
have the greatest explanatory power and was selected as the preferred functional form.   
 A total of eleven different models were developed.  The first model, Model A, 
included all 17,693 observations.  This was found to be suboptimal and as such the data 
was divided into two separate models B and C.  Model B modeled only observations 
from Kalispell, and Model C, looked at observations outside of Kalispell.  Model C was 
the preferred model for assessing the capitalization of environmental amenities and 
wildfire in property values in northwest Montana.  Models D thru I were used to test the 
robustness of Model C to various specification shocks.  It was hypothesized that wildfire 
related variables affecting house sale price may behave differently according to whether a 
wildfire burned area could be seen from the home.  Model J, which was model C fitted 
only to home data that could not see a fire and Model K, which was Model C fitted only 
to home data that could see a fire.  Limitations of the HPM model developed for the 
study, included spatial autocorrelation, problems with straight line distance estimates, 
view assessments and the fact that some values, such as canopy cover, are likely to be 
capturing both environmental amenity and wildfire risk.  The following chapter reports 
the results from fitting models A to K to the data.   
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6. EFFECTS OF WILDFIRE AND NATURAL AMENITIES ON HOME SALE 
PRICES IN NORTHWEST MONTANA 
 This chapter reports the results for the HPM models presented in the previous 
chapter.  The first section introduces the results.  The second section demonstrates how to 
interpret the model coefficients.  The third section describes the goodness of fit for 
Models A, B, C, J and K.  The fourth section examines the robustness tests of Model C 
with Models D to I.     
6.1 HPM Models for Northwest Montana 
Described below are the results for all of the models presented in Chapter 5.  
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize coefficient estimates with t-statistics in parenthesis for 
models A to E and models F to K, respectively.  The variables that are accounted for with 
a “yes” value were large groups of dummy variables that, while important, were not the 
focus of this research.  In order to save space, only the abbreviated results tables are 
presented below and full results for models A to K are reported in Appendix B.  Table 6.3 
lists the summary statistics for Model C to aid interpretation of the coefficients.   
As noted in Chapter 5, heteroskedasticity (HD) was tested for using the Breusch- 
 
Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test and found to be present. The Stata output is shown below.   
 
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity  
         Ho: Constant variance 
         Variables: fitted values of lnsoldprice 
 
         chi2(1) =  953.23      Prob > chi2 =  0.0000 
Using the robust option generates the Huber-White robust standard errors.  This means 
that the error terms have been adjusted within Stata v9.2.     
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Table 6.1 – Coefficients and Goodness of Fit for HPM Models A to E 
Model: A B C D E 
lnsqft 0.603** 0.485** 0.607** 0.617** 0.623** 
 (70.79) (48.11) (56.26) (56.97) (57.29) 
      
lnlotsize 0.103** 0.099** 0.111** 0.113** 0.110** 
 (31.95) (15.73) (29.09) (29.39) (28.83) 
      
days_on_ma -0.000 0.000* -0.000* -0.000* -0.000* 
 (-1.27) (2.33) (-2.22) (-2.38) (-2.29) 
      
lndensity -0.029** -0.022** -0.032** -0.034** -0.024** 
 (-9.83) (-4.48) (-9.09) (-9.43) (-6.98) 
      
water1 0.122** 0.175** 0.118** 0.118** 0.117** 
 (10.34) (4.91) (9.47) (9.39) (9.46) 
      
water2 0.719** 0.226** 0.760** 0.763** 0.764** 
 (46.27) (6.44) (47.00) (46.77) (46.65) 
      
water4 0.110** 0.041* 0.135** 0.139** 0.129** 
 (6.87) (2.01) (6.66) (6.89) (6.41) 
      
waterkm -0.024** -0.004 -0.020** -0.018** -0.026** 
 (-9.30) (-0.68) (-7.06) (-6.49) (-9.27) 
      
nfrdkm -0.016** 0.011** -0.025** -0.020** -0.021** 
 (-10.63) (3.78) (-13.49) (-12.29) (-11.83) 
      
roadkm 0.004** 0.007 0.004**  0.004** 
 (5.82) (1.17) (6.61)  (6.64) 
      
wuikm 0.003** 0.015** 0.001 -0.000 0.002 
 (3.04) (5.81) (1.05) (-0.08) (1.83) 
      
wildkm -0.003** -0.005 -0.004** -0.004** -0.004** 
 (-10.46) (-1.22) (-12.82) (-11.64) (-12.67) 
      
glacentkm -0.002** -0.004* -0.001** -0.001** -0.001** 
 (-9.49) (-2.29) (-6.74) (-6.68) (-6.53) 
      
kalispell 0.075** NA NA NA NA 
 (7.13)     
      
whitefish 0.363** 0.000 0.417** 0.402** 0.397** 
 (26.23) . (27.88) (27.56) (27.01) 
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bigfork 0.284** 0.000 0.289** 0.289** 0.281** 
 (19.91) . (19.50) (19.43) (18.96) 
      
polson 0.140** 0.000 0.202** 0.169** 0.182** 
 (8.77) . (11.67) (10.31) (10.50) 
      
cfalls -0.030* 0.000 -0.033* -0.054** -0.008 
 (-1.99) . (-2.14) (-3.63) (-0.52) 
      
view -0.052** -0.008 -0.031** -0.039** -0.034** 
 (-6.66) (-0.65) (-3.34) (-4.22) (-3.62) 
      
bigfire -0.036** -0.008 -0.019 -0.031** -0.007 
 (-3.31) (-0.16) (-1.67) (-2.77) (-0.65) 
      
zero5km -0.152** 0.000 -0.202** -0.234** -0.218** 
 (-4.95) . (-6.55) (-7.62) (-7.03) 
      
five10km -0.013 0.330 -0.052** -0.080** -0.049** 
 (-0.80) (1.67) (-3.15) (-5.02) (-2.94) 
      
ten15km 0.002 0.140** -0.020 -0.039** -0.018 
 (0.15) (2.99) (-1.76) (-3.46) (-1.53) 
      
fifteen20km -0.011 -0.019 -0.015 -0.020 -0.018 
 (-1.37) (-1.60) (-1.44) (-1.95) (-1.76) 
      
qtrsincefire 0.002 -0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 
 (1.37) (-0.72) (1.24) (1.28) (0.92) 
      
qtrsincefire2 -0.000* 0.000 -0.000** -0.000** -0.000* 
 (-2.47) (0.70) (-2.72) (-2.90) (-2.29) 
      
twomed 0.011* 0.019* 0.014** 0.013*  
 (2.56) (2.42) (2.73) (2.57)  
      
twohigh 0.002 -0.032 0.001 0.000  
 (0.29) (-1.56) (0.10) (0.08)  
      
twomedsqr -0.001 -0.002** -0.001 -0.001  
 (-1.77) (-2.60) (-1.70) (-1.68)  
      
twohighsqr -0.000 0.002 -0.000 0.000  
 (-0.18) (1.79) (-0.10) (0.05)  
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fivemeddiff 0.000 0.008** -0.004* -0.004  
 (0.31) (2.80) (-2.28) (-1.90)  
      
fivehighdiff -0.007** 0.013 -0.007** -0.007**  
 (-3.33) (1.87) (-3.50) (-3.23)  
      
fivemeddiffsqr -0.000 -0.000** 0.000 0.000  
 (-1.16) (-2.91) (0.65) (0.20)  
      
fivehighdiffsqr 0.000 -0.000* 0.000 0.000  
 (0.71) (-2.18) (0.71) (0.31)  
      
_cons 7.602** 8.285** 7.673** 7.656** 7.459** 
 (94.11) (48.14) (75.56) (73.03) (73.91) 
      
age Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      
gar Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      
style Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      
saleqtr Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
      
n 17693 5860 11833 11833 11833 
R-square 0.791 0.842 0.784 0.782 0.780 
Adjusted R-square 0.789 0.839 0.783 0.780 0.778 
AIC 0.578 -0.322 0.770 0.783 0.791 
SBC 0.622 -0.216 0.833 0.844 0.848 
t statistics in parentheses  * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 
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Table 6.2 – Results for HPM Models F to K 
Model: F G H I J K 
lnsqft 0.617** 0.617** 0.621** 0.604** 0.611** 0.621** 
 (56.95) (56.87) (56.62) (56.46) (46.50) (33.62) 
       
lnlotsize 0.113** 0.113** 0.109** 0.116** 0.106** 0.123** 
 (29.45) (29.45) (28.04) (30.05) (23.48) (17.96) 
       
days_on_ma -0.000* -0.000* -0.000* -0.000* -0.000 -0.000 
 (-2.21) (-2.28) (-2.01) (-1.99) (-1.64) (-0.88) 
       
lndensity -0.032** -0.032** -0.036** -0.036** -0.022** -0.040**
 (-9.09) (-8.96) (-9.90) (-10.06) (-4.99) (-6.91) 
       
water1 0.118** 0.118** 0.121** 0.099** 0.109** 0.137** 
 (9.46) (9.41) (9.42) (7.78) (7.13) (6.20) 
       
water2 0.760** 0.762** 0.767** 0.737** 0.733** 0.857** 
 (46.91) (46.89) (46.46) (46.58) (39.19) (25.73) 
       
water4 0.135** 0.135** 0.149** 0.138** 0.113** 0.176** 
 (6.66) (6.64) (7.34) (6.81) (4.36) (5.54) 
       
waterkm -0.020** -0.020** -0.023** -0.019** -0.024** -0.007 
 (-7.07) (-7.30) (-8.18) (-6.71) (-7.07) (-1.31) 
       
nfrdkm -0.025** -0.025**  -0.015** -0.026** -0.026**
 (-13.69) (-13.57)  (-7.80) (-10.72) (-8.50) 
       
roadkm 0.005** 0.005** -0.001 -0.007** 0.007** 0.005** 
 (7.07) (6.89) (-1.60) (-5.90) (7.05) (3.23) 
       
wuikm 0.001 0.001 -0.000 0.003* 0.002 0.000 
 (1.25) (1.12) (-0.45) (2.52) (1.74) (0.09) 
       
wildkm -0.004** -0.005**  -0.002** -0.006** -0.004**
 (-13.64) (-14.10)  (-2.95) (-9.83) (-7.73) 
       
glacentkm -0.001** -0.001** -0.002** -0.001** -0.001** -0.001**
 (-6.75) (-6.91) (-12.10) (-3.12) (-4.11) (-4.80) 
       
kalispell 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 . . . . . . 
       
whitefish 0.425** 0.430** 0.340** 0.074 0.396** 0.459** 
 (29.67) (29.31) (25.17) (0.76) (21.31) (12.83) 
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bigfork 0.287** 0.290** 0.287** -0.023 0.281** 0.278** 
 (19.50) (19.55) (19.31) (-0.25) (14.31) (11.58) 
       
polson 0.208** 0.200** 0.092** -0.152 0.155** 0.230** 
 (12.23) (11.48) (6.87) (-1.71) (6.47) (8.28) 
       
cfalls -0.027 -0.024 -0.028 -0.388** -0.043* -0.006 
 (-1.77) (-1.57) (-1.91) (-3.97) (-2.20) (-0.25) 
       
view -0.030** -0.030** -0.038** -0.030** 0.000 0.000 
 (-3.24) (-3.20) (-4.05) (-3.20) . . 
       
zero5km -0.201** -0.201** -0.176** -0.084* -0.198** -0.197**
 (-6.47) (-6.47) (-5.61) (-2.55) (-3.30) (-4.85) 
       
five10km -0.047** -0.045** -0.036* 0.012 0.038 -0.098**
 (-2.82) (-2.74) (-2.14) (0.71) (1.45) (-3.67) 
       
ten15km -0.019 -0.018 -0.021 0.022 0.005 -0.018 
 (-1.64) (-1.53) (-1.81) (1.91) (0.28) (-0.84) 
       
fifteen20km -0.014 -0.014 -0.004 0.015 -0.015 0.000 
 (-1.35) (-1.31) (-0.41) (1.48) (-1.12) (0.02) 
       
qtrsincefire 0.003  0.002 0.003 0.004 0.001 
 (1.41)  (1.15) (1.34) (1.59) (0.42) 
       
qtrsincefire2 -0.000**  -0.000** -0.000* -0.000* -0.000* 
 (-2.65)  (-3.41) (-2.49) (-2.18) (-1.96) 
       
twomed 0.013* 0.012* 0.015** 0.010 0.009 0.017 
 (2.49) (2.44) (2.86) (1.92) (1.50) (1.73) 
       
twohigh 0.001 0.001 -0.002 0.003 -0.007 0.023* 
 (0.16) (0.16) (-0.30) (0.46) (-1.00) (1.99) 
       
twomedsqr -0.001 -0.001 -0.001* -0.001 -0.000 -0.002 
 (-1.53) (-1.49) (-2.19) (-1.23) (-0.16) (-1.94) 
       
twohighsqr -0.000 -0.000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 
 (-0.12) (-0.18) (0.25) (-0.18) (-0.03) (-0.77) 
       
fivemeddiff -0.004* -0.004* 0.000 -0.005** -0.003 -0.004 
 (-2.21) (-2.14) (0.24) (-2.80) (-1.46) (-1.23) 
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fivehighdiff -0.007** -0.007** -0.006** -0.006** -0.009** -0.003 
 (-3.30) (-3.37) (-2.92) (-2.65) (-3.51) (-0.81) 
       
fivemeddiffsqr 0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 (0.51) (0.47) (-0.84) (0.91) (0.03) (0.19) 
       
fivehighdiffsqr 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.000 
 (0.52) (0.65) (0.21) (0.23) (1.90) (-1.93) 
       
bigfire  0.001 -0.049** -0.036** -0.008 -0.038 
  (0.11) (-4.35) (-3.04) (-0.60) (-1.67) 
       
southlakecnty    -0.350**   
    (-4.07)   
       
northlakecnty    -0.109   
    (-1.18)   
       
swanvalley    -0.310**   
    (-3.32)   
       
glacier    -0.532**   
    (-5.20)   
       
sanders    -0.571**   
    (-6.35)   
       
lincoln    -0.546**   
    (-5.78)   
       
westflathead    -0.290**   
    (-3.06)   
       
swanfront    -0.385**   
    (-4.02)   
       
_cons 7.610** 7.581** 7.495** 8.005** 7.601** 7.248** 
 (75.10) (75.56) (71.13) (54.97) (64.29) (48.03) 
       
age Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
       
gar Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
       
style Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
       
saleqtr Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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n 11833 11833 11833 11833 7659 4174 
R-square 0.782 0.782 0.777 0.791 0.784 0.793 
Adjusted R-square 0.781 0.780 0.775 0.789 0.781 0.788 
AIC 0.779 0.780 0.805 0.740 0.753 0.793 
SBC 0.841 0.841 0.866 0.807 0.841 0.940 
t statistics in parentheses  * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 
 
Table 6.3 – Summary Statistics for Model C 
Variable Mean SD Min Max 
sold_price 260,000 350,000 10000 14,000,000
totalsquar~t 1964.88 1022.46 128 15500
lotsizeha 2.00 6.34 0 147.72
days_on_ma 192.46 187.28 0 2263
density 833.25 1094.23 0.01 7010.21
water1 0.07 0.26 0 1
water2 0.13 0.33 0 1
water4 0.05 0.22 0 1
waterkm 1.40 1.55 0 9.51
roadkm 11.95 7.39 0 39.51
wuikm 6.74 5.69 0 37.95
nfrdkm 4.62 4.52 0 28.71
wildkm 30.03 15.68 0.49 81.24
glacentkm 54.08 31.97 0.41 194.42
kalispell NA NA NA NA
whitefish 0.22 0.41 0 1
bigfork 0.09 0.28 0 1
polson 0.10 0.3 0 1
cfalls 0.12 0.33 0 1
view 0.35 0.48 0 1
bigfire 0.57 0.49 0 1
zero5km 0.02 0.15 0 1
five10km 0.08 0.27 0 1
ten15km 0.18 0.39 0 1
fifteen20km 0.20 0.4 0 1
qtrsincefire 10.83 7.58 0 27.85
qtrsincefi~2 174.6 204.45 0 775.43
twolow 15.24 4.96 0 20.16
twomed 3.14 3.31 0 18.00
twohigh 1.24 2.36 0 19.62
twolowsqr 256.78 128.1 0 406.43
twomedsqr 20.86 32.93 0 324.00
twohighsqr 7.10 24.47 0 384.94
fivelowdiff 44.59 14.36 0 64.36
fivemeddiff 9.58 8.78 0 45.09
fivehighdiff 4.73 7.56 0 55.72
fivelowdif~r 2194.17 1116.72 0 4142.21
fivemeddif~r 168.83 240.91 0 2033.11
fivehighdi~r 79.44 226.73 0 3104.72
Note: Model C was fitted to the natural log of  Sold_price, totalsquarefeet, density and lotsizeha  
n = 11,833
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6.2 Coefficient interpretation 
Since the primary focus of this research was on rural areas outside of Kalispell, 
variable interpretation will use examples from Model C.  Estimated change in property 
value is from the mean sale price of $260,000.   
Variables that have their natural log taken, such as totalsquarefootage can be 
interpreted as follows.  For every 1% increase in square footage, there is a 0.607% 
increase in the sale price of the home, all else constant.  Similarly, for every 1% increase 
in lot size there is a 0.11% increase in sale price of the home, all else constant.   
Continuous variables such as nfrdkm are interpreted slightly differently.  A one 
unit change in the independent variable leads to a coefficient multiplied by a 100 percent 
change in the dependent variable.  For example, a 1 kilometer increase in distance the 
home is located away from the national forest boundary represents a [-0.025*100] =         
2.5% percent decrease in sale price of the home, all else constant, at the mean.   
Dummy variables, such as view, zero5km, five10km, ten15km and fifteen20km, 
which are variables of primary interest to this study, can be interpreted as follows.  Being 
able to see a burned area from a home, regardless of distance, decreased the sale price by 
3.05% = [(e-0.031-1)*100], all else constant.  Being within zero to five kilometers of a 
burned area regardless of whether the burned area could be seen from the home and size 
of the burned area, decreased the sale price of a home by 18.3% = [(e-0.202-1)*100], all 
else constant.  Being within five to 10 kilometers of a fire or burned area similarly 
reduced the sale price of a home by 5.1% [(e-0.052-1)*100] all else constant, at the mean.  
Being within 10 to 15 or 15 to 20 kilometers of a burned area did not have a statistically 
significant effect on house sale prices.   
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Forest area by canopy cover around the home are proxies for both wildfire risk 
and natural amenity.  There were only three statistically significant variables with respect 
to canopy cover variables, (twomed, fivemeddiff and fivehighdiff).  The coefficient for 
twomed indicates that for every additional hectare within 250 meters of the home that is 
in the medium canopy cover range, the sale price of the home increased by 1.4% = 
[(e0.014-1)*100] all else constant, at the mean.  However between 250m and 500m of the 
home, having an additional hectare in the medium canopy cover range, reduced the sale 
price of the home by 0.39% = [(e-0.004-1)*100] all else constant, at the mean.  
The coefficients of variables relating to the style of the home, type of garage and 
age of the home can be observed in Appendix B.  These variables are interpreted from a 
base case wherein the most prevalent type of observation is used as a base (and dropped 
from the model) and any other variation from that base is assessed as either adding or 
subtracting value.  Having a double garage (gar2) relative to no garage (gar3), added 
20.3% = [(e0.185-1)*100] to the sale price of a home, all else constant, at the mean.  Style 
can be interpreted the same way where having a log style (style5) home relative to a 
ranch style (style8) increased the sale price by 13.5% = [(e0.127-1)*100], all else constant, 
at the mean.   
The general house sale price trend in the study area from the third quarter of 1996 
to January 2007 is presented in Figure 6.1.  From the full results in Appendix B, it is seen 
that the house sale price trend in the study area rose rapidly since quarter 25, which was 
the third quarter of 2002.  This trend highlights a property boom in northwest Montana, 
in which average sale prices increased by 136% = [(e0.861-1)*100], all else constant, at the 
mean, over the period June 1996 to January 2007.   
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Figure 6.1 Sale quarter trend from June - September of 1996 to the first quarter (Jan-Mar) 
of 2007  
 
6.3 Goodness of fit for Models A, B, C, J and K 
 The high adjusted R2 and low AIC and SBC for Model A suggests the “all 
observations in” model does a sound job of explaining house sale prices in northwest 
Montana.  However, as reported in Section 5.2, a Chow test determined there exists 
statistically significant differences in home buyer preferences between Kalispell and 
areas outside Kalispell.  Examination of how wildfire and natural amenities affect house 
sale prices is improved by splitting the dataset and estimating Model B for Kalispell and 
Model C for the rest of the study area.   
 With an adjusted R2of 0.839 and low AIC and SBC values, Model B does a 
particularly good job of explaining house sale prices in Kalispell.  Model C also provides 
an excellent fit to non-Kalispell observations.  Models D to I are discussed in the 
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following section.  Models J and K are fitted to Model C observations that do not have a 
view of a wildfire burned area from the home and that have a view of a burned area, 
respectively.  Both models have high explanatory power with goodness of fit measures at 
levels similar to Model C.   
6.4 Robustness tests of Model C with Models D to I 
 As outlined in Chapter 5, the robustness of Model C was tested by removing and 
adding variables to assess the sensitivity of key explanatory variables.  Results of the 
robustness tests were reported in Table 6.1 and 6.2 for Models D to I.  Model D 
illustrated the effect of removing the variable roadkm.  Key variables, including view, 
zero5km and five10km gain statistical significance and coefficient levels increased.  
Additionally, the variables bigfire and ten15km became statistically significant.  Also in 
Model D, the canopy cover variable fivemeddiff became insignificant.  The variable 
nfrdkm lost some of its explanatory power.  Model D has slightly less explanatory power 
than Model C and some wildfire coefficients are sensitive to removal of roadkm.   
 Model E, which was Model C with canopy cover variables removed, had results 
similar to Model C.  However, lndenstiy was insignificant and nfrdkm had a slightly 
reduced t-statistic and coefficient relative to Model C.  Model C is robust against removal 
of canopy cover variables.   
Model F, in which the variable bigfire was removed, resulted in no substantial 
changes in statistical significance and levels of model coefficients.  The time since fire 
variables qtrsincefire and qtrsincefire2 were removed in Model G.  Removing these two 
variables had no substantial changes in statistical significance and levels of model 
coefficients.   
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 The variables nfrdkm and wildkm, which are important amenity variables, were 
removed in Model H.  There were small reductions in coefficient levels for the zero5km  
and five10km relative to Model C.  The coefficient on view increased relative to the 
Model C value from -0.032 to -0.038.  Roadkm became negative and insignificant.  This 
could be a sign that there is some correlation between nfrdkm, wildkm and roadkm.  
Model H had slightly less explanatory power than Model C.   
 Model I added 8 new neighborhood variables and attributed all houses outside of 
the existing neighborhood variables kalispell, whitefish, bigfork, polson and cfalls, to one 
of them.  None of the new “neighborhoods” add value to the home, which is an 
interesting result as many of these homes are in highly desirable areas, including the 
Swan Valley and around Flathead Lake.  A possible reason for this could be that the base 
case has switched to one of the original high value areas such as whitefish, bigfork or 
polson and as such, these other areas are not as desirable.  As a result of all observations 
being in a “neighborhood”, much of the fire and amenity effects on house sale prices was 
captured in these neighborhood variables.  The coefficient levels of many amenity 
variables including nfrdkm and wildkm were reduced but their statistical significance 
remained intact. Roadkm became negative and significant.  The variable whitefish 
became insignificant even though it had a t-statistic of 25.90 and coefficient of 0.413 in 
Model C.  Polson saw a reduction in its coefficient from 0.183 to 0.082.  Zero5km and 
five10km are no longer significant.  Some of the “neighborhoods” are capturing the 
wildfire effect.  Additionally, the interpretation of fifteen20km is that it is good to live 
within 15 to 20 kilometers of a wildfire.  In fact, it adds 2.8% = ((e0.028-1)*100) to sale 
price, all else constant, at the mean.  This fire variable appears to be capturing some of 
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the amenity value that the amenity variables have lost.  The variable bigfire became 
negative and significant in this model.  If the fire closest to the observation was larger 
than 1000 acres, there was a 2.9% = [(e-0.029-1)*100] reduction in the sale price of the 
home, all else constant, at the mean.   
 While Model I has marginally higher explanatory power than Model C, it is not 
useful to policy-makers, as environmental amenity and wildfire effects have been 
captured by neighborhood variables.  These neighborhood variables do not indicate 
which variables are affecting house sale prices.  Model C, allows policy-makers to see the 
effect that each individual environmental or wildfire variable is having on house sale 
prices.   
 The robustness tests indicate that Model C has high explanatory power and is 
robust against changes in model specification.  This gives the author confidence that 
Model C is doing a good job explaining home buyer preferences in northwest Montana 
outside Kalispell, particularly with regards to natural amenities and wildfire.   
6.5 Summary 
 This chapter reported the results derived from HPM models of house prices in 
northwest Montana.  Full results tables can be found in Appendix B.  Variable 
coefficients were interpreted, which will assist with derivation of shadow prices in the 
next chapter.  All HPM models fitted to the data had high explanatory power.  Model C 
was found to be robust against changes in model specification and is appropriate for 
explaining how wildfire and natural amenities are capitalized into non-Kalispell home 
values in northwest Montana.   
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7. DISCUSSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 In this chapter, the coefficients of the variables reported in chapter 6 are 
interpreted and discussed in a wildfire policy context.  The project objective of assessing 
the effect of wildfire on welfare in northwest Montana requires conversion of coefficients 
into shadow prices which is performed in the first section.  The second section explores 
the effect that amenities have on private home values. The third section examines the 
difference between the Kalispell and non-Kalispell models.  The fourth section examines 
the difference between having a view of a burned area versus no-view of burned area 
models.  The fifth section explores some policy implications, and then some concluding 
comments as well as future research opportunities are discussed in the sixth section. All 
of the variable interpretation is in the context of Model C.   
7.1 Shadow Prices for Structural, Neighborhood and Environmental Characteristics of 
Homes in Northwest Montana 
The shadow price equivalents of the coefficients of statistically significant 
variables in Model C are reported in Table 7.1.  All of these shadow prices are derived 
from the mean house sale price and are interpreted from the mean level of the 
independent variable.   
The shadow price for a continuous linear variable like nfrdkm is estimated by 
multiplying the mean house sale price outside Kalispell, $260,000, by the nfrdkm 
coefficient estimate of   -0.025, and this is interpreted from the mean distance a home is 
located from a national forest boundary, 4.62 km, as reported in Table 6.3.  Thus, for 
every kilometer an average priced home is located further from a national forest than 4.62 
km, house sale price is expected to reduce by $6,500.   
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Table 7.1 – Shadow prices for variables in Model C   
Variable  Coefficient Shadow price ($) 
lnsqft 0.607 80/ft2 
lnlotsize 0.111 14,430/ha 
days_on_ma -0.00004 -10/day 
lndensity -0.032 -9.98/person/km2 
water1 0.118 32,500 
water2 0.76 293,800 
water4 0.135 37,440 
waterkm -0.02 -5,200/km 
roadkm 0.004 1,040/km 
nfrdkm -0.025 -6,500/km 
wildkm -0.004 -1,040/km 
glacentkm -0.001 -260/km 
whitefish 0.417 134,520 
bigfork 0.289 87,100 
polson 0.202 47,580 
cfalls -0.033 -8,320 
view -0.031 -8,060 
zero5km -0.202 -47,580 
five10km -0.052 -13,260 
qtrsincefire2 -0.0002 -52/quarter 
twomed 0.014 3,640/ha 
fivemeddiff -0.004 -1,040/ha 
fivehighdiff -0.007 -1,820/ha 
gar1-carport 0.060 15,951 
gar2-double 0.185 52,782 
gar4-other 0.048 12,683 
gar5-single 0.120 33,080 
gar6-triple 0.282 84,823 
gar7-triple 0.129 35,931 
gar8-triple+ 0.328 100,839 
age2-10 to 15 years -0.118 -28,846 
age3-15 to 20 years -0.166 -39,729 
age4-20 to 35 years -0.233 -54,042 
age5-35 to 50 years -0.210 -49,241 
age6-5 to 10 years -0.055 -13,978 
age7-Over 50 years -0.247 -56,863 
age8-Under construction -0.010 -2,646 
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age9-Unknown -0.223 -52,028 
style1 -0.013 -3,277 
style2 -0.028 -7,165 
style3 0.126 34,804 
style4 0.228 66,583 
style5 0.128 35,386 
style6 -0.254 -58,306 
style7 -0.019 -4,806 
style9 -0.062 -15,639 
style10 0.016 4,102 
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Shadow prices for dummy variables are estimated differently.  For example, the 
shadow price of view is estimated as $260,000 multiplied by (e-0.031-1), where -0.031 is 
the coefficient estimate for view.  This results in a dollar loss of $7,936, for an average 
home that could ‘see’ a wildfire burned area.   
Logged independent variables such as lot size must first be scaled to represent a 
unit to unit change.  This is done by multiplying the coefficient of the independent 
variable by the mean of the dependent variable divided by the mean of the independent 
variable.  For example, the shadow price of lnlotsize is estimated as, 0.111(260,000/2), 
indicating a $14,430 increase in the mean house sale price for a 1 ha increase in lot size.   
The dummy variables with base cases, which include water, gar, style and age 
can be estimated in a fashion similar to that found for the other dummy variables.  Living 
in a cabin (style3), relative to a ranch style home (style8) increased sale price by 
260,000*(e0.126-1) or roughly $34,910.       
7.2 Effects of Structural, Neighborhood, Environmental and Wildfire Characteristics on 
House Sale Prices in the Wildland Urban Interface of Northwest Montana 
 The following discussion is with regard to Model C, the model for homes sales 
outside Kalispell.   
7.2.1 Structural characteristics and other MLS data 
 The structural characteristics that were included with the MLS dataset and 
subsequently used in Model C were gar1-8, age1-9, style1-10, lnsqft, and lnlotsize.  There 
were a few garage types and a few of the styles that were statistically significant and 
worth noting.  The coefficients for these variables are reported in Appendix B.  Living in 
a condominium or a townhouse (style4), which could be attributable to the resort towns 
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of Whitefish and Bigfork, relative to living in a ranch style house (style8-the base case 
style), increased home sale prices by 25% ($66,580).  Cabins (style3) and log homes 
(style5) both add around 13% ($34,900) to the sale price of a home relative to a ranch 
style home (style8).     
Shadow prices for age of the structure indicated that anything older than 0 to 5 
years old (age1-the base case age class), decreased sale prices.  The largest decrease, 
21.8% (-$56,860), came from homes that were over 50 years old (age7).  Another 
structural characteristic was in relation to the type of garage.  Having a three car garage 
(gar6) or more than three car garage (gar8) relative to having no garage (gar3-the base 
case garage type), added the most value to a home.  A three car garage added around 
32.6% ($84,820) and a more than three car garage added 38.7% ($100,840). It may be 
possible that the three car garage and three + car garage variables are actually serving as a 
proxy for house quality factors relating to the size and quality of the home.      
 The general time market time trend variables (saleqtr1-44) indicated that there was 
a large increase in home sale prices from June 1996 to January 2007.  An average house 
that sold in the final sale quarter (saleqtr44) had an average sale price 136% greater than 
the same average house would have sold for in the first quarter (saleqtr1).    
7.2.2 Neighborhood characteristics 
 There are three neighborhood attributes in Model C, lndensity, the town dummy 
variables and wuikm.  The variable lndensity demonstrates that for every additional 
person/km2 around the home, there is a 0.032% ($9.98) price decrease in home sale 
prices.   
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The town dummy variables were combinations of MLS housing zones that came 
with the MLS dataset.  The intention is for these variables to capture some of the urban 
amenities that these towns posses.  It was found that, relative to living outside one of 
these towns, living in Whitefish, Bigfork and Polson all increased sale prices.  Whitefish 
had the largest effect with a 52% ($134,520) increase in sale prices.  The resort factor 
seems to be once again playing a large factor in what is driving prices up in these areas.  
Polson and Bigfork are both recreational hotspots that provide access to Flathead Lake 
while Whitefish is a year-round destination town with skiing in the winter and Whitefish 
Lake recreational opportunities in the summer.   
Homes in Columbia Falls (cfalls) had home sale prices 3.1% (-$8190) lower 
relative to homes outside towns.  Columbia Falls is a gateway town to GNP and one 
might expect it to have a positive coefficient as well.  However, this is an industrial town 
with an aluminum plant and a lumber mill, which might be urban disamenities, rather 
than amenities.  
Wuikm was statistically insignificant.  The variable was trying to capture the 
effect of living in a US Forest Service determined high wildfire risk area on home sale 
prices.  The reason for this insignificance could be as a result of homebuyers not knowing 
about the high wildfire risk in those areas.  Also, high fire risk areas tend to be areas with 
many natural amenities.         
7.2.3 Environmental and wildfire characteristics 
Natural amenities have a large impact on property values in northwest Montana.  
When a home is located outside Kalispell, living further away from national forests 
(nfrdkm), wilderness areas (wildkm) and the entrance to GNP (glacentkm) has a 
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detrimental effect on home sale price.  Living close to water (waterkm), as well as the 
type of water access, is important to home buyers in rural areas of northwest Montana.  
For example, if the home has a navigable waterfront (water2), this was found to increase 
house sale price by $293,800, all else constant, at the mean. 
An interesting amenity effect is that house sale price increases as distance to 
roadless areas (roadkm) increases, which runs counter to the effect of national forest 
lands and wilderness.  A possible reason for this is that there exists an imperfect 
information problem.  While standard national forest lands and wilderness areas are 
clearly defined on Forest Service maps, roadless areas exist in name only.  Roadless areas 
are not represented on a map, and signs at trailheads do not indicate that a roadless area is 
nearby.  Roadless areas are typically found in close proximity to wilderness areas and co 
linearity between these variables could partially explain the counterintuitive coefficient 
sign.   
 Forest canopy cover surrounding a home was found to be an important predictor 
of house sale price by Kim and Wells (2005), and was tested for in this study.  Like Kim 
and Wells (2005), medium density canopy cover was found to be positive and significant 
for house price relative to low canopy density, but only within 250m of the home.  High 
canopy cover within 250m of a home was statistically insignificant.  This study revealed 
a disamenity (reduced sale price) associated with additional medium and high canopy 
cover forest between 250m and 500m from the home.  There appears to be two effects 
working in conjunction that are challenging to separate from one another.  These 
coefficients appear to suggest that the amenity aspect of trees, including shade, privacy 
and aesthetic value outweighs wildfire risk disamenity for trees close to a home.  
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However, perceived wildfire risk disamenity associated with medium and high canopy 
cover outweighs the amenity benefits of trees further from the home (250m-500m) and 
hence detracts from the value of the property.   
Canopy cover variables were interacted with view and the fire buffer variables.  
When view was interacted with the canopy cover variables, the intent was to observe the 
effect that different canopy cover levels had on being able to see a fire.  This generated 
statistically insignificant results.  When the fire buffer variables were interacted with 
canopy cover variables, the intent was to capture some change in perceived risk that 
home buyers may experience as a result of the home being located near a previously 
burned area.  These interaction variables were also found to be statistically insignificant.      
 Sale prices of homes within five kilometers of a fire, no matter how large the fire 
or whether the burned area could be seen, were found to be 18.3% ($47,580) lower than 
equivalent homes at least 20km from a fire.  Sale prices of homes between 5 km and      
10 km from a fire, no matter how large the fire or whether the burned area could be seen, 
were found to be 5.1% ($13,260) lower than equivalent homes at least 20 km from a fire.  
Sale prices of homes between 10 km and 15 km, and 15 km and 20 km from a fire were 
not statistically significantly affected.  These findings are consistent with the 16% 
reduction in house sale prices reported by Loomis (2004) in a town two miles from the 
Buffalo Creek fire in Colorado.  In contrast, Huggett (2003) found wildfire only reduced 
property values in Chelan County, Washington, by -0.0048% or $150.  The Huggett 
(2003) study had a mean distance of 13 km and a maximum distance of 38 km.     
 The variable qtrsincefire was found to be statistically insignificant.  However, 
qtrsincefire2 was found to be statistically significant and negative.  This continued 
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decrease in sale price is very small at only 0.02% ($52) for every quarter after the fire 
and, for all intents and purposes, is zero, suggesting that the recovery of house sale prices 
with time since fire has yet to take place.  This finding is consistent with house sale price 
trends following wildfire in Colorado reported by Loomis (2004).  Sale prices in 
Colorado and northwest Montana affected by wildfire have risen over time since fire in 
line with general market trends, but amenity values lost due to fire have not recovered.  
 In northwest Montana, no doubt this can be partly explained by the large increase 
in house sale prices outside of Kalispell over the period 1996 to 2007, particularly from 
the third quarter of 2002, which could be swamping any subtle recovery of property 
values that may be occurring with time since wildfire.  Another factor is the relatively 
short period of time examined.  The maximum time between when the nearest fire to a 
home occurred and when the house sold was limited to seven years as a result of using 
the seven year fire groups (described in Section 5.1.3).  This is a relatively short period of 
time in the context of recovery of northern Rocky Mountain forest ecosystems from 
wildfire.  Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that the time since fire variables are 
either statistically insignificant or extremely small.      
   The bigfire variable, which accounted for homes for which the nearest fire was in 
excess of 1000 acres, was also statistically insignificant.  This suggests that homebuyers 
in northwest Montana do not distinguish between fires of different acreage.   
One of the interaction terms examined was whether having a close view 
(zero5km*view) or distant view (fifteen20km*view) of a fire had an effect on property 
values.  These interaction terms were found to be insignificant.  This suggested that 
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simply being able to see a wildfire burned landscape from the home was a disamenity for 
homebuyers, irrespective of distance to the fire.   
The interaction of the fire buffer variables with nfrdkm was examining whether 
living close to national forest land and a past wildfire event affected property values 
where distance from national forest was a proxy for continuity of fuels.  This was also 
statistically insignificant.  To determine whether homes located further away from the 
nearest burned area experience a more rapid recovery of house sale price with the time 
since fire, qtrsincefire was interacted with the fire distance variables.  These interaction 
terms were statistically insignificant.             
7.3 Differences in preferences of Kalispell and non-Kalispell home buyers 
 A Chow test confirmed that Kalispell and non-Kalispell home buyers had 
statistically significantly different preferences for homes.  This resulted in Model A being 
split into Model B (Kalispell observation only) and Model C (non-Kalispell observations 
only).  The mean sale price in Kalispell was $160,000.  In contrast with Model C, Model 
B indicated that natural amenities are not important predictors of house sale prices in 
Kalispell.  For example, living further from a national forest by 1 km added to the value 
of the home of roughly 1%.  The variable wildkm was not significant in Model B; 
however, wuikm was positive and significant with property values increasing by 1.5% 
($2400) per kilometer the home is located away from an area identified by the US Forest 
Service as a high wildfire risk area.  This variable could be indicating that people prefer 
to live outside of these threat zones and are actually averse to living in high wildfire risk 
areas.  Alternatively, it could be indicating the disamenity of living further away from 
urban amenities.   
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In Model B, view and bigfire are insignificant, while living within 10 to 15 km of 
a fire added to the value of the home.  The coefficient for ten15km was 0.14 indicating a 
15% = [(e0.14-1)*100] ($24,000) increase in sale price of a home.  This result could be 
indicating that homes in a particular area of Kalispell that happens to be 10 to 15 km 
from a fire are more geographically desirable than other parts of town.  Zero5km does not 
enter the model as a result of there being no homes in Kalispell within 5km of a fire.   
Large differences can be seen in the structural preferences of Kalispell and non-
Kalispell home buyers primarily in the style of home and type of garage (See Appendix 
B).  In Model C, townhouse/condo (style4) has a fairly large coefficient value of 0.228 
and a high t-statistic whereas in Model B, the coefficient is only 0.057.  This difference 
makes sense.  Vacationers and people looking for a second home outside Kalispell in 
northwest Montana don’t necessarily want another full house with a yard and may be 
inclined to buy condominiums and townhouses.  Another style difference is found in 
style3, a cabin.  While it is statistically significant in Model C and adds roughly 13% 
($33,800) to the sale price, it is not significant in Kalispell.  This can be attributed to 
buyers in Kalispell wanting more of a full house as opposed to just a cabin or second 
home.  Similarly, the log home (style5) variable is statistically insignificant in Model B, 
but adds roughly 12.9% to the sale price of a home in Model C.  People purchasing a 
home outside Kalispell may have a preference for more rustic homes than home buyers in 
Kalispell. 
There are also statistical differences in willingness to pay for lot size (lnlotsize) 
and total square footage (lnsqft) between Kalispell and non-Kalispell housing markets.  In 
Model C, an additional square foot added $80 to the house sale price and adding one 
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hectare to the property increased sale price by $14,430.  In Model B, the coefficient on 
lnsqft is 0.485 and the coefficient on lnlotsize is 0.09.  Shadow prices are estimated in the 
same way as described in section 7.1.  The lnsqft coefficient 0.485 is multiplied by 
(160,000/1901) and results in a per square foot house sale price increase of $40.80.  This 
is half as much as is accrued in Model C by adding another square foot.  Increasing the 
size of the lot from the mean of 0.57 ha to 1.57 ha results in a .09(160000/0.57) or 
$25,260 increase in sale price.  This is nearly $11,000/ha more than for areas outside 
Kalispell. 
7.4 Difference in home buyer preferences between homes that have a view of a 
burned area and homes that do not 
The dataset for Model C was segregated into two sets on the basis of whether the 
home had a view of a burned area to see if this affected statistical significance or 
coefficient levels of amenity and wildfire variables.  These data were fitted to Models J 
(could not see a burned area) and K (could see a burned area).  Homes that were within 
zero to five kilometers of a burned area, but could not see it, experienced a reduction in 
house sale prices of 17.9% = (e-.198-1)*100 or $42,690.  The other fire buffers were not 
significant for Model J.  This suggests that a fire close to the home negatively affected 
environmental amenities or perceived fire risk or both, even when the burned area could 
not be seen from the home.  However, at greater distances, the fire was ‘out of sight and 
out of mind’.  In Model K, zero5km and five10km are both negative and statistically 
significant.  The variable zero5km has a similar coefficient level to that in Model J 
however five10km has a large coefficient value of -0.097 which translates into 9.2% = (e-
.097-1)*100 or $25,880 reduction in sale price. 
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The variables roadkm, wildkm and glacentkm had similar coefficients in Models J 
and K, indicating these variables are operating independently of a view of fire.  
Interestingly, the variable that measures the linear distance from the nearest body of 
water, waterkm, was significant in Model J but insignificant in Model K.  This could be 
that homes that could not see a fire were further away from valleys where rivers are 
typically located.  Being in these valleys presumably also allows homes to see a burned 
area.  More canopy cover variables are significant in Model K, indicating a relationship 
between being able to see a fire and the canopy cover.  The dummy variable for 
Columbia Fall (cfalls) became statistically insignificant in Model K but is negative and 
significant in Model J (and C).   
7.5 Policy Implications 
 The major policy implication of this research is that wildfires can have large and 
persistent negative effects on property values in non-Kalispell areas of northwest 
Montana.  Therefore, forest and wildfire management strategies of state and federal land 
management agencies have implications for the welfare of nearby landholders.  In 
particular, wildfires burning within 10km of homes reduce their market values 
considerably.  This would seem to justify fuel treatments that reduce the risk of wildfire 
near homes as potentially social welfare improving, even if the treatments cannot yield 
marketable wood product to cover the cost of the operation.  There could also be support 
for appropriate management response (AMR) in these areas.  With the ‘out of sight, out 
of mind’ mentality, homes further than 5 km away and that cannot see the burned area, 
should not suffer too much in terms of decreased sale price.  If managers install proper 
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safeguards and inform the public, they may have more flexibility when it comes to 
managing fires besides aggressive suppression techniques.    
 The fact that homebuyers are indicating a preference for medium canopy density 
stands within 250m of a home and low canopy density stands between 250m and 500m of 
a home may be evidence that people are or could be willing to perform hazardous fuel 
reduction thinnings around their home.  Moral suasion and government incentive 
programs for landowners to perform fuel treatments may be positively received in the 
study area. 
The defining of WUI threat zones in northwest Montana has not affected home 
buyer preferences.  Perhaps house buyers are not aware of the zones or are willing to 
tradeoff higher wildfire risk against the positive environmental amenities in those areas.  
It could be that, with large numbers of wildfires in the study area over the last 18 years, 
residents have become accustomed to and knowledgeable about wildfire.  On the other 
hand, the insignificance of WUI threat zones for property values may be an indication 
that an awareness campaign is warranted.  
     The high importance home buyers place on amenity values such as access to 
water, proximity to Glacier National Park (GNP) and wilderness areas (even though 
mean distances of homes from GNP and wilderness are 54 km and 30 km respectively), 
indicates that simply managing for fire-resistant stands around the WUI is unlikely to 
maximize social welfare from forest and fuel management.  While the WUI is important, 
forest and fire management that degrades recreation opportunities and aquatic and 
terrestrial ecosystems in GNP and national forests is likely to have negative implications 
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for well-being in the study area that extends well beyond households living in close 
proximity to forest and water resources.   
7.6 Concluding comments and opportunities for further research 
The issue of how to mitigate the risk posed to the public by wildfire in the WUI is 
of the utmost importance to land managers and researchers in the Rocky Mountain west.  
Implementing economically and ecologically sustainable and tenable wildland fire 
management strategies in the WUI can help protect and enhance the natural amenities 
which brought people to the area in the first place, while at the same time accommodate 
new migrants who wish to enjoy all that the west has to offer.  Using the hedonic pricing 
method, this project aimed to highlight and value those natural amenities that are 
important to rural homeowners and estimate how wildfire is capitalized in home values 
with the intent of better informing wildfire and fuel management decisions.  
This study found that natural amenities are important for home buyers in 
northwest Montana.  Living close to water, national forests, wilderness areas and Glacier 
National Park were all responsible for substantial increases in sale prices of homes.  Fire 
within zero to 10 kilometers of a home outside Kalispell greatly reduced property value.  
For example, being within zero to five kilometers reduced house sale prices by 18.3%.  or 
$47,580, given a mean home value of $260,000.  Additionally, being able to see a burned 
area reduced sale price by 3.1% or $8,060.  Interestingly, size of the fire nearest a home 
did not affect the sale price.     
Canopy cover near the home is integral component of amenity value to home 
buyers.  An additional hectare of medium canopy cover within 250 meters of the home 
increased property values by $3,640.  However, an additional hectare of medium canopy 
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cover between 250m and 500m of a home decreased property value by $1,040.  An 
additional hectare of high canopy cover forest between 250m and 500m of a house 
decreased property value by $1,820.   
 An important aspect of this study was the spatial and temporal scale at which 
wildfire, amenities and property values were examined.  The total study area which 
included five counties, three national forests, five wilderness areas and one national park, 
covered more than 4 million hectares.  Previous wildfire HPM studies have examined 
only a few or a single fire over a short time period.  This study examined the effect of 256 
large fires that burned over 302,800 ha, over the course of 16 years.  A substantial 
quantity of sales data were available for this study, with 17,693 observations covering 
almost 11 years of transactions in northwest Montana.  The data used in this study was 
actual MLS data, whereas previous studies used county assessors’ records.   
 Further research in northwest Montana could include examining the effect of fuel 
reduction projects on property values in conjunction with wildfires.  Additionally, the 
effect of spatial autocorrelation should be examined to see how it may be affecting the 
results.  An alternative statistical software package to Stata v9.2 would be required to 
perform this test.  Another interesting aspect would be to perform a stated preference 
non-market valuation survey in the same study area so as to develop a more complete 
understanding of the preferences and attitudes of homeowners towards wildfire.   
With the large scale of this study, there may be some subtle underlying fire effects 
that are going unobserved.  A more refined case study analysis of one particular fire 
could be useful.  There were numerous large fires (1000+ acres) in 2000 and 2003 that 
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were relatively close to populated areas.  One of these fires could make an excellent case 
study.   
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APPENDIX A – FULL SUMMARY STATISTICS 
Summary Statistics Model A 
Variable Mean SD Min Max n 
sold_price 2.20E+05 3.00E+05 10000 1.40E+07 17693
totalsquar~t 1943.74 969.52 128 15500 17693
lotsizeha 1.53 5.67 0 235.11 17693
days_on_ma 176.11 171.88 0 2263 17693
density 1410.83 1626.82 0.01 7010.21 17693
water1 0.05 0.22 0 1 17693
water2 0.09 0.29 0 1 17693
water4 0.04 0.2 0 1 17693
waterkm 1.22 1.35 0 9.51 17693
roadkm 13.27 6.51 0 39.51 17693
wuikm 8.09 5.17 0 37.95 17693
nfrdkm 4.77 3.85 0 28.71 17693
wildkm 32.77 13.52 0.49 81.24 17693
glacentkm 49.81 26.94 0.41 194.42 17693
kalispell 0.33 0.47 0 1 17693
whitefish 0.15 0.35 0 1 17693
bigfork 0.06 0.23 0 1 17693
polson 0.07 0.25 0 1 17693
cfalls 0.08 0.28 0 1 17693
view 0.36 0.48 0 1 17693
bigfire 0.53 0.5 0 1 17693
zero5km 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
five10km 0.05 0.22 0 1 17693
ten15km 0.13 0.33 0 1 17693
fifteen20km 0.16 0.37 0 1 17693
qtrsincefire 11.39 7.69 0 27.86 17693
qtrsincefi~2 188.83 211.52 0 776.04 17693
twolow 16.51 4.53 0 20.16 17693
twomed 2.27 3.08 0 18 17693
twohigh 0.85 2.02 0 19.62 17693
twolowsqr 293.09 120.32 0 406.43 17693
twomedsqr 14.63 28.92 0 324 17693
twohighsqr 4.82 20.42 0 384.94 17693
fivelowdiff 48.6 13.36 0 64.36 17693
fivemeddiff 7.04 8.33 0 45.09 17693
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fivehighdiff 3.27 6.58 0 56.2 17693
fivelowdif~r 2540.63 1070.67 0 4142.21 17693
fivemeddif~r 118.95 213.2 0 2033.11 17693
fivehighdi~r 54 191.42 0 3158.44 17693
gar1 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
gar2 0.5 0.5 0 1 17693
gar4 0.01 0.1 0 1 17693
gar5 0.16 0.37 0 1 17693
gar6 0.08 0.28 0 1 17693
gar7 0 0.02 0 1 17693
age2 0.09 0.28 0 1 17693
age3 0.08 0.28 0 1 17693
age4 0.17 0.38 0 1 17693
age5 0.07 0.26 0 1 17693
age6 0.13 0.34 0 1 17693
age7 0.12 0.32 0 1 17693
age8 0.09 0.29 0 1 17693
age9 0.07 0.26 0 1 17693
style1 0.25 0.43 0 1 17693
style2 0 0.07 0 1 17693
style3 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
style4 0.1 0.3 0 1 17693
style5 0.05 0.21 0 1 17693
style6 0.07 0.25 0 1 17693
style7 0.03 0.17 0 1 17693
style9 0.05 0.21 0 1 17693
style10 0.04 0.19 0 1 17693
saleqtr2 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr3 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
saleqtr4 0.01 0.09 0 1 17693
saleqtr5 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
saleqtr6 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr7 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
saleqtr8 0.01 0.1 0 1 17693
saleqtr9 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr10 0.02 0.15 0 1 17693
saleqtr11 0.02 0.14 0 1 17693
saleqtr12 0.01 0.11 0 1 17693
saleqtr13 0.02 0.15 0 1 17693
saleqtr14 0.02 0.15 0 1 17693
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saleqtr15 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr16 0.01 0.12 0 1 17693
saleqtr17 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr18 0.02 0.15 0 1 17693
saleqtr19 0.02 0.15 0 1 17693
saleqtr20 0.01 0.11 0 1 17693
saleqtr21 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr22 0.03 0.17 0 1 17693
saleqtr23 0.02 0.14 0 1 17693
saleqtr24 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr25 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr26 0.03 0.17 0 1 17693
saleqtr27 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr28 0.02 0.13 0 1 17693
saleqtr29 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr30 0.03 0.18 0 1 17693
saleqtr31 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr32 0.02 0.14 0 1 17693
saleqtr33 0.03 0.18 0 1 17693
saleqtr34 0.04 0.19 0 1 17693
saleqtr35 0.03 0.17 0 1 17693
saleqtr36 0.02 0.14 0 1 17693
saleqtr37 0.03 0.18 0 1 17693
saleqtr38 0.04 0.2 0 1 17693
saleqtr39 0.03 0.18 0 1 17693
saleqtr40 0.03 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr41 0.04 0.2 0 1 17693
saleqtr42 0.04 0.2 0 1 17693
saleqtr43 0.02 0.16 0 1 17693
saleqtr44 0.01 0.09 0 1 17693
 
Summary Statistics Model B 
Variable Mean SD Min Max n 
sold_price 1.60E+05 1.30E+05 16000 6.50E+06 5860
totalsquar~t 1901.05 851.16 300 12000 5860
lotsizeha 0.57 3.84 0 235.11 5860
days_on_ma 143.1 129.41 0 1736 5860
lndensity 7.36 1.29 2.11 8.79 5860
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water1 0.01 0.1 0 1 5860
water2 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
water4 0.03 0.18 0 1 5860
waterkm 0.85 0.64 0 7.73 5860
roadkm 15.95 2.69 2.35 30.83 5860
wuikm 10.82 2.05 0 33.11 5860
nfrdkm 5.07 1.8 0 15.15 5860
wildkm 38.32 3.1 6.69 57.11 5860
glacentkm 41.19 4.17 9.85 129.9 5860
kalispell 1 0 1 1 5860
whitefish 0 0 0 0 5860
bigfork 0 0 0 0 5860
polson 0 0 0 0 5860
cfalls 0 0 0 0 5860
view 0.37 0.48 0 1 5860
bigfire 0.43 0.5 0 1 5860
zero5km 0 0 0 0 5860
five10km 0 0.03 0 1 5860
ten15km 0.01 0.09 0 1 5860
fifteen20km 0.09 0.29 0 1 5860
qtrsincefire 12.53 7.79 0 27.86 5860
qtrsincefi~2 217.57 222.39 0 776.04 5860
twomed 0.49 1.34 0 13.41 5860
twohigh 0.07 0.44 0 14.58 5860
twomedsqr 2.04 9.95 0 179.83 5860
twohighsqr 0.2 4.23 0 212.58 5860
fivemeddiff 1.9 3.82 0 30.66 5860
fivehighdiff 0.33 1.58 0 56.2 5860
fivemeddif~r 18.24 69.86 0 940.04 5860
fivehighdi~r 2.61 53.73 0 3158.44 5860
gar1 0.01 0.09 0 1 5860
gar2 0.59 0.49 0 1 5860
gar4 0 0.05 0 1 5860
gar5 0.18 0.39 0 1 5860
gar6 0.08 0.27 0 1 5860
gar7 0 0 0 0 5860
gar8 0.01 0.08 0 1 5860
age2 0.07 0.25 0 1 5860
age3 0.07 0.25 0 1 5860
age4 0.14 0.35 0 1 5860
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age5 0.08 0.27 0 1 5860
age6 0.11 0.31 0 1 5860
age7 0.17 0.38 0 1 5860
age8 0.12 0.33 0 1 5860
age9 0.08 0.27 0 1 5860
style1 0.25 0.43 0 1 5860
style2 0 0.02 0 1 5860
style3 0 0.03 0 1 5860
style4 0.1 0.3 0 1 5860
style5 0.01 0.08 0 1 5860
style6 0.06 0.23 0 1 5860
style7 0.01 0.11 0 1 5860
style9 0.06 0.24 0 1 5860
style10 0.04 0.19 0 1 5860
saleqtr2 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
saleqtr3 0.02 0.12 0 1 5860
saleqtr4 0.01 0.1 0 1 5860
saleqtr5 0.02 0.12 0 1 5860
saleqtr6 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr7 0.02 0.12 0 1 5860
saleqtr8 0.02 0.12 0 1 5860
saleqtr9 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
saleqtr10 0.02 0.15 0 1 5860
saleqtr11 0.02 0.15 0 1 5860
saleqtr12 0.01 0.11 0 1 5860
saleqtr13 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr14 0.02 0.15 0 1 5860
saleqtr15 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr16 0.02 0.12 0 1 5860
saleqtr17 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr18 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr19 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
saleqtr20 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr21 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr22 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr23 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
saleqtr24 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr25 0.03 0.17 0 1 5860
saleqtr26 0.03 0.17 0 1 5860
saleqtr27 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
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saleqtr28 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr29 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr30 0.03 0.18 0 1 5860
saleqtr31 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr32 0.02 0.14 0 1 5860
saleqtr33 0.03 0.18 0 1 5860
saleqtr34 0.03 0.17 0 1 5860
saleqtr35 0.03 0.16 0 1 5860
saleqtr36 0.02 0.13 0 1 5860
saleqtr37 0.03 0.18 0 1 5860
saleqtr38 0.04 0.19 0 1 5860
saleqtr39 0.03 0.17 0 1 5860
saleqtr40 0.02 0.15 0 1 5860
saleqtr41 0.04 0.19 0 1 5860
saleqtr42 0.04 0.19 0 1 5860
saleqtr43 0.02 0.15 0 1 5860
saleqtr44 0 0.07 0 1 5860
 
Summary Statistics Model C 
Variable Mean SD Min Max n 
sold_price 2.60E+05 3.50E+05 10000 1.40E+07 11833
totalsquar~t 1964.88 1022.46 128 15500 11833
lotsizeha 2 6.34 0 147.72 11833
days_on_ma 192.46 187.28 0 2263 11833
density 833.25 1094.23 0.01 7010.21 11833
water1 0.07 0.26 0 1 11833
water2 0.13 0.33 0 1 11833
water4 0.05 0.22 0 1 11833
waterkm 1.4 1.55 0 9.51 11833
roadkm 11.95 7.39 0 39.51 11833
wuikm 6.74 5.69 0 37.95 11833
nfrdkm 4.62 4.52 0 28.71 11833
wildkm 30.03 15.68 0.49 81.24 11833
glacentkm 54.08 31.97 0.41 194.42 11833
kalispell 0 0 0 0 11833
whitefish 0.22 0.41 0 1 11833
bigfork 0.09 0.28 0 1 11833
polson 0.1 0.3 0 1 11833
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cfalls 0.12 0.33 0 1 11833
view 0.35 0.48 0 1 11833
bigfire 0.57 0.49 0 1 11833
zero5km 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
five10km 0.08 0.27 0 1 11833
ten15km 0.18 0.39 0 1 11833
fifteen20km 0.2 0.4 0 1 11833
qtrsincefire 10.83 7.58 0 27.85 11833
qtrsincefi~2 174.6 204.45 0 775.43 11833
twolow 15.24 4.96 0 20.16 11833
twomed 3.14 3.31 0 18 11833
twohigh 1.24 2.36 0 19.62 11833
twolowsqr 256.78 128.1 0 406.43 11833
twomedsqr 20.86 32.93 0 324 11833
twohighsqr 7.1 24.47 0 384.94 11833
fivelowdiff 44.59 14.36 0 64.36 11833
fivemeddiff 9.58 8.78 0 45.09 11833
fivehighdiff 4.73 7.56 0 55.72 11833
fivelowdif~r 2194.17 1116.72 0 4142.21 11833
fivemeddif~r 168.83 240.91 0 2033.11 11833
fivehighdi~r 79.44 226.73 0 3104.72 11833
gar1 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
gar2 0.46 0.5 0 1 11833
gar4 0.01 0.12 0 1 11833
gar5 0.15 0.36 0 1 11833
gar6 0.08 0.28 0 1 11833
gar7 0 0.02 0 1 11833
age2 0.09 0.29 0 1 11833
age3 0.09 0.29 0 1 11833
age4 0.19 0.39 0 1 11833
age5 0.07 0.25 0 1 11833
age6 0.14 0.35 0 1 11833
age7 0.09 0.29 0 1 11833
age8 0.07 0.26 0 1 11833
age9 0.07 0.25 0 1 11833
style1 0.24 0.43 0 1 11833
style2 0.01 0.08 0 1 11833
style3 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
style4 0.11 0.31 0 1 11833
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style5 0.06 0.25 0 1 11833
style6 0.08 0.26 0 1 11833
style7 0.04 0.2 0 1 11833
style9 0.04 0.19 0 1 11833
style10 0.04 0.19 0 1 11833
saleqtr2 0.02 0.12 0 1 11833
saleqtr3 0.01 0.11 0 1 11833
saleqtr4 0.01 0.08 0 1 11833
saleqtr5 0.01 0.12 0 1 11833
saleqtr6 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr7 0.01 0.11 0 1 11833
saleqtr8 0.01 0.09 0 1 11833
saleqtr9 0.02 0.12 0 1 11833
saleqtr10 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr11 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr12 0.01 0.11 0 1 11833
saleqtr13 0.02 0.14 0 1 11833
saleqtr14 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr15 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr16 0.01 0.12 0 1 11833
saleqtr17 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr18 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr19 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr20 0.01 0.11 0 1 11833
saleqtr21 0.03 0.16 0 1 11833
saleqtr22 0.03 0.17 0 1 11833
saleqtr23 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr24 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr25 0.02 0.15 0 1 11833
saleqtr26 0.03 0.17 0 1 11833
saleqtr27 0.03 0.16 0 1 11833
saleqtr28 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr29 0.03 0.16 0 1 11833
saleqtr30 0.03 0.18 0 1 11833
saleqtr31 0.03 0.17 0 1 11833
saleqtr32 0.02 0.13 0 1 11833
saleqtr33 0.03 0.18 0 1 11833
saleqtr34 0.04 0.2 0 1 11833
saleqtr35 0.03 0.18 0 1 11833
saleqtr36 0.02 0.14 0 1 11833
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saleqtr37 0.04 0.18 0 1 11833
saleqtr38 0.04 0.21 0 1 11833
saleqtr39 0.04 0.19 0 1 11833
saleqtr40 0.03 0.16 0 1 11833
saleqtr41 0.04 0.2 0 1 11833
saleqtr42 0.04 0.2 0 1 11833
saleqtr43 0.03 0.16 0 1 11833
saleqtr44 0.01 0.1 0 1 11833
 
Summary Statistics Model J 
Variable Mean SD Min Max n 
sold_price 2.40E+05 3.10E+05 12000 8.20E+06 7659
totalsquar~t 1932.83 989.31 128 10000 7659
lotsizeha 1.77 5.46 0 129.5 7659
days_on_ma 199 196.53 0 2263 7659
density 897.96 1151.17 0.05 6596.95 7659
water1 0.08 0.27 0 1 7659
water2 0.15 0.36 0 1 7659
water4 0.05 0.21 0 1 7659
waterkm 1.32 1.59 0 9.09 7659
roadkm 12.46 7.75 0 39.51 7659
wuikm 6.78 5.32 0 36.13 7659
nfrdkm 4.48 4.13 0 25.23 7659
wildkm 30.16 12.49 0.49 77.46 7659
glacentkm 47.84 26.86 0.65 194.42 7659
kalispell 0 0 0 0 7659
whitefish 0.29 0.46 0 1 7659
bigfork 0.07 0.26 0 1 7659
polson 0.09 0.28 0 1 7659
cfalls 0.11 0.31 0 1 7659
view 0 0 0 0 7659
bigfire 0.5 0.5 0 1 7659
zero5km 0.01 0.09 0 1 7659
five10km 0.04 0.2 0 1 7659
ten15km 0.14 0.34 0 1 7659
fifteen20km 0.21 0.41 0 1 7659
qtrsincefire 10.2 7.67 0 27.82 7659
qtrsincefi~2 162.84 205.95 0 774.21 7659
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twomed 3.35 3.28 0 18 7659
twohigh 1.25 2.3 0 19.62 7659
twomedsqr 21.97 33.23 0 324 7659
twohighsqr 6.83 23.02 0 384.94 7659
fivemeddiff 10.08 8.52 0 45.09 7659
fivehighdiff 4.72 7.32 0 55.72 7659
fivemeddif~r 174.32 236.58 0 2033.11 7659
fivehighdi~r 75.88 218.3 0 3104.72 7659
gar1 0.02 0.12 0 1 7659
gar2 0.46 0.5 0 1 7659
gar4 0.02 0.12 0 1 7659
gar5 0.15 0.36 0 1 7659
gar6 0.09 0.28 0 1 7659
gar7 0 0.01 0 1 7659
age2 0.09 0.29 0 1 7659
age3 0.1 0.3 0 1 7659
age4 0.19 0.39 0 1 7659
age5 0.07 0.25 0 1 7659
age6 0.14 0.34 0 1 7659
age7 0.08 0.28 0 1 7659
age8 0.07 0.25 0 1 7659
age9 0.08 0.27 0 1 7659
style1 0.25 0.44 0 1 7659
style2 0.01 0.09 0 1 7659
style3 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
style4 0.11 0.31 0 1 7659
style5 0.07 0.25 0 1 7659
style6 0.07 0.25 0 1 7659
style7 0.04 0.19 0 1 7659
style9 0.04 0.2 0 1 7659
style10 0.03 0.18 0 1 7659
saleqtr2 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr3 0.02 0.13 0 1 7659
saleqtr4 0.01 0.1 0 1 7659
saleqtr5 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr6 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr7 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr8 0.01 0.11 0 1 7659
saleqtr9 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr10 0.03 0.18 0 1 7659
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saleqtr11 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr12 0.02 0.13 0 1 7659
saleqtr13 0.03 0.17 0 1 7659
saleqtr14 0.03 0.18 0 1 7659
saleqtr15 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr16 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr17 0.04 0.19 0 1 7659
saleqtr18 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr19 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr20 0.01 0.12 0 1 7659
saleqtr21 0.03 0.17 0 1 7659
saleqtr22 0.03 0.18 0 1 7659
saleqtr23 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr24 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr25 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr26 0.03 0.18 0 1 7659
saleqtr27 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr28 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr29 0.03 0.17 0 1 7659
saleqtr30 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr31 0.02 0.13 0 1 7659
saleqtr32 0.01 0.11 0 1 7659
saleqtr33 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr34 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr35 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr36 0.01 0.12 0 1 7659
saleqtr37 0.02 0.15 0 1 7659
saleqtr38 0.03 0.17 0 1 7659
saleqtr39 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr40 0.02 0.14 0 1 7659
saleqtr41 0.03 0.17 0 1 7659
saleqtr42 0.03 0.16 0 1 7659
saleqtr43 0.02 0.13 0 1 7659
saleqtr44 0.01 0.08 0 1 7659
 
Summary Statistics Model K 
Variable Mean SD Min Max n 
sold_price 2.80E+05 4.20E+05 10000 1.40E+07 4174
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totalsquar~t 2023.68 1078.29 150 15500 4174
lotsizeha 2.42 7.68 0.01 147.72 4174
days_on_ma 180.46 168.35 0 1830 4174
density 714.52 970.16 0.01 7010.21 4174
water1 0.07 0.26 0 1 4174
water2 0.09 0.28 0 1 4174
water4 0.05 0.22 0 1 4174
waterkm 1.54 1.46 0 9.51 4174
roadkm 11 6.57 0.07 33.74 4174
wuikm 6.66 6.32 0 37.95 4174
nfrdkm 4.88 5.16 0 28.71 4174
wildkm 29.78 20.26 0.75 81.24 4174
glacentkm 65.53 37.02 0.41 188.24 4174
kalispell 0 0 0 0 4174
whitefish 0.08 0.27 0 1 4174
bigfork 0.11 0.31 0 1 4174
polson 0.13 0.33 0 1 4174
cfalls 0.15 0.36 0 1 4174
view 1 0 1 1 4174
bigfire 0.7 0.46 0 1 4174
zero5km 0.05 0.21 0 1 4174
five10km 0.14 0.35 0 1 4174
ten15km 0.27 0.44 0 1 4174
fifteen20km 0.18 0.39 0 1 4174
qtrsincefire 11.98 7.26 0 27.85 4174
qtrsincefi~2 196.17 199.89 0 775.43 4174
twomed 2.77 3.34 0 16.56 4174
twohigh 1.21 2.48 0 17.46 4174
twomedsqr 18.82 32.28 0 274.23 4174
twohighsqr 7.6 26.93 0 304.85 4174
fivemeddiff 8.65 9.17 0 44.31 4174
fivehighdiff 4.73 7.98 0 48.24 4174
fivemeddif~r 158.76 248.36 0 1963.38 4174
fivehighdi~r 85.99 241.32 0 2327.1 4174
gar1 0.02 0.14 0 1 4174
gar2 0.46 0.5 0 1 4174
gar4 0.01 0.11 0 1 4174
gar5 0.14 0.35 0 1 4174
gar6 0.08 0.27 0 1 4174
gar7 0 0.03 0 1 4174
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age2 0.1 0.3 0 1 4174
age3 0.07 0.26 0 1 4174
age4 0.19 0.39 0 1 4174
age5 0.07 0.26 0 1 4174
age6 0.15 0.36 0 1 4174
age7 0.11 0.31 0 1 4174
age8 0.08 0.28 0 1 4174
age9 0.03 0.18 0 1 4174
style1 0.22 0.42 0 1 4174
style2 0 0.06 0 1 4174
style3 0.02 0.16 0 1 4174
style4 0.1 0.29 0 1 4174
style5 0.06 0.24 0 1 4174
style6 0.09 0.29 0 1 4174
style7 0.05 0.21 0 1 4174
style9 0.03 0.18 0 1 4174
style10 0.04 0.2 0 1 4174
saleqtr2 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr3 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr4 0 0.03 0 1 4174
saleqtr5 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr6 0 0.05 0 1 4174
saleqtr7 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr8 0 0.03 0 1 4174
saleqtr9 0 0.05 0 1 4174
saleqtr10 0 0.06 0 1 4174
saleqtr11 0 0.05 0 1 4174
saleqtr12 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr13 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr14 0 0.05 0 1 4174
saleqtr15 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr16 0 0.04 0 1 4174
saleqtr17 0 0.05 0 1 4174
saleqtr18 0.02 0.12 0 1 4174
saleqtr19 0.02 0.12 0 1 4174
saleqtr20 0.01 0.09 0 1 4174
saleqtr21 0.02 0.13 0 1 4174
saleqtr22 0.02 0.14 0 1 4174
saleqtr23 0.02 0.13 0 1 4174
saleqtr24 0.01 0.11 0 1 4174
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saleqtr25 0.02 0.14 0 1 4174
saleqtr26 0.02 0.15 0 1 4174
saleqtr27 0.02 0.15 0 1 4174
saleqtr28 0.01 0.1 0 1 4174
saleqtr29 0.02 0.14 0 1 4174
saleqtr30 0.05 0.22 0 1 4174
saleqtr31 0.05 0.22 0 1 4174
saleqtr32 0.03 0.17 0 1 4174
saleqtr33 0.06 0.23 0 1 4174
saleqtr34 0.07 0.26 0 1 4174
saleqtr35 0.05 0.23 0 1 4174
saleqtr36 0.03 0.18 0 1 4174
saleqtr37 0.06 0.23 0 1 4174
saleqtr38 0.07 0.26 0 1 4174
saleqtr39 0.05 0.23 0 1 4174
saleqtr40 0.04 0.2 0 1 4174
saleqtr41 0.07 0.25 0 1 4174
saleqtr42 0.06 0.25 0 1 4174
saleqtr43 0.05 0.21 0 1 4174
saleqtr44 0.02 0.13 0 1 4174
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APPENDIX B – FULL RESULTS FOR MODEL A TO K 
MODEL A 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   17693 
                                                       F(100, 17592) =  473.26 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7876 
                                                       Root MSE      =   .3222 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6025226   .0085115    70.79   0.000     .5858393    .6192059 
   lnlotsize |   .1031529   .0032284    31.95   0.000     .0968248     .109481 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000229    .000018    -1.27   0.205    -.0000582    .0000125 
   lndensity |  -.0286522   .0029142    -9.83   0.000    -.0343644     -.02294 
      water1 |   .1215822   .0117588    10.34   0.000     .0985338    .1446306 
      water2 |   .7189429   .0155367    46.27   0.000     .6884895    .7493963 
      water4 |    .110235   .0160448     6.87   0.000     .0787856    .1416843 
     waterkm |  -.0237061    .002549    -9.30   0.000    -.0287023   -.0187098 
      roadkm |    .003677   .0006322     5.82   0.000      .002438    .0049161 
       wuikm |   .0028996   .0009537     3.04   0.002     .0010303    .0047689 
      nfrdkm |  -.0156543   .0014724   -10.63   0.000    -.0185403   -.0127683 
      wildkm |  -.0032954    .000315   -10.46   0.000    -.0039127    -.002678 
   glacentkm |  -.0017092     .00018    -9.49   0.000    -.0020621   -.0013564 
   kalispell |   .0748577   .0104973     7.13   0.000     .0542821    .0954334 
   whitefish |   .3631061    .013845    26.23   0.000     .3359686    .3902436 
     bigfork |   .2837117   .0142469    19.91   0.000     .2557864    .3116369 
      polson |   .1400241   .0159677     8.77   0.000     .1087258    .1713223 
      cfalls |  -.0295254   .0148397    -1.99   0.047    -.0586128   -.0004381 
        view |  -.0522658    .007849    -6.66   0.000    -.0676506    -.036881 
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     bigfire |  -.0355066   .0107213    -3.31   0.001    -.0565215   -.0144918 
     zero5km |  -.1523763   .0308093    -4.95   0.000    -.2127656   -.0919871 
    five10km |  -.0129423   .0161279    -0.80   0.422    -.0445545    .0186699 
     ten15km |   .0015975   .0106797     0.15   0.881    -.0193358    .0225307 
 fifteen20km |  -.0113976   .0083334    -1.37   0.171    -.0277319    .0049366 
qtrsincefire |   .0021066   .0015429     1.37   0.172    -.0009176    .0051307 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001367   .0000553    -2.47   0.013     -.000245   -.0000284 
      twomed |    .011317   .0044166     2.56   0.010     .0026601     .019974 
     twohigh |    .001811   .0062443     0.29   0.772    -.0104284    .0140504 
   twomedsqr |  -.0006844   .0003869    -1.77   0.077    -.0014427    .0000738 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000882   .0004914    -0.18   0.858    -.0010514    .0008749 
 fivemeddiff |   .0004868   .0015572     0.31   0.755    -.0025655    .0035391 
fivehighdiff |  -.0068349   .0020519    -3.33   0.001    -.0108569    -.002813 
fivemeddif~r |  -.0000589   .0000508    -1.16   0.246    -.0001585    .0000406 
fivehighdi~r |   .0000409   .0000578     0.71   0.478    -.0000723    .0001542 
        gar1 |   .0527823   .0254796     2.07   0.038     .0028396    .1027249 
        gar2 |    .164932   .0074255    22.21   0.000     .1503772    .1794868 
        gar4 |   .0498608   .0323961     1.54   0.124    -.0136388    .1133603 
        gar5 |   .0998855   .0084831    11.77   0.000     .0832578    .1165133 
        gar6 |   .2604762   .0114737    22.70   0.000     .2379866    .2829658 
        gar7 |   .1085172   .1315237     0.83   0.409    -.1492822    .3663166 
        age2 |  -.1037466   .0099479   -10.43   0.000    -.1232455   -.0842477 
        age3 |  -.1709527   .0101883   -16.78   0.000    -.1909227   -.1509826 
        age4 |  -.2313475   .0081739   -28.30   0.000    -.2473691   -.2153258 
        age5 |  -.2248523   .0117769   -19.09   0.000    -.2479362   -.2017684 
        age6 |  -.0539666   .0087913    -6.14   0.000    -.0711984   -.0367349 
        age7 |  -.2253696   .0102533   -21.98   0.000    -.2454672    -.205272 
        age8 |  -.0144734   .0092856    -1.56   0.119     -.032674    .0037273 
        age9 |  -.2366723   .0127369   -18.58   0.000    -.2616379   -.2117066 
      style1 |  -.0092521   .0063907    -1.45   0.148    -.0217785    .0032743 
      style2 |  -.0450054   .0494379    -0.91   0.363    -.1419086    .0518978 
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      style3 |   .1186132   .0345783     3.43   0.001     .0508363    .1863902 
      style4 |   .1868736   .0116086    16.10   0.000     .1641197    .2096276 
      style5 |   .1311235   .0169671     7.73   0.000     .0978664    .1643806 
      style6 |  -.2833527   .0105368   -26.89   0.000    -.3040059   -.2626995 
      style7 |  -.0440737   .0198078    -2.23   0.026     -.082899   -.0052484 
      style9 |  -.0551691   .0089805    -6.14   0.000    -.0727717   -.0375664 
     style10 |   .0210335   .0132074     1.59   0.111    -.0048543    .0469214 
    saleqtr2 |   .0060294   .0469775     0.13   0.898     -.086051    .0981099 
    saleqtr3 |   .0027358   .0480809     0.06   0.955    -.0915076    .0969792 
    saleqtr4 |   .0062712   .0486828     0.13   0.898     -.089152    .1016943 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0052357    .047226    -0.11   0.912    -.0978034     .087332 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0444625   .0482465    -0.92   0.357    -.1390304    .0501055 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0405916   .0486272    -0.83   0.404    -.1359056    .0547224 
    saleqtr8 |   -.078841   .0505202    -1.56   0.119    -.1778655    .0201836 
    saleqtr9 |   -.007404   .0477565    -0.16   0.877    -.1010115    .0862034 
   saleqtr10 |   .0223613    .047226     0.47   0.636    -.0702063    .1149289 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0033239   .0471944    -0.07   0.944    -.0958296    .0891817 
   saleqtr12 |  -.0477627   .0492428    -0.97   0.332    -.1442834    .0487579 
   saleqtr13 |   .0374106   .0466409     0.80   0.423    -.0540102    .1288314 
   saleqtr14 |   .0243522   .0472866     0.51   0.607    -.0683342    .1170387 
   saleqtr15 |    .042921   .0480147     0.89   0.371    -.0511927    .1370346 
   saleqtr16 |    .032288   .0496031     0.65   0.515    -.0649389     .129515 
   saleqtr17 |    .084489   .0468272     1.80   0.071    -.0072969    .1762749 
   saleqtr18 |   .1122925   .0467042     2.40   0.016     .0207477    .2038373 
   saleqtr19 |   .1157343   .0480579     2.41   0.016     .0215361    .2099325 
   saleqtr20 |   .0743149   .0484802     1.53   0.125     -.020711    .1693408 
   saleqtr21 |   .1400285   .0463837     3.02   0.003     .0491118    .2309451 
   saleqtr22 |   .1830981   .0459368     3.99   0.000     .0930575    .2731387 
   saleqtr23 |   .1711605    .047222     3.62   0.000     .0786007    .2637202 
   saleqtr24 |   .1509574   .0473325     3.19   0.001      .058181    .2437338 
   saleqtr25 |   .2268808   .0459419     4.94   0.000     .1368302    .3169314 
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   saleqtr26 |   .2855194    .045376     6.29   0.000      .196578    .3744608 
   saleqtr27 |    .280141   .0464042     6.04   0.000     .1891841    .3710979 
   saleqtr28 |   .2892024    .046905     6.17   0.000      .197264    .3811408 
   saleqtr29 |   .3381508   .0461551     7.33   0.000     .2476822    .4286194 
   saleqtr30 |   .4059116   .0465907     8.71   0.000     .3145893     .497234 
   saleqtr31 |   .4337085   .0472559     9.18   0.000     .3410821    .5263348 
   saleqtr32 |   .4284596   .0477782     8.97   0.000     .3348096    .5221095 
   saleqtr33 |   .5000152   .0466601    10.72   0.000     .4085568    .5914736 
   saleqtr34 |   .5298402   .0462368    11.46   0.000     .4392114     .620469 
   saleqtr35 |   .6093665   .0471232    12.93   0.000     .5170004    .7017326 
   saleqtr36 |   .6007413   .0483166    12.43   0.000      .506036    .6954467 
   saleqtr37 |   .6679991   .0464185    14.39   0.000     .5770142    .7589839 
   saleqtr38 |   .7314009   .0463435    15.78   0.000     .6405631    .8222386 
   saleqtr39 |   .7202458   .0471917    15.26   0.000     .6277454    .8127462 
   saleqtr40 |   .7280725   .0478623    15.21   0.000     .6342576    .8218874 
   saleqtr41 |   .8103169    .046842    17.30   0.000      .718502    .9021319 
   saleqtr42 |   .8363335   .0470644    17.77   0.000     .7440826    .9285844 
   saleqtr43 |   .8446516   .0479138    17.63   0.000     .7507358    .9385674 
   saleqtr44 |   .8896898   .0535036    16.63   0.000     .7848174    .9945622 
       _cons |   7.601775   .0807758    94.11   0.000     7.443446    7.760103 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -18720.894   Log-Lik Full Model:          -5015.936 
D(17592):                    10031.872   LR(100):                     27409.917 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.788   Adjusted R2:                     0.786 
AIC:                             0.578   AIC*n:                       10233.872 
BIC:                       -162034.150   BIC':                       -26431.824 
BIC used by Stata:           11019.745   AIC used by Stata:           10233.872 
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MODEL B 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    5860 
                                                       F( 94,  5765) =  293.40 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.8416 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .20409 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .4849118   .0100782    48.11   0.000     .4651547    .5046688 
   lnlotsize |    .099008   .0062943    15.73   0.000     .0866687    .1113472 
  days_on_ma |   .0000678   .0000291     2.33   0.020     .0000107     .000125 
   lndensity |   -.021899   .0048847    -4.48   0.000    -.0314748   -.0123233 
      water1 |   .1745594   .0355816     4.91   0.000     .1048061    .2443126 
      water2 |   .2264795   .0351655     6.44   0.000      .157542    .2954171 
      water4 |   .0410159   .0204276     2.01   0.045     .0009702    .0810616 
     waterkm |  -.0037091   .0054865    -0.68   0.499    -.0144646    .0070465 
      roadkm |   .0073337   .0062894     1.17   0.244    -.0049959    .0196634 
       wuikm |   .0152997   .0026334     5.81   0.000     .0101373    .0204622 
      nfrdkm |    .010702   .0028283     3.78   0.000     .0051575    .0162465 
      wildkm |  -.0053326   .0043591    -1.22   0.221    -.0138782    .0032129 
   glacentkm |  -.0036455   .0015893    -2.29   0.022     -.006761     -.00053 
   kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |  (dropped) 
     bigfork |  (dropped) 
      polson |  (dropped) 
      cfalls |  (dropped) 
        view |  -.0082775   .0128182    -0.65   0.518    -.0334059    .0168509 
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     bigfire |  -.0079326   .0507685    -0.16   0.876    -.1074579    .0915928 
     zero5km |  (dropped) 
    five10km |   .3301326   .1975352     1.67   0.095    -.0571106    .7173759 
     ten15km |   .1396189   .0466185     2.99   0.003     .0482292    .2310086 
 fifteen20km |  -.0190238   .0119267    -1.60   0.111    -.0424046    .0043571 
qtrsincefire |  -.0038082   .0052633    -0.72   0.469    -.0141263    .0065099 
qtrsincefi~2 |   .0001287   .0001829     0.70   0.481    -.0002298    .0004872 
      twomed |   .0193858   .0080154     2.42   0.016     .0036725     .035099 
     twohigh |  -.0316001   .0202867    -1.56   0.119    -.0713696    .0081693 
   twomedsqr |  -.0022424   .0008615    -2.60   0.009    -.0039313   -.0005535 
  twohighsqr |   .0024998   .0013977     1.79   0.074    -.0002402    .0052397 
 fivemeddiff |   .0080275   .0028677     2.80   0.005     .0024058    .0136492 
fivehighdiff |    .013464   .0071922     1.87   0.061    -.0006354    .0275633 
fivemeddif~r |  -.0003722   .0001279    -2.91   0.004     -.000623   -.0001214 
fivehighdi~r |  -.0003084   .0001415    -2.18   0.029    -.0005858    -.000031 
        gar1 |   .0454615   .0292057     1.56   0.120    -.0117927    .1027156 
        gar2 |   .1639706   .0103402    15.86   0.000        .1437    .1842412 
        gar4 |   .0956991   .0539075     1.78   0.076    -.0099799     .201378 
        gar5 |   .0787663   .0110573     7.12   0.000     .0570898    .1004427 
        gar6 |   .2636712   .0157231    16.77   0.000     .2328479    .2944944 
        gar7 |  (dropped) 
        gar8 |   .3031374   .0432891     7.00   0.000     .2182745    .3880003 
        age2 |  -.0732622   .0110354    -6.64   0.000    -.0948957   -.0516287 
        age3 |  -.1641572   .0112615   -14.58   0.000    -.1862339   -.1420805 
        age4 |  -.2041157   .0097111   -21.02   0.000    -.2231531   -.1850782 
        age5 |  -.2272999   .0115757   -19.64   0.000    -.2499927   -.2046071 
        age6 |  -.0323224   .0090972    -3.55   0.000    -.0501563   -.0144885 
        age7 |  -.1902309   .0109459   -17.38   0.000    -.2116889    -.168773 
        age8 |  -.0010997   .0085717    -0.13   0.898    -.0179034    .0157039 
        age9 |  -.2602727   .0145948   -17.83   0.000    -.2888839   -.2316615 
      style1 |   .0091994   .0078965     1.16   0.244    -.0062808    .0246796 
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      style2 |   .2149815   .1621888     1.33   0.185    -.1029695    .5329326 
      style3 |   .0187293   .1261188     0.15   0.882    -.2285108    .2659694 
      style4 |    .057743   .0135571     4.26   0.000      .031166    .0843199 
      style5 |   .0343706   .0324547     1.06   0.290    -.0292528    .0979939 
      style6 |  -.3147661   .0150803   -20.87   0.000    -.3443291   -.2852031 
      style7 |  -.1283748   .0390112    -3.29   0.001    -.2048514   -.0518982 
      style9 |  -.0609452   .0090043    -6.77   0.000    -.0785969   -.0432935 
     style10 |    .011926   .0135159     0.88   0.378    -.0145702    .0384222 
    saleqtr2 |   .0815216   .0692078     1.18   0.239    -.0541516    .2171948 
    saleqtr3 |    .050275   .0703987     0.71   0.475    -.0877329     .188283 
    saleqtr4 |   .0310035   .0714486     0.43   0.664    -.1090626    .1710697 
    saleqtr5 |   .0425249   .0738626     0.58   0.565    -.1022736    .1873234 
    saleqtr6 |   .0163429   .0949719     0.17   0.863    -.1698377    .2025235 
    saleqtr7 |   .0160102   .0941307     0.17   0.865    -.1685213    .2005416 
    saleqtr8 |  -.0114818   .0934377    -0.12   0.902    -.1946549    .1716912 
    saleqtr9 |   .0628288   .0901736     0.70   0.486    -.1139454     .239603 
   saleqtr10 |   .0669382   .0896549     0.75   0.455     -.108819    .2426955 
   saleqtr11 |    .055993   .0877374     0.64   0.523    -.1160053    .2279914 
   saleqtr12 |   .0520435   .0873337     0.60   0.551    -.1191632    .2232503 
   saleqtr13 |   .1071666    .084982     1.26   0.207    -.0594301    .2737632 
   saleqtr14 |   .0679027   .0838944     0.81   0.418    -.0965617    .2323672 
   saleqtr15 |    .099164   .0832065     1.19   0.233    -.0639521      .26228 
   saleqtr16 |    .127539   .0811687     1.57   0.116    -.0315821    .2866602 
   saleqtr17 |   .1670235   .0789156     2.12   0.034     .0123193    .3217277 
   saleqtr18 |   .1469784   .0775903     1.89   0.058    -.0051278    .2990846 
   saleqtr19 |    .168162   .0767232     2.19   0.028     .0177558    .3185682 
   saleqtr20 |   .1263333    .076305     1.66   0.098    -.0232532    .2759197 
   saleqtr21 |   .1856511   .0735444     2.52   0.012     .0414764    .3298258 
   saleqtr22 |   .1886202   .0719289     2.62   0.009     .0476126    .3296278 
   saleqtr23 |   .1985503   .0716483     2.77   0.006     .0580927    .3390079 
   saleqtr24 |   .2086509   .0714207     2.92   0.003     .0686394    .3486624 
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   saleqtr25 |   .2460943   .0696745     3.53   0.000     .1095061    .3826826 
   saleqtr26 |   .2781059   .0692683     4.01   0.000      .142314    .4138978 
   saleqtr27 |   .2672303   .0704341     3.79   0.000      .129153    .4053077 
   saleqtr28 |   .2926768   .0715568     4.09   0.000     .1523986     .432955 
   saleqtr29 |     .34026   .0718458     4.74   0.000     .1994153    .4811047 
   saleqtr30 |   .3584308   .0797211     4.50   0.000     .2021474    .5147141 
   saleqtr31 |    .375851   .0788428     4.77   0.000     .2212896    .5304124 
   saleqtr32 |   .3996023   .0782538     5.11   0.000     .2461955    .5530091 
   saleqtr33 |   .4745817   .0759866     6.25   0.000     .3256194     .623544 
   saleqtr34 |   .4988091   .0764604     6.52   0.000     .3489179    .6487002 
   saleqtr35 |   .5294449   .0748536     7.07   0.000     .3827037    .6761861 
   saleqtr36 |   .5718495     .08344     6.85   0.000     .4082759    .7354232 
   saleqtr37 |   .6101871   .0740142     8.24   0.000     .4650915    .7552827 
   saleqtr38 |    .654193   .0745955     8.77   0.000     .5079578    .8004282 
   saleqtr39 |   .6761077   .0749236     9.02   0.000     .5292292    .8229861 
   saleqtr40 |   .6686955   .0750863     8.91   0.000     .5214981    .8158929 
   saleqtr41 |     .70652   .0744247     9.49   0.000     .5606197    .8524203 
   saleqtr42 |   .7404519   .0753222     9.83   0.000      .592792    .8881117 
   saleqtr43 |    .728621   .0760011     9.59   0.000     .5796303    .8776117 
   saleqtr44 |   .7488893   .0769505     9.73   0.000     .5980373    .8997413 
       _cons |   8.284634   .1721024    48.14   0.000     7.947249     8.62202 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:      -4353.090   Log-Lik Full Model:           1045.695 
D(5758):                     -2091.390   LR(94):                      10797.571 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.842   Adjusted R2:                     0.839 
AIC:                            -0.322   AIC*n:                       -1887.390 
BIC:                        -52047.250   BIC':                        -9982.036 
BIC used by Stata:           -1267.179   AIC used by Stata:           -1901.390 
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MODEL C 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F(100, 11732) =  330.19 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7844 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35409 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6073177   .0107947    56.26   0.000     .5861583     .628477 
   lnlotsize |   .1113539   .0038282    29.09   0.000     .1038501    .1188577 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000458   .0000207    -2.22   0.027    -.0000863   -5.31e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0323039   .0035527    -9.09   0.000    -.0392678     -.02534 
      water1 |   .1183412   .0124984     9.47   0.000     .0938423    .1428402 
      water2 |   .7603778   .0161798    47.00   0.000     .7286627    .7920929 
      water4 |   .1346457   .0202171     6.66   0.000     .0950169    .1742745 
     waterkm |   -.019701   .0027922    -7.06   0.000    -.0251741   -.0142279 
      roadkm |    .004463   .0006747     6.61   0.000     .0031405    .0057854 
       wuikm |   .0010694   .0010232     1.05   0.296    -.0009363    .0030751 
      nfrdkm |  -.0249058   .0018463   -13.49   0.000    -.0285247   -.0212868 
      wildkm |  -.0042645   .0003327   -12.82   0.000    -.0049167   -.0036124 
   glacentkm |  -.0012592   .0001869    -6.74   0.000    -.0016256   -.0008928 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .4167783   .0149502    27.88   0.000     .3874734    .4460832 
     bigfork |   .2891258   .0148241    19.50   0.000     .2600681    .3181834 
      polson |   .2019249   .0172986    11.67   0.000     .1680168     .235833 
      cfalls |  -.0328803   .0153331    -2.14   0.032    -.0629358   -.0028248 
        view |  -.0311849   .0093246    -3.34   0.001    -.0494627   -.0129071 
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     bigfire |   -.018922   .0113583    -1.67   0.096    -.0411861    .0033421 
     zero5km |  -.2023077   .0309042    -6.55   0.000    -.2628851   -.1417304 
    five10km |   -.052078   .0165447    -3.15   0.002    -.0845084   -.0196475 
     ten15km |  -.0200966   .0114094    -1.76   0.078     -.042461    .0022678 
 fifteen20km |  -.0149058   .0103582    -1.44   0.150    -.0352096     .005398 
qtrsincefire |   .0023652   .0019132     1.24   0.216     -.001385    .0061153 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001893   .0000696    -2.72   0.007    -.0003256   -.0000529 
      twomed |   .0136495   .0050057     2.73   0.006     .0038374    .0234616 
     twohigh |   .0005986   .0063007     0.10   0.924    -.0117518     .012949 
   twomedsqr |  -.0007138     .00042    -1.70   0.089     -.001537    .0001095 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000481   .0004997    -0.10   0.923    -.0010276    .0009315 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0042985   .0018835    -2.28   0.022    -.0079905   -.0006066 
fivehighdiff |  -.0074072   .0021192    -3.50   0.000    -.0115611   -.0032533 
fivemeddif~r |   .0000367   .0000564     0.65   0.515    -.0000738    .0001473 
fivehighdi~r |   .0000435   .0000612     0.71   0.477    -.0000765    .0001636 
        gar1 |   .0595414   .0303307     1.96   0.050     .0000881    .1189947 
        gar2 |   .1848251   .0091537    20.19   0.000     .1668824    .2027678 
        gar4 |   .0476301   .0352579     1.35   0.177    -.0214813    .1167416 
        gar5 |   .1197656   .0110793    10.81   0.000     .0980484    .1414828 
        gar6 |   .2823487   .0143005    19.74   0.000     .2543174      .31038 
        gar7 |   .1294437   .1364709     0.95   0.343     -.138062    .3969494 
        gar8 |   .3277505   .0405025     8.09   0.000     .2483589    .4071421 
        age2 |   -.117597   .0127276    -9.24   0.000    -.1425453   -.0926487 
        age3 |  -.1658215   .0130433   -12.71   0.000    -.1913886   -.1402544 
        age4 |  -.2330111   .0104574   -22.28   0.000    -.2535094   -.2125128 
        age5 |  -.2099663   .0164557   -12.76   0.000    -.2422222   -.1777103 
        age6 |  -.0552606    .011363    -4.86   0.000    -.0775339   -.0329873 
        age7 |  -.2468015   .0150641   -16.38   0.000    -.2763296   -.2172734 
        age8 |  -.0102284   .0138712    -0.74   0.461    -.0374183    .0169615 
        age9 |  -.2232775   .0176148   -12.68   0.000    -.2578055   -.1887495 
      style1 |  -.0126845   .0085463    -1.48   0.138    -.0294367    .0040676 
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      style2 |  -.0279426   .0507032    -0.55   0.582    -.1273292    .0714441 
      style3 |   .1256286   .0349236     3.60   0.000     .0571725    .1940846 
      style4 |    .228002   .0169009    13.49   0.000     .1948734    .2611306 
      style5 |   .1276026   .0177563     7.19   0.000     .0927972     .162408 
      style6 |  -.2539278   .0132041   -19.23   0.000    -.2798099   -.2280456 
      style7 |  -.0186576     .02122    -0.88   0.379    -.0602524    .0229371 
      style9 |  -.0620341   .0137076    -4.53   0.000    -.0889034   -.0351649 
     style10 |   .0156521   .0183061     0.86   0.393    -.0202308     .051535 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0570285    .060603    -0.94   0.347    -.1758204    .0617634 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0338471   .0626023    -0.54   0.589    -.1565581    .0888638 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0470462   .0647821    -0.73   0.468    -.1740299    .0799375 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0513548   .0603215    -0.85   0.395    -.1695949    .0668853 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0949494   .0614732    -1.54   0.122     -.215447    .0255482 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0905576   .0625646    -1.45   0.148    -.2131947    .0320795 
    saleqtr8 |  -.1350378   .0679692    -1.99   0.047    -.2682687    -.001807 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0595833   .0617203    -0.97   0.334    -.1805653    .0613986 
   saleqtr10 |  -.0354085   .0603851    -0.59   0.558    -.1537733    .0829564 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0547275   .0608771    -0.90   0.369    -.1740567    .0646016 
   saleqtr12 |  -.1190583   .0628593    -1.89   0.058    -.2422731    .0041564 
   saleqtr13 |  -.0279488   .0597324    -0.47   0.640    -.1450342    .0891365 
   saleqtr14 |  -.0228486   .0609644    -0.37   0.708    -.1423489    .0966518 
   saleqtr15 |  -.0050501   .0613158    -0.08   0.934    -.1252392    .1151391 
   saleqtr16 |   -.046705   .0646617    -0.72   0.470    -.1734526    .0800426 
   saleqtr17 |   .0095919   .0602502     0.16   0.874    -.1085085    .1276923 
   saleqtr18 |    .054445    .060101     0.91   0.365     -.063363     .172253 
   saleqtr19 |   .0539935   .0616466     0.88   0.381    -.0668442    .1748311 
   saleqtr20 |   .0083276   .0635849     0.13   0.896    -.1163093    .1329645 
   saleqtr21 |   .0706827    .059513     1.19   0.235    -.0459727     .187338 
   saleqtr22 |   .1356039   .0590105     2.30   0.022     .0199334    .2512743 
   saleqtr23 |   .1094529   .0609044     1.80   0.072    -.0099299    .2288357 
   saleqtr24 |   .0750697   .0613841     1.22   0.221    -.0452534    .1953928 
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   saleqtr25 |    .170271   .0595036     2.86   0.004     .0536341    .2869079 
   saleqtr26 |   .2455504   .0584206     4.20   0.000     .1310364    .3600644 
   saleqtr27 |   .2459069   .0598081     4.11   0.000     .1286731    .3631407 
   saleqtr28 |   .2350219   .0605383     3.88   0.000     .1163569     .353687 
   saleqtr29 |   .2821974   .0596578     4.73   0.000     .1652582    .3991366 
   saleqtr30 |   .3500318    .059225     5.91   0.000     .2339409    .4661228 
   saleqtr31 |   .3821113   .0601353     6.35   0.000     .2642362    .4999864 
   saleqtr32 |   .3714128   .0609394     6.09   0.000     .2519615     .490864 
   saleqtr33 |   .4361869   .0595813     7.32   0.000     .3193977    .5529761 
   saleqtr34 |   .4818858   .0584208     8.25   0.000     .3673713    .5964004 
   saleqtr35 |   .5681837    .059897     9.49   0.000     .4507756    .6855918 
   saleqtr36 |   .5514193   .0606073     9.10   0.000     .4326188    .6702198 
   saleqtr37 |    .621364   .0590973    10.51   0.000     .5055233    .7372046 
   saleqtr38 |   .6858873   .0587819    11.67   0.000     .5706651    .8011096 
   saleqtr39 |   .6669848   .0600895    11.10   0.000     .5491995    .7847702 
   saleqtr40 |   .6832985   .0609879    11.20   0.000     .5637521    .8028449 
   saleqtr41 |   .7841265   .0594654    13.19   0.000     .6675645    .9006885 
   saleqtr42 |   .8189675   .0598969    13.67   0.000     .7015597    .9363753 
   saleqtr43 |   .8200768   .0604565    13.56   0.000     .7015721    .9385816 
   saleqtr44 |   .8610619   .0664993    12.95   0.000     .7307122    .9914117 
       _cons |   7.672557   .1015371    75.56   0.000     7.473527    7.871586 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4454.387 
D(11731):                     8908.775   LR(100):                     18153.754 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.784   Adjusted R2:                     0.783 
AIC:                             0.770   AIC*n:                        9112.775 
BIC:                       -101112.139   BIC':                       -17215.890 
BIC used by Stata:            9856.018   AIC used by Stata:            9110.775 
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MODEL D 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F( 94, 11738) =  344.05 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7815 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35634 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6179086   .0108368    57.02   0.000     .5966666    .6391505 
   lnlotsize |   .1126423   .0038266    29.44   0.000     .1051415     .120143 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000495   .0000208    -2.38   0.017    -.0000902   -8.72e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0339525   .0035803    -9.48   0.000    -.0409705   -.0269345 
      water1 |   .1185406   .0125118     9.47   0.000     .0940154    .1430657 
      water2 |   .7656821   .0162792    47.03   0.000     .7337722     .797592 
      water4 |   .1389061   .0201488     6.89   0.000      .099411    .1784011 
     waterkm |  -.0181048   .0027807    -6.51   0.000    -.0235554   -.0126542 
       wuikm |  -.0001906   .0009904    -0.19   0.847     -.002132    .0017507 
      nfrdkm |  -.0201605   .0016142   -12.49   0.000    -.0233246   -.0169964 
      wildkm |   -.003579   .0003048   -11.74   0.000    -.0041765   -.0029816 
   glacentkm |  -.0012733   .0001897    -6.71   0.000    -.0016451   -.0009014 
   kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .4017682   .0145345    27.64   0.000     .3732781    .4302583 
     bigfork |   .2890174    .014892    19.41   0.000     .2598266    .3182082 
      polson |   .1677285   .0163427    10.26   0.000     .1356941    .1997629 
      cfalls |  -.0571386   .0147581    -3.87   0.000     -.086067   -.0282102 
        view |  -.0401941   .0092339    -4.35   0.000    -.0582941    -.022094 
     bigfire |  -.0299942   .0111431    -2.69   0.007    -.0518364   -.0081519 
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     zero5km |  -.2377113   .0305786    -7.77   0.000    -.2976504   -.1777722 
    five10km |  -.0810434    .015991    -5.07   0.000    -.1123885   -.0496982 
     ten15km |  -.0395475   .0111402    -3.55   0.000    -.0613842   -.0177108 
 fifteen20km |  -.0209746   .0104278    -2.01   0.044    -.0414148   -.0005345 
qtrsincefire |   .0023834   .0019175     1.24   0.214    -.0013752    .0061421 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001986   .0000697    -2.85   0.004    -.0003351    -.000062 
      twomed |   .0050664   .0020903     2.42   0.015      .000969    .0091638 
     twohigh |   .0014383   .0031604     0.46   0.649    -.0047567    .0076333 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0031323   .0008503    -3.68   0.000     -.004799   -.0014656 
fivehighdiff |  -.0062539   .0010319    -6.06   0.000    -.0082765   -.0042313 
        gar1 |   .0383031   .0303962     1.26   0.208    -.0212784    .0978847 
        gar2 |   .1649227   .0091782    17.97   0.000     .1469319    .1829134 
        gar4 |   .0344152   .0349429     0.98   0.325    -.0340787    .1029091 
        gar5 |   .1051237   .0110727     9.49   0.000     .0834194     .126828 
        gar6 |   .2606176   .0143405    18.17   0.000     .2325078    .2887274 
        gar7 |   .1242344   .1366994     0.91   0.363    -.1437192    .3921879 
        age2 |  -.1169007   .0128427    -9.10   0.000    -.1420746   -.0917268 
        age3 |  -.1665643   .0131346   -12.68   0.000    -.1923103   -.1408183 
        age4 |  -.2343931   .0105024   -22.32   0.000    -.2549796   -.2138066 
        age5 |  -.2125101    .016561   -12.83   0.000    -.2449723   -.1800478 
        age6 |  -.0530468   .0114911    -4.62   0.000    -.0755713   -.0305222 
        age7 |  -.2542907   .0151442   -16.79   0.000    -.2839758   -.2246056 
        age8 |  -.0129359   .0139665    -0.93   0.354    -.0403125    .0144408 
        age9 |  -.2260342   .0176188   -12.83   0.000      -.26057   -.1914984 
      style1 |  -.0115281   .0086159    -1.34   0.181    -.0284166    .0053605 
      style2 |  -.0265183   .0502952    -0.53   0.598    -.1251051    .0720686 
      style3 |   .1234551   .0349689     3.53   0.000     .0549102        .192 
      style4 |   .2282808   .0168745    13.53   0.000     .1952039    .2613576 
      style5 |   .1266244   .0177052     7.15   0.000     .0919193    .1613296 
      style6 |  -.2551998   .0133083   -19.18   0.000    -.2812862   -.2291134 
      style7 |   -.018456   .0216102    -0.85   0.393    -.0608157    .0239036 
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      style9 |  -.0608975   .0137941    -4.41   0.000    -.0879362   -.0338587 
     style10 |   .0167769   .0185024     0.91   0.365    -.0194908    .0530446 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0529478   .0655912    -0.81   0.420    -.1815174    .0756219 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0297636    .067349    -0.44   0.659    -.1617788    .1022516 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0396379   .0692689    -0.57   0.567    -.1754164    .0961406 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0445241   .0651921    -0.68   0.495    -.1723114    .0832632 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0965129   .0662009    -1.46   0.145    -.2262777    .0332518 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0993848   .0673643    -1.48   0.140      -.23143    .0326604 
    saleqtr8 |  -.1355192   .0724186    -1.87   0.061    -.2774717    .0064333 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0641074   .0665617    -0.96   0.336    -.1945795    .0663646 
   saleqtr10 |  -.0368016   .0652475    -0.56   0.573    -.1646975    .0910943 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0574189   .0658099    -0.87   0.383    -.1864172    .0715794 
   saleqtr12 |  -.1230754   .0676134    -1.82   0.069    -.2556089    .0094581 
   saleqtr13 |  -.0316281   .0646597    -0.49   0.625    -.1583717    .0951156 
   saleqtr14 |  -.0267225   .0658285    -0.41   0.685    -.1557573    .1023123 
   saleqtr15 |  -.0074766   .0660753    -0.11   0.910    -.1369952     .122042 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0491893   .0692139    -0.71   0.477    -.1848602    .0864815 
   saleqtr17 |   .0075474   .0651165     0.12   0.908    -.1200917    .1351865 
   saleqtr18 |   .0553951   .0650736     0.85   0.395    -.0721599    .1829501 
   saleqtr19 |   .0526328   .0664086     0.79   0.428    -.0775391    .1828046 
   saleqtr20 |   .0033282   .0683442     0.05   0.961    -.1306378    .1372943 
   saleqtr21 |   .0690817   .0644705     1.07   0.284    -.0572913    .1954546 
   saleqtr22 |   .1385148   .0639821     2.16   0.030     .0130993    .2639303 
   saleqtr23 |   .1117385   .0657166     1.70   0.089    -.0170769     .240554 
   saleqtr24 |   .0759309   .0661693     1.15   0.251    -.0537719    .2056336 
   saleqtr25 |   .1735904   .0644552     2.69   0.007     .0472475    .2999333 
   saleqtr26 |   .2472597   .0634445     3.90   0.000     .1228979    .3716214 
   saleqtr27 |   .2468356   .0646908     3.82   0.000     .1200309    .3736403 
   saleqtr28 |   .2405726   .0653696     3.68   0.000     .1124372    .3687079 
   saleqtr29 |   .2861926   .0645498     4.43   0.000     .1596643    .4127209 
   saleqtr30 |   .3617411   .0640925     5.64   0.000     .2361091    .4873731 
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   saleqtr31 |   .3943267   .0649473     6.07   0.000     .2670192    .5216342 
   saleqtr32 |   .3839543   .0656881     5.85   0.000     .2551947    .5127138 
   saleqtr33 |    .450416   .0644882     6.98   0.000     .3240085    .5768235 
   saleqtr34 |   .5006448   .0633557     7.90   0.000     .3764572    .6248324 
   saleqtr35 |   .5926375   .0646724     9.16   0.000     .4658689    .7194062 
   saleqtr36 |   .5716009   .0654606     8.73   0.000     .4432871    .6999146 
   saleqtr37 |   .6506287   .0640113    10.16   0.000     .5251558    .7761015 
   saleqtr38 |    .716727   .0637564    11.24   0.000     .5917539    .8417001 
   saleqtr39 |   .6907643   .0649152    10.64   0.000     .5635197    .8180088 
   saleqtr40 |   .7071574   .0657833    10.75   0.000     .5782112    .8361037 
   saleqtr41 |    .810799    .064385    12.59   0.000     .6845936    .9370044 
   saleqtr42 |   .8465211   .0647347    13.08   0.000     .7196304    .9734118 
   saleqtr43 |    .846545   .0654625    12.93   0.000     .7182277    .9748623 
   saleqtr44 |   .8933377   .0710064    12.58   0.000     .7541534    1.032522 
       _cons |   7.661744   .1046932    73.18   0.000     7.456528     7.86696 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4532.638 
D(11737):                     9065.276   LR(94):                      17997.253 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.781   Adjusted R2:                     0.780 
AIC:                             0.782   AIC*n:                        9257.276 
BIC:                       -101011.910   BIC':                       -17115.660 
BIC used by Stata:            9956.247   AIC used by Stata:            9255.276 
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MODEL E 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F( 91, 11741) =  353.63 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7796 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35786 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6232875   .0108793    57.29   0.000     .6019622    .6446127 
   lnlotsize |   .1101796   .0038222    28.83   0.000     .1026875    .1176718 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000478   .0000208    -2.29   0.022    -.0000886   -6.97e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0242269   .0034702    -6.98   0.000    -.0310291   -.0174247 
      water1 |   .1170914   .0123738     9.46   0.000     .0928366    .1413462 
      water2 |   .7641268    .016381    46.65   0.000     .7320173    .7962364 
      water4 |   .1291819   .0201631     6.41   0.000     .0896588     .168705 
     waterkm |  -.0256577   .0027678    -9.27   0.000     -.031083   -.0202324 
      roadkm |    .004468   .0006724     6.64   0.000       .00315     .005786 
       wuikm |   .0018773   .0010263     1.83   0.067    -.0001345    .0038891 
      nfrdkm |  -.0207485   .0017545   -11.83   0.000    -.0241876   -.0173095 
      wildkm |   -.004171   .0003292   -12.67   0.000    -.0048163   -.0035258 
   glacentkm |  -.0012312   .0001885    -6.53   0.000    -.0016008   -.0008617 
   kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .3969746   .0146991    27.01   0.000      .368162    .4257872 
     bigfork |   .2813808   .0148395    18.96   0.000      .252293    .3104687 
      polson |   .1820551   .0173439    10.50   0.000     .1480583     .216052 
      cfalls |  -.0079992   .0152559    -0.52   0.600    -.0379034    .0219049 
        view |  -.0337052   .0093094    -3.62   0.000    -.0519531   -.0154573 
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     bigfire |  -.0073795   .0114024    -0.65   0.518      -.02973    .0149711 
     zero5km |  -.2184858   .0310975    -7.03   0.000     -.279442   -.1575296 
    five10km |  -.0493417   .0167947    -2.94   0.003    -.0822621   -.0164213 
     ten15km |   -.017564   .0114872    -1.53   0.126    -.0400808    .0049528 
 fifteen20km |  -.0183244   .0104298    -1.76   0.079    -.0387686    .0021198 
qtrsincefire |   .0017746    .001923     0.92   0.356    -.0019949     .005544 
qtrsincefi~2 |    -.00016   .0000699    -2.29   0.022    -.0002971    -.000023 
        gar1 |   .0365385   .0307199     1.19   0.234    -.0236775    .0967546 
        gar2 |   .1702535   .0091923    18.52   0.000      .152235     .188272 
        gar4 |   .0289939   .0357456     0.81   0.417    -.0410734    .0990612 
        gar5 |   .1089008     .01113     9.78   0.000     .0870842    .1307174 
        gar6 |   .2716806   .0142669    19.04   0.000     .2437151    .2996461 
        gar7 |   .0903715   .1372137     0.66   0.510    -.1785902    .3593332 
        age2 |  -.1183069   .0128682    -9.19   0.000    -.1435307   -.0930831 
        age3 |  -.1675406   .0130876   -12.80   0.000    -.1931946   -.1418867 
        age4 |   -.234941   .0105515   -22.27   0.000    -.2556237   -.2142583 
        age5 |  -.2108598   .0167041   -12.62   0.000    -.2436027    -.178117 
        age6 |  -.0568944   .0115158    -4.94   0.000    -.0794672   -.0343216 
        age7 |  -.2450383   .0152274   -16.09   0.000    -.2748866     -.21519 
        age8 |  -.0108566   .0139686    -0.78   0.437    -.0382372    .0165241 
        age9 |  -.2202619    .017714   -12.43   0.000    -.2549842   -.1855396 
      style1 |  -.0147571   .0086324    -1.71   0.087     -.031678    .0021638 
      style2 |  -.0447704   .0506054    -0.88   0.376    -.1439654    .0544246 
      style3 |   .1140092   .0351507     3.24   0.001     .0451081    .1829104 
      style4 |   .2391068   .0169727    14.09   0.000     .2058374    .2723762 
      style5 |   .1127302   .0177255     6.36   0.000     .0779853     .147475 
      style6 |  -.2545528    .013339   -19.08   0.000    -.2806994   -.2284062 
      style7 |  -.0200209   .0216027    -0.93   0.354    -.0623657    .0223239 
      style9 |  -.0662836   .0137563    -4.82   0.000    -.0932483   -.0393189 
     style10 |   .0115971    .018683     0.62   0.535    -.0250246    .0482188 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0615418   .0614154    -1.00   0.316    -.1819262    .0588426 
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    saleqtr3 |   -.024184   .0631697    -0.38   0.702    -.1480072    .0996391 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0418647   .0651504    -0.64   0.521    -.1695703    .0858409 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0442492   .0608786    -0.73   0.467    -.1635814    .0750829 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0937209   .0623052    -1.50   0.133    -.2158494    .0284076 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0865816   .0631545    -1.37   0.170     -.210375    .0372118 
    saleqtr8 |   -.134468   .0686958    -1.96   0.050    -.2691232    .0001872 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0534677   .0623034    -0.86   0.391    -.1755928    .0686574 
   saleqtr10 |  -.0364081   .0610512    -0.60   0.551    -.1560785    .0832623 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0573184   .0615028    -0.93   0.351    -.1778741    .0632374 
   saleqtr12 |  -.1131542   .0636861    -1.78   0.076    -.2379896    .0116812 
   saleqtr13 |  -.0254373   .0603663    -0.42   0.673    -.1437652    .0928906 
   saleqtr14 |  -.0202928   .0615737    -0.33   0.742    -.1409874    .1004019 
   saleqtr15 |  -.0060728   .0618358    -0.10   0.922    -.1272813    .1151357 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0432715   .0651361    -0.66   0.506    -.1709492    .0844061 
   saleqtr17 |   .0153115   .0608368     0.25   0.801    -.1039386    .1345617 
   saleqtr18 |   .0560392   .0607706     0.92   0.356    -.0630812    .1751596 
   saleqtr19 |   .0566954   .0622959     0.91   0.363    -.0654149    .1788057 
   saleqtr20 |   .0081779   .0644173     0.13   0.899    -.1180908    .1344466 
   saleqtr21 |   .0769081   .0601985     1.28   0.201    -.0410909    .1949072 
   saleqtr22 |   .1360767   .0597082     2.28   0.023     .0190386    .2531147 
   saleqtr23 |   .1068127   .0616108     1.73   0.083    -.0139546    .2275801 
   saleqtr24 |   .0768552   .0619107     1.24   0.214    -.0445002    .1982105 
   saleqtr25 |   .1735443   .0601973     2.88   0.004     .0555476     .291541 
   saleqtr26 |   .2457304   .0591102     4.16   0.000     .1298646    .3615962 
   saleqtr27 |   .2444311   .0605177     4.04   0.000     .1258062    .3630559 
   saleqtr28 |   .2326271   .0612461     3.80   0.000     .1125745    .3526796 
   saleqtr29 |   .2851796   .0602727     4.73   0.000     .1670352     .403324 
   saleqtr30 |   .3468472   .0598841     5.79   0.000     .2294643      .46423 
   saleqtr31 |   .3826845   .0607264     6.30   0.000     .2636507    .5017184 
   saleqtr32 |   .3723568   .0616079     6.04   0.000      .251595    .4931186 
   saleqtr33 |   .4400596   .0602894     7.30   0.000     .3218824    .5582368 
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   saleqtr34 |   .4848146    .059061     8.21   0.000     .3690453    .6005839 
   saleqtr35 |   .5763298   .0605331     9.52   0.000      .457675    .6949847 
   saleqtr36 |    .557927   .0613485     9.09   0.000     .4376738    .6781802 
   saleqtr37 |   .6362716   .0597359    10.65   0.000     .5191794    .7533639 
   saleqtr38 |   .7006225   .0595429    11.77   0.000     .5839086    .8173364 
   saleqtr39 |    .676133   .0608114    11.12   0.000     .5569326    .7953333 
   saleqtr40 |   .6935871   .0617324    11.24   0.000     .5725813    .8145928 
   saleqtr41 |   .7951734   .0601224    13.23   0.000     .6773234    .9130233 
   saleqtr42 |   .8246663   .0605395    13.62   0.000     .7059988    .9433338 
   saleqtr43 |   .8264235   .0613256    13.48   0.000     .7062152    .9466319 
   saleqtr44 |   .8710601   .0673578    12.93   0.000     .7390277    1.003093 
       _cons |    7.45908     .10092    73.91   0.000      7.26126      7.6569 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4584.497 
D(11740):                     9168.994   LR(91):                      17893.536 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.780   Adjusted R2:                     0.778 
AIC:                             0.791   AIC*n:                        9354.994 
BIC:                       -100936.328   BIC':                       -17040.079 
BIC used by Stata:           10031.829   AIC used by Stata:            9352.994 
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MODEL F 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F( 98, 11734) =  331.20 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7825 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35562 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6165377   .0108252    56.95   0.000     .5953186    .6377569 
   lnlotsize |   .1128067   .0038298    29.45   0.000     .1052996    .1203138 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000457   .0000207    -2.21   0.027    -.0000862   -5.20e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0324077    .003566    -9.09   0.000    -.0393976   -.0254178 
      water1 |   .1184158   .0125175     9.46   0.000     .0938794    .1429522 
      water2 |   .7601821   .0162045    46.91   0.000     .7284186    .7919456 
      water4 |    .134935   .0202601     6.66   0.000     .0952218    .1746482 
     waterkm |  -.0198214   .0028017    -7.07   0.000    -.0253131   -.0143296 
      roadkm |   .0046731   .0006612     7.07   0.000      .003377    .0059692 
       wuikm |   .0012717   .0010206     1.25   0.213    -.0007289    .0032722 
      nfrdkm |  -.0251897   .0018397   -13.69   0.000    -.0287959   -.0215836 
      wildkm |   -.004413   .0003235   -13.64   0.000    -.0050472   -.0037789 
   glacentkm |  -.0012517   .0001855    -6.75   0.000    -.0016153   -.0008881 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .4249705   .0143253    29.67   0.000     .3968905    .4530506 
     bigfork |   .2870381    .014722    19.50   0.000     .2581805    .3158956 
      polson |   .2076609   .0169836    12.23   0.000     .1743702    .2409516 
      cfalls |  -.0270118   .0152825    -1.77   0.077     -.056968    .0029444 
        view |  -.0302076   .0093266    -3.24   0.001    -.0484893   -.0119259 
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     zero5km |  -.2008532    .031026    -6.47   0.000    -.2616693    -.140037 
    five10km |  -.0465345   .0165264    -2.82   0.005    -.0789291     -.01414 
     ten15km |   -.018749   .0114137    -1.64   0.100    -.0411216    .0036237 
 fifteen20km |  -.0140422   .0103908    -1.35   0.177    -.0344099    .0063255 
qtrsincefire |   .0026846   .0019013     1.41   0.158    -.0010422    .0064114 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001848   .0000696    -2.65   0.008    -.0003213   -.0000483 
      twomed |   .0125141   .0050282     2.49   0.013      .002658    .0223702 
     twohigh |   .0010452   .0063491     0.16   0.869       -.0114    .0134904 
   twomedsqr |   -.000646   .0004212    -1.53   0.125    -.0014716    .0001797 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000617   .0005023    -0.12   0.902    -.0010464    .0009229 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0041708   .0018871    -2.21   0.027    -.0078697   -.0004718 
fivehighdiff |  -.0070525   .0021361    -3.30   0.001    -.0112396   -.0028654 
fivemeddif~r |    .000029   .0000565     0.51   0.607    -.0000816    .0001397 
fivehighdi~r |   .0000321   .0000616     0.52   0.602    -.0000887    .0001529 
        gar1 |   .0394867    .030366     1.30   0.194    -.0200357     .099009 
        gar2 |   .1658801   .0091694    18.09   0.000     .1479066    .1838536 
        gar4 |   .0285669   .0351227     0.81   0.416    -.0402794    .0974133 
        gar5 |   .1061447   .0110663     9.59   0.000     .0844529    .1278365 
        gar6 |   .2610576   .0143282    18.22   0.000     .2329719    .2891433 
        gar7 |   .1114929   .1357618     0.82   0.412    -.1546228    .3776085 
        age2 |  -.1172584   .0128349    -9.14   0.000    -.1424169   -.0920999 
        age3 |  -.1663892   .0131102   -12.69   0.000    -.1920873   -.1406911 
        age4 |   -.233954   .0104986   -22.28   0.000    -.2545329    -.213375 
        age5 |  -.2112545   .0165245   -12.78   0.000    -.2436453   -.1788637 
        age6 |  -.0537256   .0114897    -4.68   0.000    -.0762473   -.0312039 
        age7 |  -.2498652   .0151494   -16.49   0.000    -.2795606   -.2201698 
        age8 |  -.0119004   .0139591    -0.85   0.394    -.0392625    .0154617 
        age9 |  -.2244824   .0176305   -12.73   0.000    -.2590412   -.1899237 
      style1 |  -.0127023   .0085844    -1.48   0.139    -.0295291    .0041244 
      style2 |   -.031738   .0501714    -0.63   0.527    -.1300824    .0666064 
      style3 |   .1194437   .0349887     3.41   0.001     .0508599    .1880274 
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      style4 |   .2267208   .0169107    13.41   0.000      .193573    .2598685 
      style5 |   .1259502   .0178503     7.06   0.000     .0909606    .1609399 
      style6 |  -.2579262   .0132379   -19.48   0.000    -.2838746   -.2319777 
      style7 |  -.0174055   .0215367    -0.81   0.419     -.059621      .02481 
      style9 |  -.0632983   .0137016    -4.62   0.000    -.0901558   -.0364409 
     style10 |   .0150574   .0184669     0.82   0.415    -.0211408    .0512555 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0570196   .0608576    -0.94   0.349    -.1763106    .0622715 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0360881   .0629199    -0.57   0.566    -.1594216    .0872454 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0491118   .0649656    -0.76   0.450    -.1764552    .0782317 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0535828   .0606307    -0.88   0.377     -.172429    .0652634 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0904066   .0616744    -1.47   0.143    -.2112986    .0304855 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0878852   .0628038    -1.40   0.162     -.210991    .0352207 
    saleqtr8 |  -.1317255   .0682066    -1.93   0.053    -.2654218    .0019708 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0566207    .061967    -0.91   0.361    -.1780863    .0648449 
   saleqtr10 |  -.0344287   .0606526    -0.57   0.570     -.153318    .0844606 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0548684   .0611567    -0.90   0.370    -.1747458     .065009 
   saleqtr12 |  -.1186402   .0631656    -1.88   0.060    -.2424552    .0051748 
   saleqtr13 |  -.0278076   .0600208    -0.46   0.643    -.1454583    .0898431 
   saleqtr14 |  -.0212236   .0611747    -0.35   0.729    -.1411362    .0986889 
   saleqtr15 |  -.0032402   .0615717    -0.05   0.958    -.1239309    .1174505 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0445695   .0649545    -0.69   0.493    -.1718911    .0827521 
   saleqtr17 |   .0107706   .0604927     0.18   0.859    -.1078051    .1293464 
   saleqtr18 |   .0546462   .0603677     0.91   0.365    -.0636845    .1729769 
   saleqtr19 |   .0546789   .0618738     0.88   0.377    -.0666041    .1759618 
   saleqtr20 |   .0088701   .0638569     0.14   0.890    -.1163002    .1340403 
   saleqtr21 |   .0703769   .0597855     1.18   0.239    -.0468125    .1875664 
   saleqtr22 |   .1305897   .0592214     2.21   0.027      .014506    .2466735 
   saleqtr23 |   .1045181   .0610973     1.71   0.087    -.0152428     .224279 
   saleqtr24 |   .0694624   .0615162     1.13   0.259    -.0511195    .1900443 
   saleqtr25 |   .1647256   .0596814     2.76   0.006     .0477401     .281711 
   saleqtr26 |    .238841   .0585723     4.08   0.000     .1240294    .3536525 
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   saleqtr27 |   .2384203   .0599897     3.97   0.000     .1208305    .3560101 
   saleqtr28 |     .22769   .0606521     3.75   0.000     .1088018    .3465782 
   saleqtr29 |   .2749663   .0597233     4.60   0.000     .1578987    .3920339 
   saleqtr30 |   .3417462   .0592902     5.76   0.000     .2255276    .4579648 
   saleqtr31 |   .3738125    .060183     6.21   0.000     .2558438    .4917812 
   saleqtr32 |   .3631701   .0608904     5.96   0.000     .2438147    .4825255 
   saleqtr33 |   .4270017   .0595841     7.17   0.000      .310207    .5437965 
   saleqtr34 |   .4770518   .0584383     8.16   0.000     .3625029    .5916007 
   saleqtr35 |   .5673602   .0597539     9.49   0.000     .4502326    .6844878 
   saleqtr36 |   .5487233   .0605279     9.07   0.000     .4300786    .6673679 
   saleqtr37 |   .6238594   .0589648    10.58   0.000     .5082786    .7394403 
   saleqtr38 |   .6896557   .0585797    11.77   0.000     .5748298    .8044816 
   saleqtr39 |   .6627784   .0597348    11.10   0.000     .5456884    .7798685 
   saleqtr40 |   .6787471    .060583    11.20   0.000     .5599943    .7974999 
   saleqtr41 |   .7822495   .0590019    13.26   0.000     .6665959    .8979031 
   saleqtr42 |   .8143308    .059238    13.75   0.000     .6982144    .9304472 
   saleqtr43 |   .8174847   .0602276    13.57   0.000     .6994286    .9355409 
   saleqtr44 |   .8545343   .0660907    12.93   0.000     .7249856    .9840831 
       _cons |   7.610059   .1013314    75.10   0.000     7.411432    7.808685 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4506.438 
D(11733):                     9012.876   LR(98):                      18049.654 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.782   Adjusted R2:                     0.781 
AIC:                             0.779   AIC*n:                        9212.876 
BIC:                       -101026.796   BIC':                       -17130.546 
BIC used by Stata:            9941.362   AIC used by Stata:            9210.876 
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MODEL G 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F( 97, 11735) =  333.86 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7820 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35594 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6165048   .0108415    56.87   0.000     .5952536     .637756 
   lnlotsize |   .1127649   .0038296    29.45   0.000     .1052583    .1202716 
  days_on_ma |   -.000047   .0000206    -2.28   0.023    -.0000875   -6.55e-06 
   lndensity |    -.03197   .0035665    -8.96   0.000    -.0389609   -.0249791 
      water1 |   .1176452   .0125044     9.41   0.000     .0931344    .1421559 
      water2 |   .7616976   .0162445    46.89   0.000     .7298556    .7935395 
      water4 |   .1345802   .0202588     6.64   0.000     .0948697    .1742908 
     waterkm |  -.0203551   .0027887    -7.30   0.000    -.0258215   -.0148887 
      roadkm |   .0046531   .0006754     6.89   0.000     .0033292    .0059771 
       wuikm |   .0011399   .0010205     1.12   0.264    -.0008603    .0031402 
      nfrdkm |  -.0251449   .0018534   -13.57   0.000    -.0287778    -.021512 
      wildkm |  -.0046036   .0003264   -14.10   0.000    -.0052434   -.0039638 
   glacentkm |  -.0013044   .0001887    -6.91   0.000    -.0016743   -.0009345 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .4302184   .0146782    29.31   0.000     .4014466    .4589901 
     bigfork |   .2901336   .0148407    19.55   0.000     .2610433    .3192239 
      polson |   .1998398   .0174092    11.48   0.000     .1657149    .2339648 
      cfalls |  -.0241563   .0153556    -1.57   0.116    -.0542559    .0059433 
        view |  -.0299707   .0093731    -3.20   0.001    -.0483436   -.0115978 
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     bigfire |   .0011496   .0103311     0.11   0.911     -.019101    .0214001 
     zero5km |  -.2006015   .0309858    -6.47   0.000    -.2613388   -.1398641 
    five10km |    -.04548   .0166288    -2.74   0.006    -.0780753   -.0128847 
     ten15km |  -.0175702   .0114792    -1.53   0.126    -.0400713    .0049309 
 fifteen20km |  -.0135322   .0103692    -1.31   0.192    -.0338576    .0067932 
      twomed |   .0122864   .0050279     2.44   0.015      .002431    .0221418 
     twohigh |    .001027   .0063419     0.16   0.871    -.0114043    .0134582 
   twomedsqr |  -.0006257    .000421    -1.49   0.137    -.0014509    .0001994 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000924    .000502    -0.18   0.854    -.0010763    .0008916 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0040459   .0018891    -2.14   0.032    -.0077489    -.000343 
fivehighdiff |  -.0071922   .0021372    -3.37   0.001    -.0113813    -.003003 
fivemeddif~r |   .0000268   .0000566     0.47   0.636    -.0000841    .0001376 
fivehighdi~r |     .00004   .0000616     0.65   0.517    -.0000809    .0001608 
        gar1 |   .0396706   .0304689     1.30   0.193    -.0200534    .0993946 
        gar2 |   .1666842   .0091831    18.15   0.000     .1486839    .1846845 
        gar4 |    .028766   .0351699     0.82   0.413    -.0401729    .0977049 
        gar5 |   .1066645   .0110822     9.62   0.000     .0849415    .1283875 
        gar6 |   .2621526   .0143213    18.31   0.000     .2340805    .2902247 
        gar7 |   .1077327   .1397937     0.77   0.441    -.1662862    .3817516 
        age2 |  -.1169573   .0128293    -9.12   0.000    -.1421049   -.0918097 
        age3 |  -.1667242   .0130923   -12.73   0.000    -.1923873   -.1410611 
        age4 |  -.2347989   .0105018   -22.36   0.000    -.2553842   -.2142136 
        age5 |  -.2122892   .0165395   -12.84   0.000    -.2447093   -.1798691 
        age6 |  -.0537106   .0114917    -4.67   0.000    -.0762363    -.031185 
        age7 |   -.251224   .0151556   -16.58   0.000    -.2809315   -.2215164 
        age8 |  -.0096845   .0139543    -0.69   0.488    -.0370373    .0176683 
        age9 |  -.2249288   .0176174   -12.77   0.000    -.2594617   -.1903958 
      style1 |  -.0124219   .0085884    -1.45   0.148    -.0292565    .0044127 
      style2 |  -.0326017   .0500083    -0.65   0.514    -.1306264    .0654229 
      style3 |   .1169882   .0350414     3.34   0.001     .0483013    .1856751 
      style4 |    .228188   .0169144    13.49   0.000      .195033    .2613431 
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      style5 |   .1272366   .0178424     7.13   0.000     .0922626    .1622107 
      style6 |  -.2578994   .0132532   -19.46   0.000    -.2838779   -.2319209 
      style7 |  -.0176085   .0216385    -0.81   0.416    -.0600237    .0248066 
      style9 |  -.0622366   .0137103    -4.54   0.000    -.0891111   -.0353621 
     style10 |   .0146247     .01844     0.79   0.428    -.0215207    .0507701 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0519107   .0603076    -0.86   0.389    -.1701235    .0663021 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0381422   .0624895    -0.61   0.542    -.1606321    .0843476 
    saleqtr4 |   -.054486   .0644833    -0.84   0.398    -.1808839     .071912 
    saleqtr5 |   -.065017   .0600373    -1.08   0.279       -.1827     .052666 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0689663   .0606293    -1.14   0.255    -.1878098    .0498771 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0684223   .0620112    -1.10   0.270    -.1899746    .0531299 
    saleqtr8 |  -.1074814   .0671929    -1.60   0.110    -.2391906    .0242279 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0377144   .0610898    -0.62   0.537    -.1574604    .0820317 
   saleqtr10 |    .004279   .0591206     0.07   0.942    -.1116071    .1201651 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0165342   .0597964    -0.28   0.782     -.133745    .1006766 
   saleqtr12 |  -.0796407   .0619089    -1.29   0.198    -.2009925    .0417112 
   saleqtr13 |    .012076   .0586709     0.21   0.837    -.1029287    .1270808 
   saleqtr14 |   .0171636   .0596217     0.29   0.773    -.0997049    .1340321 
   saleqtr15 |   .0354938   .0601313     0.59   0.555    -.0823734     .153361 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0046895   .0637729    -0.07   0.941    -.1296949     .120316 
   saleqtr17 |   .0492727   .0591818     0.83   0.405    -.0667335    .1652789 
   saleqtr18 |    .093611    .058985     1.59   0.113    -.0220093    .2092313 
   saleqtr19 |   .0939015   .0605414     1.55   0.121    -.0247697    .2125727 
   saleqtr20 |   .0459091   .0627311     0.73   0.464    -.0770543    .1688725 
   saleqtr21 |    .108781   .0585651     1.86   0.063    -.0060164    .2235784 
   saleqtr22 |   .1676457   .0582418     2.88   0.004     .0534821    .2818094 
   saleqtr23 |    .141165   .0603591     2.34   0.019     .0228511     .259479 
   saleqtr24 |    .105646   .0606722     1.74   0.082    -.0132815    .2245736 
   saleqtr25 |   .2006907   .0588955     3.41   0.001     .0852457    .3161356 
   saleqtr26 |   .2752722   .0577953     4.76   0.000     .1619838    .3885607 
   saleqtr27 |   .2719083   .0592639     4.59   0.000     .1557412    .3880754 
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   saleqtr28 |   .2574917   .0600614     4.29   0.000     .1397615     .375222 
   saleqtr29 |   .3048575   .0591367     5.16   0.000     .1889398    .4207752 
   saleqtr30 |   .3718669   .0586358     6.34   0.000      .256931    .4868028 
   saleqtr31 |   .4052764   .0595263     6.81   0.000     .2885949    .5219579 
   saleqtr32 |   .3944495   .0603674     6.53   0.000     .2761195    .5127796 
   saleqtr33 |   .4581879   .0590693     7.76   0.000     .3424022    .5739736 
   saleqtr34 |   .5055998   .0580233     8.71   0.000     .3918646    .6193351 
   saleqtr35 |   .5968434     .05955    10.02   0.000     .4801154    .7135714 
   saleqtr36 |   .5769514   .0603218     9.56   0.000     .4587108    .6951921 
   saleqtr37 |   .6497147   .0587431    11.06   0.000     .5345685    .7648609 
   saleqtr38 |   .7251784   .0583408    12.43   0.000     .6108208     .839536 
   saleqtr39 |   .6961939   .0595969    11.68   0.000      .579374    .8130138 
   saleqtr40 |   .7121209   .0606076    11.75   0.000       .59332    .8309217 
   saleqtr41 |   .8122986   .0589977    13.77   0.000     .6966533    .9279439 
   saleqtr42 |   .8418606   .0595146    14.15   0.000      .725202    .9585192 
   saleqtr43 |   .8428936   .0603969    13.96   0.000     .7245056    .9612815 
   saleqtr44 |   .8752513   .0664371    13.17   0.000     .7450236    1.005479 
       _cons |   7.581216   .1003281    75.56   0.000     7.384556    7.777876 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4517.594 
D(11734):                     9035.187   LR(97):                      18027.342 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.782   Adjusted R2:                     0.780 
AIC:                             0.780   AIC*n:                        9233.187 
BIC:                       -101013.863   BIC':                       -17117.613 
BIC used by Stata:            9954.295   AIC used by Stata:            9231.187 
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MODEL H 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F( 97, 11735) =  325.78 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7766 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .36039 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6205687     .01096    56.62   0.000     .5990852    .6420522 
   lnlotsize |   .1087311   .0038778    28.04   0.000     .1011299    .1163323 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000427   .0000212    -2.01   0.044    -.0000842   -1.11e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0363052   .0036678    -9.90   0.000    -.0434946   -.0291157 
      water1 |   .1211998   .0128644     9.42   0.000     .0959833    .1464162 
      water2 |   .7672462   .0165155    46.46   0.000      .734873    .7996194 
      water4 |   .1488224   .0202812     7.34   0.000     .1090679     .188577 
     waterkm |  -.0230833   .0028236    -8.18   0.000     -.028618   -.0175486 
      roadkm |  -.0009202    .000574    -1.60   0.109    -.0020453    .0002049 
       wuikm |  -.0004017   .0009006    -0.45   0.656     -.002167    .0013635 
   glacentkm |  -.0021507   .0001777   -12.10   0.000    -.0024991   -.0018022 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .3399071   .0135031    25.17   0.000     .3134389    .3663754 
     bigfork |   .2873845   .0148843    19.31   0.000     .2582089    .3165601 
      polson |   .0924568   .0134589     6.87   0.000     .0660752    .1188384 
      cfalls |  -.0279998   .0146248    -1.91   0.056    -.0566669    .0006673 
        view |  -.0384125   .0094736    -4.05   0.000    -.0569824   -.0198426 
     bigfire |  -.0487399   .0112114    -4.35   0.000    -.0707161   -.0267637 
     zero5km |  -.1757661   .0313254    -5.61   0.000     -.237169   -.1143631 
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    five10km |  -.0360779   .0168424    -2.14   0.032    -.0690918   -.0030639 
     ten15km |  -.0207118   .0114486    -1.81   0.070     -.043153    .0017293 
 fifteen20km |  -.0041574   .0102383    -0.41   0.685    -.0242262    .0159114 
qtrsincefire |   .0022273    .001933     1.15   0.249    -.0015617    .0060163 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0002387   .0000701    -3.41   0.001    -.0003761   -.0001013 
      twomed |    .014557   .0050839     2.86   0.004     .0045917    .0245223 
     twohigh |  -.0019147    .006445    -0.30   0.766     -.014548    .0107186 
   twomedsqr |  -.0009299   .0004254    -2.19   0.029    -.0017637    -.000096 
  twohighsqr |   .0001316   .0005168     0.25   0.799    -.0008815    .0011447 
 fivemeddiff |   .0004442   .0018818     0.24   0.813    -.0032445    .0041328 
fivehighdiff |  -.0063381   .0021683    -2.92   0.003    -.0105884   -.0020878 
fivemeddif~r |  -.0000476   .0000567    -0.84   0.401    -.0001587    .0000635 
fivehighdi~r |   .0000129   .0000627     0.21   0.837    -.0001101    .0001358 
        gar1 |   .0470138   .0305305     1.54   0.124    -.0128311    .1068588 
        gar2 |   .1696112   .0092484    18.34   0.000     .1514827    .1877396 
        gar4 |   .0274852   .0353081     0.78   0.436    -.0417245    .0966949 
        gar5 |   .1087443   .0111868     9.72   0.000     .0868164    .1306722 
        gar6 |   .2653961   .0145468    18.24   0.000     .2368819    .2939103 
        gar7 |   .1366581   .1327247     1.03   0.303    -.1235043    .3968205 
        age2 |  -.1169667   .0129713    -9.02   0.000    -.1423925   -.0915409 
        age3 |  -.1669565   .0133197   -12.53   0.000    -.1930653   -.1408476 
        age4 |  -.2309723   .0106363   -21.72   0.000    -.2518211   -.2101235 
        age5 |  -.2036969   .0165857   -12.28   0.000    -.2362077   -.1711862 
        age6 |  -.0571406   .0116799    -4.89   0.000     -.080035   -.0342461 
        age7 |  -.2466785   .0154285   -15.99   0.000     -.276921   -.2164361 
        age8 |   -.022517   .0142391    -1.58   0.114    -.0504279    .0053939 
        age9 |  -.2184952   .0178318   -12.25   0.000    -.2534486   -.1835419 
      style1 |  -.0093559   .0087112    -1.07   0.283    -.0264312    .0077194 
      style2 |  -.0335883   .0501282    -0.67   0.503     -.131848    .0646714 
      style3 |   .1234626   .0352134     3.51   0.000     .0544385    .1924866 
      style4 |   .2344531   .0172312    13.61   0.000     .2006771    .2682291 
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      style5 |   .1375625   .0179792     7.65   0.000     .1023202    .1728048 
      style6 |  -.2551285   .0132911   -19.20   0.000    -.2811813   -.2290757 
      style7 |  -.0191569   .0216584    -0.88   0.376     -.061611    .0232972 
      style9 |  -.0640747   .0139493    -4.59   0.000    -.0914176   -.0367319 
     style10 |   .0131684   .0190337     0.69   0.489    -.0241409    .0504777 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0483929   .0655296    -0.74   0.460    -.1768418     .080056 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0209513   .0673559    -0.31   0.756    -.1529801    .1110776 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0258493   .0695069    -0.37   0.710    -.1620943    .1103958 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0345975   .0650901    -0.53   0.595     -.162185    .0929899 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0894578   .0661436    -1.35   0.176    -.2191102    .0401946 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0886386   .0672301    -1.32   0.187    -.2204207    .0431435 
    saleqtr8 |   -.131336   .0723969    -1.81   0.070     -.273246    .0105739 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0578019   .0664843    -0.87   0.385    -.1881223    .0725184 
   saleqtr10 |  -.0356802   .0651335    -0.55   0.584    -.1633527    .0919923 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0526687   .0656295    -0.80   0.422    -.1813134    .0759761 
   saleqtr12 |  -.1167329   .0675743    -1.73   0.084    -.2491897    .0157238 
   saleqtr13 |  -.0258855   .0644711    -0.40   0.688    -.1522596    .1004886 
   saleqtr14 |  -.0233294   .0658177    -0.35   0.723    -.1523431    .1056843 
   saleqtr15 |  -.0025364   .0658439    -0.04   0.969    -.1316013    .1265285 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0500163   .0690786    -0.72   0.469    -.1854218    .0853891 
   saleqtr17 |   .0072155   .0648989     0.11   0.911    -.1199971    .1344282 
   saleqtr18 |   .0573604   .0649571     0.88   0.377    -.0699662    .1846871 
   saleqtr19 |   .0582056   .0663103     0.88   0.380    -.0717737    .1881848 
   saleqtr20 |  -.0001961   .0683319    -0.00   0.998     -.134138    .1337457 
   saleqtr21 |   .0792788   .0643273     1.23   0.218    -.0468133    .2053709 
   saleqtr22 |   .1424553   .0639082     2.23   0.026     .0171846     .267726 
   saleqtr23 |   .1233255   .0658042     1.87   0.061    -.0056616    .2523126 
   saleqtr24 |   .0760733   .0661321     1.15   0.250    -.0535566    .2057033 
   saleqtr25 |   .1807855    .064356     2.81   0.005      .054637     .306934 
   saleqtr26 |    .252947   .0633113     4.00   0.000     .1288463    .3770476 
   saleqtr27 |    .249683   .0646926     3.86   0.000     .1228748    .3764911 
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   saleqtr28 |   .2470116   .0653366     3.78   0.000     .1189411    .3750822 
   saleqtr29 |   .2956425   .0644975     4.58   0.000     .1692167    .4220683 
   saleqtr30 |   .3681053   .0641007     5.74   0.000     .2424573    .4937533 
   saleqtr31 |    .392352   .0649576     6.04   0.000     .2650242    .5196797 
   saleqtr32 |   .3842954   .0659927     5.82   0.000     .2549387    .5136521 
   saleqtr33 |    .452555   .0645641     7.01   0.000     .3259987    .5791113 
   saleqtr34 |   .5061443   .0633001     8.00   0.000     .3820656    .6302231 
   saleqtr35 |   .5962754   .0647056     9.22   0.000     .4694416    .7231092 
   saleqtr36 |   .5749595   .0656828     8.75   0.000     .4462102    .7037088 
   saleqtr37 |   .6482276   .0640297    10.12   0.000     .5227187    .7737365 
   saleqtr38 |   .7190821   .0637644    11.28   0.000     .5940931     .844071 
   saleqtr39 |   .7023356   .0650009    10.81   0.000     .5749231    .8297481 
   saleqtr40 |   .7116227    .065943    10.79   0.000     .5823635    .8408818 
   saleqtr41 |   .8167418   .0643791    12.69   0.000     .6905479    .9429356 
   saleqtr42 |   .8520995    .064737    13.16   0.000     .7252042    .9789949 
   saleqtr43 |   .8554668   .0654176    13.08   0.000     .7272374    .9836962 
   saleqtr44 |   .9074157   .0715994    12.67   0.000     .7670689    1.047763 
       _cons |   7.494802   .1053721    71.13   0.000     7.288255    7.701349 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4664.754 
D(11734):                     9329.509   LR(97):                      17733.021 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.777   Adjusted R2:                     0.775 
AIC:                             0.805   AIC*n:                        9527.509 
BIC:                       -100719.541   BIC':                       -16823.292 
BIC used by Stata:           10248.616   AIC used by Stata:            9525.509 
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MODEL I 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =   11833 
                                                       F(107, 11725) =  322.91 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0000 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7910 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .34869 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |    .604391   .0107049    56.46   0.000     .5834075    .6253744 
   lnlotsize |   .1158972   .0038573    30.05   0.000     .1083363    .1234581 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000406   .0000204    -1.99   0.047    -.0000807   -5.38e-07 
   lndensity |  -.0360721   .0035853   -10.06   0.000    -.0430999   -.0290442 
      water1 |    .098707     .01269     7.78   0.000     .0738325    .1235816 
      water2 |   .7370173   .0158213    46.58   0.000      .706005    .7680297 
      water4 |   .1379754   .0202704     6.81   0.000     .0982419    .1777088 
     waterkm |  -.0193214   .0028786    -6.71   0.000    -.0249639   -.0136789 
      roadkm |  -.0068874   .0011677    -5.90   0.000    -.0091762   -.0045986 
       wuikm |   .0029546   .0011719     2.52   0.012     .0006575    .0052517 
      nfrdkm |  -.0154314   .0019774    -7.80   0.000    -.0193075   -.0115553 
      wildkm |  -.0016708    .000566    -2.95   0.003    -.0027804   -.0005613 
   glacentkm |  -.0011247   .0003606    -3.12   0.002    -.0018316   -.0004178 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .0737644   .0971267     0.76   0.448    -.1166201    .2641489 
     bigfork |  -.0230103     .09386    -0.25   0.806    -.2069915    .1609708 
      polson |  -.1523323    .089208    -1.71   0.088    -.3271949    .0225303 
      cfalls |  -.3876793   .0975494    -3.97   0.000    -.5788923   -.1964662 
southlakec~y |  -.3499066   .0859872    -4.07   0.000    -.5184559   -.1813573 
northlakec~y |  -.1093711   .0923561    -1.18   0.236    -.2904044    .0716623 
  swanvalley |  -.3102747    .093351    -3.32   0.001    -.4932582   -.1272912 
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     glacier |  -.5319793   .1022196    -5.20   0.000    -.7323467    -.331612 
     sanders |  -.5712745   .0899128    -6.35   0.000    -.7475185   -.3950305 
     lincoln |  -.5457793   .0943546    -5.78   0.000    -.7307299   -.3608287 
westflathead |  -.2902897   .0948103    -3.06   0.002    -.4761337   -.1044457 
   swanfront |   -.384509   .0957093    -4.02   0.000    -.5721152   -.1969028 
        view |   -.030162   .0094284    -3.20   0.001    -.0486434   -.0116807 
     bigfire |   -.035674   .0117336    -3.04   0.002    -.0586738   -.0126742 
     zero5km |  -.0840392    .033004    -2.55   0.011    -.1487326   -.0193458 
    five10km |   .0116233   .0164507     0.71   0.480    -.0206228    .0438693 
     ten15km |   .0220382   .0115121     1.91   0.056    -.0005275    .0446038 
 fifteen20km |   .0152789   .0103252     1.48   0.139    -.0049603    .0355181 
qtrsincefire |   .0025217   .0018844     1.34   0.181    -.0011719    .0062154 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001705   .0000685    -2.49   0.013    -.0003048   -.0000362 
      twomed |   .0095472   .0049603     1.92   0.054    -.0001757    .0192702 
     twohigh |   .0028304   .0061873     0.46   0.647    -.0092977    .0149586 
   twomedsqr |  -.0005169   .0004189    -1.23   0.217     -.001338    .0003042 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000883   .0004879    -0.18   0.856    -.0010446    .0008681 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0052236   .0018686    -2.80   0.005    -.0088864   -.0015607 
fivehighdiff |  -.0055785   .0021078    -2.65   0.008    -.0097102   -.0014468 
fivemeddif~r |   .0000506   .0000557     0.91   0.364    -.0000586    .0001598 
fivehighdi~r |   .0000137   .0000607     0.23   0.821    -.0001052    .0001326 
        gar1 |   .0645194   .0295123     2.19   0.029     .0066703    .1223684 
        gar2 |    .162116     .00902    17.97   0.000     .1444354    .1797966 
        gar4 |   .0403828   .0349745     1.15   0.248     -.028173    .1089387 
        gar5 |    .107195   .0108285     9.90   0.000     .0859694    .1284206 
        gar6 |   .2503638   .0138817    18.04   0.000     .2231534    .2775743 
        gar7 |   .1071307   .1268673     0.84   0.398    -.1415503    .3558118 
        age2 |  -.1146025   .0127066    -9.02   0.000    -.1395096   -.0896954 
        age3 |  -.1691656   .0129412   -13.07   0.000    -.1945325   -.1437988 
        age4 |  -.2333105   .0103375   -22.57   0.000    -.2535738   -.2130472 
        age5 |  -.2019138   .0162023   -12.46   0.000    -.2336729   -.1701547 
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        age6 |   -.053253    .011296    -4.71   0.000     -.075395   -.0311109 
        age7 |  -.2436439   .0147571   -16.51   0.000    -.2725703   -.2147175 
        age8 |  -.0059094   .0137944    -0.43   0.668    -.0329487    .0211298 
        age9 |  -.2265807   .0172162   -13.16   0.000    -.2603273   -.1928341 
      style1 |  -.0085232   .0083928    -1.02   0.310    -.0249745    .0079281 
      style2 |   -.033239   .0492294    -0.68   0.500    -.1297368    .0632587 
      style3 |   .1296604   .0344784     3.76   0.000      .062077    .1972438 
      style4 |   .2196976   .0170384    12.89   0.000     .1862996    .2530956 
      style5 |   .1338611   .0177459     7.54   0.000     .0990762     .168646 
      style6 |  -.2472821   .0129849   -19.04   0.000    -.2727348   -.2218294 
      style7 |   -.011844   .0210834    -0.56   0.574    -.0531709    .0294829 
      style9 |  -.0675407   .0133747    -5.05   0.000    -.0937574    -.041324 
     style10 |    .024477   .0178986     1.37   0.171    -.0106072    .0595611 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0258224   .0554179    -0.47   0.641    -.1344507    .0828059 
    saleqtr3 |   -.011376   .0571959    -0.20   0.842    -.1234894    .1007374 
    saleqtr4 |    -.02808   .0587191    -0.48   0.633    -.1431791    .0870192 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0249907   .0550006    -0.45   0.650     -.132801    .0828196 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0454496    .055669    -0.82   0.414    -.1545701    .0636708 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0387791   .0571343    -0.68   0.497    -.1507718    .0732136 
    saleqtr8 |  -.0801812   .0628665    -1.28   0.202      -.20341    .0430475 
    saleqtr9 |   .0006088   .0562437     0.01   0.991    -.1096381    .1108557 
   saleqtr10 |   .0240216    .054807     0.44   0.661    -.0834093    .1314524 
   saleqtr11 |   .0079519   .0556819     0.14   0.886    -.1011938    .1170977 
   saleqtr12 |  -.0559558   .0575478    -0.97   0.331    -.1687589    .0568474 
   saleqtr13 |   .0353876     .05423     0.65   0.514    -.0709121    .1416874 
   saleqtr14 |   .0387192   .0554891     0.70   0.485    -.0700487    .1474871 
   saleqtr15 |   .0556068   .0557685     1.00   0.319    -.0537089    .1649224 
   saleqtr16 |    .020361   .0599795     0.34   0.734    -.0972089    .1379309 
   saleqtr17 |   .0802397   .0546036     1.47   0.142    -.0267924    .1872717 
   saleqtr18 |   .1108907   .0548918     2.02   0.043     .0032937    .2184878 
   saleqtr19 |    .120057   .0562371     2.13   0.033     .0098229     .230291 
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   saleqtr20 |   .0765104   .0581922     1.31   0.189     -.037556    .1905769 
   saleqtr21 |   .1276742   .0538971     2.37   0.018     .0220268    .2333215 
   saleqtr22 |   .2026665   .0533747     3.80   0.000     .0980432    .3072899 
   saleqtr23 |   .1770994   .0555166     3.19   0.001     .0682777    .2859211 
   saleqtr24 |   .1437481   .0557716     2.58   0.010     .0344264    .2530698 
   saleqtr25 |   .2272723    .053999     4.21   0.000     .1214253    .3331193 
   saleqtr26 |   .3065629    .052844     5.80   0.000     .2029799    .4101459 
   saleqtr27 |   .3008352   .0542462     5.55   0.000     .1945036    .4071668 
   saleqtr28 |   .2932048   .0550097     5.33   0.000     .1853767    .4010329 
   saleqtr29 |   .3419956   .0541708     6.31   0.000     .2358118    .4481793 
   saleqtr30 |   .4009346   .0536632     7.47   0.000     .2957457    .5061234 
   saleqtr31 |   .4278189   .0545794     7.84   0.000     .3208342    .5348037 
   saleqtr32 |   .4199189    .055492     7.57   0.000     .3111453    .5286924 
   saleqtr33 |   .4803217   .0541755     8.87   0.000     .3741287    .5865147 
   saleqtr34 |   .5357219   .0527933    10.15   0.000     .4322383    .6392056 
   saleqtr35 |   .6200359   .0547006    11.34   0.000     .5128137    .7272581 
   saleqtr36 |   .5975787   .0552876    10.81   0.000     .4892059    .7059515 
   saleqtr37 |   .6784309   .0535169    12.68   0.000     .5735289    .7833328 
   saleqtr38 |   .7599636     .05336    14.24   0.000     .6553692     .864558 
   saleqtr39 |   .7276673   .0547088    13.30   0.000      .620429    .8349056 
   saleqtr40 |   .7401362    .055866    13.25   0.000     .6306296    .8496429 
   saleqtr41 |   .8414111   .0540253    15.57   0.000     .7355125    .9473098 
   saleqtr42 |   .8824254   .0546754    16.14   0.000     .7752525    .9895983 
   saleqtr43 |   .8776217   .0553466    15.86   0.000     .7691331    .9861102 
   saleqtr44 |   .9130243   .0617723    14.78   0.000     .7919402    1.034108 
       _cons |    8.00478   .1456171    54.97   0.000     7.719346    8.290213 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:     -13531.265   Log-Lik Full Model:          -4269.250 
D(11724):                     8538.500   LR(107):                     18524.029 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.791   Adjusted R2:                     0.789 
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AIC:                             0.740   AIC*n:                        8756.500 
BIC:                       -101416.764   BIC':                       -17520.514 
BIC used by Stata:            9551.394   AIC used by Stata:            8754.500  
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MODEL J 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    7659 
                                                       F( 97,  7560) =       . 
                                                       Prob > F      =       . 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7842 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35022 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |    .611009   .0131412    46.50   0.000     .5852485    .6367694 
   lnlotsize |   .1059979   .0045152    23.48   0.000     .0971469    .1148489 
  days_on_ma |  -.0000393   .0000239    -1.64   0.100    -.0000861    7.59e-06 
   lndensity |  -.0222735   .0044673    -4.99   0.000    -.0310307   -.0135164 
      water1 |    .109457   .0153575     7.13   0.000     .0793521    .1395619 
      water2 |   .7329407   .0187031    39.19   0.000     .6962775    .7696038 
      water4 |   .1131996   .0259757     4.36   0.000       .06228    .1641193 
     waterkm |  -.0243348   .0034408    -7.07   0.000    -.0310797   -.0175899 
      roadkm |   .0067387   .0009554     7.05   0.000     .0048659    .0086116 
       wuikm |   .0023638    .001358     1.74   0.082    -.0002983     .005026 
      nfrdkm |  -.0263441   .0024573   -10.72   0.000     -.031161   -.0215272 
      wildkm |  -.0061766   .0006283    -9.83   0.000    -.0074082    -.004945 
   glacentkm |  -.0011412   .0002777    -4.11   0.000    -.0016857   -.0005968 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .3955904   .0185612    21.31   0.000     .3592052    .4319756 
     bigfork |   .2810483   .0196412    14.31   0.000      .242546    .3195505 
      polson |    .155333   .0240108     6.47   0.000     .1082651    .2024009 
      cfalls |  -.0434506    .019774    -2.20   0.028    -.0822131   -.0046881 
         view |  (dropped) 
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     bigfire |  -.0081162   .0136296    -0.60   0.552    -.0348341    .0186017 
     zero5km |  -.1984274   .0601055    -3.30   0.001    -.3162509   -.0806039 
    five10km |   .0377144   .0260125     1.45   0.147    -.0132774    .0887062 
     ten15km |   .0045478   .0161638     0.28   0.778    -.0271377    .0362333 
 fifteen20km |  -.0145782   .0130299    -1.12   0.263    -.0401204     .010964 
qtrsincefire |   .0037106   .0023334     1.59   0.112    -.0008634    .0082847 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0001882   .0000861    -2.18   0.029     -.000357   -.0000193 
      twomed |   .0088625    .005908     1.50   0.134    -.0027189    .0204439 
     twohigh |  -.0072923   .0072812    -1.00   0.317    -.0215655    .0069809 
   twomedsqr |  -.0000819   .0004975    -0.16   0.869    -.0010572    .0008934 
  twohighsqr |  -.0000147    .000568    -0.03   0.979    -.0011281    .0010988 
 fivemeddiff |  -.0034558   .0023745    -1.46   0.146    -.0081105    .0011989 
fivehighdiff |  -.0088531   .0025247    -3.51   0.000    -.0138022    -.003904 
fivemeddif~r |   1.91e-06   .0000731     0.03   0.979    -.0001413    .0001451 
fivehighdi~r |   .0001392   .0000733     1.90   0.057    -4.42e-06    .0002828 
        gar1 |   .0167744   .0407253     0.41   0.680    -.0630585    .0966074 
        gar2 |   .1623958   .0112396    14.45   0.000      .140363    .1844285 
        gar4 |  -.0156311   .0462006    -0.34   0.735     -.106197    .0749349 
        gar5 |   .0957416   .0134041     7.14   0.000      .069466    .1220173 
        gar6 |   .2736553   .0177132    15.45   0.000     .2389325     .308378 
        gar7 |   .0536582   .0385377     1.39   0.164    -.0218864    .1292029 
        age2 |  -.1230058   .0158921    -7.74   0.000    -.1541588   -.0918528 
        age3 |   -.163893   .0156751   -10.46   0.000    -.1946205   -.1331655 
        age4 |  -.2422619   .0125436   -19.31   0.000    -.2668508    -.217673 
        age5 |  -.2221596   .0210558   -10.55   0.000    -.2634349   -.1808843 
        age6 |    -.04344   .0141904    -3.06   0.002    -.0712571   -.0156229 
        age7 |  -.2443789    .020004   -12.22   0.000    -.2835924   -.2051655 
        age8 |  -.0278304   .0176119    -1.58   0.114    -.0623546    .0066938 
        age9 |  -.2289497   .0193142   -11.85   0.000     -.266811   -.1910885 
      style1 |  -.0181504   .0105086    -1.73   0.084    -.0387501    .0024493 
      style2 |  -.0615339   .0532376    -1.16   0.248    -.1658944    .0428267 
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      style3 |   .0842648   .0432105     1.95   0.051    -.0004398    .1689694 
      style4 |   .1860333   .0202914     9.17   0.000     .1462564    .2258101 
      style5 |   .1473846   .0220434     6.69   0.000     .1041734    .1905958 
      style6 |  -.2226749   .0177894   -12.52   0.000    -.2575471   -.1878026 
      style7 |   -.032808   .0268586    -1.22   0.222    -.0854583    .0198424 
      style9 |  -.0730139   .0157468    -4.64   0.000     -.103882   -.0421459 
     style10 |   .0188811   .0232525     0.81   0.417    -.0267003    .0644626 
    saleqtr2 |  -.0452937   .0605269    -0.75   0.454    -.1639433    .0733559 
    saleqtr3 |  -.0217467   .0622219    -0.35   0.727    -.1437188    .1002254 
    saleqtr4 |  -.0578005   .0642627    -0.90   0.368    -.1837734    .0681723 
    saleqtr5 |  -.0420621   .0601296    -0.70   0.484    -.1599327    .0758085 
    saleqtr6 |  -.0559658   .0618641    -0.90   0.366    -.1772367     .065305 
    saleqtr7 |  -.0643502   .0626138    -1.03   0.304    -.1870907    .0583903 
    saleqtr8 |  -.1051649   .0680888    -1.54   0.123    -.2386378    .0283081 
    saleqtr9 |  -.0288938   .0621188    -0.47   0.642     -.150664    .0928764 
   saleqtr10 |   .0192247   .0612568     0.31   0.754    -.1008557     .139305 
   saleqtr11 |  -.0266768   .0616304    -0.43   0.665    -.1474894    .0941359 
   saleqtr12 |  -.0790294    .063625    -1.24   0.214    -.2037521    .0456932 
   saleqtr13 |   .0117963   .0604633     0.20   0.845    -.1067286    .1303212 
   saleqtr14 |   .0168235   .0620068     0.27   0.786     -.104727     .138374 
   saleqtr15 |    .031797   .0622472     0.51   0.609    -.0902248    .1538189 
   saleqtr16 |  -.0003683   .0657262    -0.01   0.996    -.1292099    .1284733 
   saleqtr17 |   .0564011   .0607698     0.93   0.353    -.0627246    .1755268 
   saleqtr18 |    .091388    .061931     1.48   0.140    -.0300141      .21279 
   saleqtr19 |   .0756689   .0630586     1.20   0.230    -.0479434    .1992812 
   saleqtr20 |   .0258175   .0656355     0.39   0.694    -.1028463    .1544813 
   saleqtr21 |   .0979494   .0603434     1.62   0.105    -.0203405    .2162393 
   saleqtr22 |   .1687796    .060579     2.79   0.005     .0500279    .2875313 
   saleqtr23 |   .1272209   .0624422     2.04   0.042     .0048168     .249625 
   saleqtr24 |   .1252263   .0628655     1.99   0.046     .0019925    .2484601 
   saleqtr25 |   .1888237   .0609401     3.10   0.002     .0693641    .3082832 
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   saleqtr26 |   .2519997   .0598447     4.21   0.000     .1346874     .369312 
   saleqtr27 |   .2573301   .0612415     4.20   0.000     .1372798    .3773804 
   saleqtr28 |   .2441209   .0618256     3.95   0.000     .1229255    .3653164 
   saleqtr29 |   .2935324   .0614554     4.78   0.000     .1730627    .4140021 
   saleqtr30 |   .3603133   .0635894     5.67   0.000     .2356603    .4849663 
   saleqtr31 |   .3982368   .0663451     6.00   0.000      .268182    .5282915 
   saleqtr32 |   .4237809   .0669715     6.33   0.000     .2924982    .5550636 
   saleqtr33 |   .4573496   .0640608     7.14   0.000     .3317726    .5829266 
   saleqtr34 |   .5109346   .0625038     8.17   0.000     .3884098    .6334595 
   saleqtr35 |   .6165871   .0652285     9.45   0.000     .4887211     .744453 
   saleqtr36 |   .5916724   .0680169     8.70   0.000     .4583404    .7250044 
   saleqtr37 |   .6579576   .0630256    10.44   0.000       .53441    .7815052 
   saleqtr38 |    .761146   .0620377    12.27   0.000     .6395348    .8827572 
   saleqtr39 |   .6955153   .0635686    10.94   0.000     .5709032    .8201274 
   saleqtr40 |   .7221887   .0674733    10.70   0.000     .5899224    .8544551 
   saleqtr41 |   .8412815   .0651239    12.92   0.000     .7136205    .9689425 
   saleqtr42 |   .8826741   .0647085    13.64   0.000     .7558275    1.009521 
   saleqtr43 |   .8676078   .0662173    13.10   0.000     .7378035     .997412 
   saleqtr44 |   1.004139    .076999    13.04   0.000     .8531996    1.155078 
       _cons |   7.600921   .1182237    64.29   0.000      7.36917    7.832672 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:      -8655.139   Log-Lik Full Model:          -2782.132 
D(7558):                      5564.263   LR(97):                      11746.014 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.784   Adjusted R2:                     0.781 
AIC:                             0.753   AIC*n:                        5766.263 
BIC:                        -62031.743   BIC':                       -10878.482 
BIC used by Stata:            6440.740   AIC used by Stata:            5760.263 
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MODEL K 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =    4174 
                                                       F( 97,  4075) =       . 
                                                       Prob > F      =       . 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.7926 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .35535 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 lnsoldprice |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
      lnsqft |   .6209402   .0184681    33.62   0.000     .5847327    .6571477 
   lnlotsize |   .1226589   .0068292    17.96   0.000       .10927    .1360478 
  days_on_ma |   -.000035   .0000398    -0.88   0.379     -.000113     .000043 
   lndensity |  -.0398966   .0057709    -6.91   0.000    -.0512109   -.0285824 
      water1 |   .1372811   .0221547     6.20   0.000     .0938458    .1807164 
      water2 |    .856955   .0333057    25.73   0.000     .7916577    .9222524 
      water4 |   .1758955   .0317596     5.54   0.000     .1136293    .2381616 
     waterkm |  -.0068854   .0052413    -1.31   0.189    -.0171613    .0033905 
      roadkm |   .0050005   .0015497     3.23   0.001     .0019623    .0080387 
       wuikm |   .0001466   .0016873     0.09   0.931    -.0031615    .0034546 
      nfrdkm |  -.0255445   .0030041    -8.50   0.000    -.0314342   -.0196547 
      wildkm |   -.003519   .0004552    -7.73   0.000    -.0044114   -.0026266 
   glacentkm |  -.0013196   .0002747    -4.80   0.000    -.0018581   -.0007811 
    kalispell |  (dropped) 
   whitefish |   .4586188   .0357595    12.83   0.000     .3885108    .5287269 
     bigfork |   .2779828    .024014    11.58   0.000     .2309022    .3250634 
      polson |   .2304005     .02783     8.28   0.000     .1758385    .2849625 
      cfalls |  -.0064046   .0255364    -0.25   0.802      -.05647    .0436608 
         view |  (dropped) 
     bigfire |  -.0379511   .0227426    -1.67   0.095     -.082539    .0066368 
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     zero5km |  -.1967113   .0405906    -4.85   0.000     -.276291   -.1171316 
    five10km |  -.0975429   .0265596    -3.67   0.000    -.1496142   -.0454716 
     ten15km |  -.0180231   .0214454    -0.84   0.401    -.0600678    .0240217 
 fifteen20km |   .0004039   .0190518     0.02   0.983     -.036948    .0377558 
qtrsincefire |   .0014832   .0035704     0.42   0.678    -.0055167    .0084831 
qtrsincefi~2 |  -.0002449   .0001248    -1.96   0.050    -.0004896   -2.75e-07 
      twomed |   .0170963   .0099018     1.73   0.084    -.0023167    .0365094 
     twohigh |     .02336   .0117272     1.99   0.046     .0003684    .0463516 
   twomedsqr |  -.0015935   .0008195    -1.94   0.052    -.0032001    .0000132 
  twohighsqr |    -.00069   .0008989    -0.77   0.443    -.0024523    .0010723 
 fivemeddiff |   -.004061   .0032951    -1.23   0.218    -.0105212    .0023991 
fivehighdiff |  -.0030696   .0037979    -0.81   0.419    -.0105156    .0043764 
fivemeddif~r |   .0000184   .0000947     0.19   0.846    -.0001673    .0002041 
fivehighdi~r |  -.0002057   .0001063    -1.93   0.053    -.0004141    2.72e-06 
        gar1 |   .0960956   .0442163     2.17   0.030     .0094075    .1827837 
        gar2 |   .1801022   .0154435    11.66   0.000     .1498246    .2103799 
        gar4 |   .1450227   .0571549     2.54   0.011     .0329678    .2570776 
        gar5 |   .1206539   .0193477     6.24   0.000     .0827219    .1585859 
        gar6 |   .2538547   .0239702    10.59   0.000     .2068601    .3008493 
        gar7 |    .103598   .1903078     0.54   0.586    -.2695093    .4767052 
        age2 |  -.1063634   .0217609    -4.89   0.000    -.1490267   -.0637001 
        age3 |  -.1787573   .0236406    -7.56   0.000    -.2251058   -.1324087 
        age4 |  -.2311477   .0189211   -12.22   0.000    -.2682434   -.1940519 
        age5 |  -.2094742   .0260118    -8.05   0.000    -.2604716   -.1584769 
        age6 |  -.0656663   .0193074    -3.40   0.001    -.1035194   -.0278133 
        age7 |  -.2579888    .023236   -11.10   0.000    -.3035442   -.2124335 
        age8 |   .0081858   .0229166     0.36   0.721    -.0367433    .0531149 
        age9 |  -.2263106   .0419075    -5.40   0.000    -.3084722    -.144149 
      style1 |   -.003137   .0148242    -0.21   0.832    -.0322005    .0259265 
      style2 |   .0791112   .1174832     0.67   0.501    -.1512201    .3094425 
      style3 |   .1541665   .0574916     2.68   0.007     .0414515    .2668814 
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      style4 |   .2947912   .0314703     9.37   0.000     .2330923    .3564901 
      style5 |   .1049868   .0310536     3.38   0.001     .0441048    .1658689 
      style6 |  -.2809747   .0193922   -14.49   0.000    -.3189939   -.2429554 
      style7 |  -.0057888    .033984    -0.17   0.865     -.072416    .0608384 
      style9 |  -.0308891   .0269425    -1.15   0.252    -.0837111     .021933 
     style10 |   .0252982   .0299936     0.84   0.399    -.0335056     .084102 
    saleqtr2 |   .0174437   .1880843     0.09   0.926    -.3513043    .3861917 
    saleqtr3 |   .1982797   .2312742     0.86   0.391     -.255144    .6517035 
    saleqtr4 |   .5730658   .0697895     8.21   0.000     .4362401    .7098914 
    saleqtr5 |   .1920523   .1770232     1.08   0.278    -.1550098    .5391144 
    saleqtr6 |   .0576497   .1320661     0.44   0.662    -.2012721    .3165715 
    saleqtr7 |   .2304642   .1928454     1.20   0.232    -.1476181    .6085464 
    saleqtr8 |    .184281   .2668666     0.69   0.490    -.3389233    .7074853 
    saleqtr9 |   .2022124   .1017989     1.99   0.047      .002631    .4017939 
   saleqtr10 |   .0717682   .1033395     0.69   0.487    -.1308337    .2743701 
   saleqtr11 |   .4017515   .1127604     3.56   0.000     .1806796    .6228234 
   saleqtr12 |   .1366596   .1095373     1.25   0.212    -.0780934    .3514126 
   saleqtr13 |   .1308619   .1425803     0.92   0.359    -.1486734    .4103973 
   saleqtr14 |   .3625587   .0989967     3.66   0.000     .1684712    .5566463 
   saleqtr15 |   .2603861   .1838308     1.42   0.157    -.1000226    .6207948 
   saleqtr16 |    .163413   .1386061     1.18   0.238    -.1083308    .4351567 
   saleqtr17 |   .0741836   .1629441     0.46   0.649    -.2452758     .393643 
   saleqtr18 |   .3482967   .0575553     6.05   0.000     .2354568    .4611366 
   saleqtr19 |   .4089788   .0697252     5.87   0.000     .2722793    .5456783 
   saleqtr20 |   .3607452   .0756958     4.77   0.000     .2123401    .5091503 
   saleqtr21 |   .3888034   .0657917     5.91   0.000     .2598158     .517791 
   saleqtr22 |   .4177271   .0532899     7.84   0.000     .3132497    .5222045 
   saleqtr23 |   .4137048    .068994     6.00   0.000     .2784388    .5489707 
   saleqtr24 |   .2794175   .0701582     3.98   0.000      .141869     .416966 
   saleqtr25 |   .4968763   .0560243     8.87   0.000      .387038    .6067145 
   saleqtr26 |   .6117172     .05046    12.12   0.000      .512788    .7106463 
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   saleqtr27 |   .5817703    .058059    10.02   0.000     .4679429    .6955977 
   saleqtr28 |   .5936479   .0693334     8.56   0.000     .4577165    .7295793 
   saleqtr29 |   .6353857    .056453    11.26   0.000      .524707    .7460644 
   saleqtr30 |    .661292    .046826    14.12   0.000     .5694874    .7530966 
   saleqtr31 |   .6936509    .047782    14.52   0.000     .5999721    .7873297 
   saleqtr32 |   .6560392   .0510019    12.86   0.000     .5560476    .7560307 
   saleqtr33 |   .7509437   .0456854    16.44   0.000     .6613754     .840512 
   saleqtr34 |   .8004945   .0442685    18.08   0.000      .713704    .8872849 
   saleqtr35 |   .8705033   .0476204    18.28   0.000     .7771412    .9638653 
   saleqtr36 |   .8584639   .0493747    17.39   0.000     .7616625    .9552654 
   saleqtr37 |   .9392649   .0463704    20.26   0.000     .8483535    1.030176 
   saleqtr38 |   .9851947   .0470485    20.94   0.000      .892954    1.077435 
   saleqtr39 |    .999535   .0506973    19.72   0.000     .9001407    1.098929 
   saleqtr40 |   1.011218   .0503788    20.07   0.000     .9124478    1.109988 
   saleqtr41 |   1.091774   .0466155    23.42   0.000     1.000382    1.183166 
   saleqtr42 |   1.119551   .0502273    22.29   0.000     1.021078    1.218024 
   saleqtr43 |   1.134672   .0507766    22.35   0.000     1.035122    1.234222 
   saleqtr44 |   1.133401   .0624438    18.15   0.000     1.010977    1.255825 
       _cons |    7.24776   .1509109    48.03   0.000     6.951892    7.543627 
 
Log-Lik Intercept Only:      -4836.720   Log-Lik Full Model:          -1553.899 
D(4073):                      3107.798   LR(97):                       6565.642 
                                         Prob > LR:                       0.000 
R2:                              0.793   Adjusted R2:                     0.788 
AIC:                             0.793   AIC*n:                        3309.798 
BIC:                        -30847.296   BIC':                        -5756.988 
BIC used by Stata:            3924.788   AIC used by Stata:            3303.798 
